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ABSTRACT 

The increased demand for sustainable energy sources has resulted in a boom for the wind 

energy industry. The industry therefore wants to manufacture wind turbine blades at 

higher production rates and for the blades themselves to be more efficient. The project 

undertaken assessed anhydride-cured epoxy resins alongside a novel manufacturing 

process, vascular curing, to develop both material and manufacturing capabilities to 

achieve these goals. 

This study initially characterised three anhydride-cured epoxy resins developed by 

Hitachi Chemical Company Ltd. These resins were shown to offer increased interfacial 

adhesion to glass fibres over an amine-cured epoxy industry benchmark, with an 

increase in interfacial shear strength of 24-66% depending on the anhydride.  

Preliminary trials on carbon fibre were conducted due to demand for larger blades to 

increase energy efficiency, this again showed improved performance was attained for 

the anhydride-cured epoxy resin, with a 34% increase in interlaminar shear strength over 

the industry benchmark. 

Composite wind turbines are currently manufactured using long and low temperature 

cure cycles to prevent thermal gradients developing in the part which lead to 

manufacturing defects, ultimately limiting the production rate and incurring 

manufacturing costs. A proof-of-concept setup to experimentally validate vascular 

curing for thick composite sections (50 mm) was developed. This novel manufacturing 

process embedded a secondary heating mechanism within the part. It was shown both 

experimentally that the embedment of a vascule network reduced the observed peak 

exotherm on average by 25 °C.   

Overall, this work has furthered knowledge of anhydride-cured epoxies and showcased 

that they could have much wider use, due to the improved interfacial adhesion to both 

glass and carbon fibres. The vascular cure laboratory-scale setup has been developed 

and shown exciting preliminary results. With further development both these resins and 

processing methods could both be integrated into current industrial processes to enable 

better quality wind turbine blades to be made at higher production rates to meet demand.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1.  Motivation 

Since the industrial revolution (1800s) the global population started to exploit fossil 

fuels - coal, oil, and gas - to meet its energy demands, which have only kept increasing. 

Today fossil fuels are used in everyday life to generate electricity, as fuel for 

transportation and for heat. Fossil fuels are not only a limited resource but contribute to 

the emissions of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases, which act to trap heat 

within the atmosphere and thus lead to global warming. To reduce emissions from 

energy generation there is a global shift to sustainable, greener energy production.    

Wind is one of the most practical sources of sustainable energy, and therefore wind 

turbines are of great interest to generate electricity. As the wind passes over the blades 

of the wind turbine it creates lift, causing the rotor (which is connected to a generator) 

to rotate, in turn outputting electrical energy. Between 2007 and 2010 the installed 

capacity to harvest wind energy worldwide, increased from 94 GW to 197 GW [1], and 

reached 435 GW at the end of 2015 [2]; it continues to grow. 

Current wind turbine blades (WTBs) are large structures, with blades approaching 80 m 

in length, and have variable thickness from root to tip, with root sections being up to  

60 mm thick [3]. At thick sections, curing of composite parts becomes more complex as 

there are temperature gradients through the thickness. There is an initial lag in the cure 

at the centre of the part, and once cure starts the heat generated during the exothermic 

cure reaction is slower to dissipate leading to thermal spiking. In combination, these 
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heighten the risk of runaway reactions (causing an exotherm) which would ultimately 

lead to the loss of the part. To mitigate these issues manufacturers currently opt for long 

low temperature cure cycles, thus incurring high manufacturing costs and limiting part 

turnover. However, there is a shift within the composites industry toward faster 

manufacturing and therefore shorter cure cycles (with lower peak exotherms) to enable 

faster production rates in order to meet the greater demand for composites and at more 

affordable prices is desired [3–8].   

As the demand for wind energy is increasing, the drive to build larger more efficient 

WTBs is also increasing. Glass fibre is widely used in the manufacture of WTBs as they 

offer the best cost-performance to meet the requirements for the current WTBs. 

However, to meet the demand for larger more efficient blades, carbon fibre or hybrid 

composites will be required. Carbon fibres have much higher stiffness and lower density 

and therefore at longer blade lengths, less material is needed to meet the structural 

performance requirements and thus makes the cost: performance ratio swing in favour 

of carbon fibre.  

This project was undertaken with sponsorship from Hitachi Chemical Company Ltd. 

(HCCL). HCCL is a supplier of chemical raw materials and is a subsidiary to Hitachi 

Ltd., a wind turbine blade manufacturer.   

HCCL had developed an anhydride-cured epoxy resin which was evaluated within this 

project. In the literature it has been reported that anhydride-cured epoxies typically have 

low reaction enthalpies and reduced cure shrinkage compared to their amine cured 

counterparts, which are much more widely used by industry.  

As discussed, the desire to manufacture wind turbine blades at higher production rates 

with faster optimised cure cycles and to have resin systems that could be exploited in 

carbon fibre or hybrid composite systems in order to meet the demand for larger blades 

is of great importance to the industry.  

 

1.2.  Project aims and objectives  

The thesis aims to address the following research question: ‘Can anhydride-cured epoxy 

resins offer performance gains in terms of material properties and manufacturing in 

large-scale composite structures?’ 
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Based on this, the project took a three-pronged approach: firstly, assess the properties of 

these HCCL resins, secondly assess their interfacial adhesion for both glass and carbon 

fibre systems. Thirdly, the project looked to develop a new process technology, vascular 

curing, which could offer a unique solution to allow for faster production of WTBs.   

The objectives of the thesis can be summarised as: 

1. Characterise the anhydride-cured epoxy resin as supplied by HCCL. Assessing the 

effect of the anhydride structure on the resin properties and comparing these to a 

commercially available diamine-cured epoxy resin widely used in the WTB industry.  

2. Assess the interfacial performance of the anhydride-cured HCCL resin on the glass 

fibre reinforcement currently used by HCCL. There is a major drive in the WTB 

industry to move toward carbon/hybrid composites to build larger more efficient 

WTBs. Therefore, assessing the anhydride-cured resin interfacial adhesion on 

carbon fibres with different sizings /surface treatments was an objective of this work, 

in order to help inform HCCL’s carbon fibre selection. 

3. Develop a proof-of-concept experimental setup to demonstrate the technology of 

vascular curing. Assess if this novel manufacturing method can improve cure 

homogeneity in thick parts and thus enable gains in manufacturing capabilities.  

 

1.3. Thesis structure 

Based on the research objectives the thesis is presented as: 

Literature review (Chapter 2): 

This section discusses the current state of the art wind turbines both in terms of materials 

used and the manufacture methods employed. The resins and fibres used, and the 

advancements being made to improve laminate performance, including the role of the 

interface and the methods employed to improve the adhesion between the resin and fibre, 

is discussed. The review delves into the current manufacturing challenges and the novel 

methods currently being explored to mitigate these and increase manufacturing 

production rates.  

Methodology (Chapter 3): 

Provides details of the resin formulations, fibres and manufacturing methods used in this 

work. The principles of techniques used from resin characterisation methods to short 
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beam shear testing will be outlined in this section. The section will also present a review 

of different methods available to assess interfacial shear strength and justify why 

microbond testing was selected.  

Resin characterisation (Chapter 4): 

Three different anhydrides were assessed to understand the effect of the structure on the 

resin performance including thermal and mechanical properties, viscoelasticity, and 

thermal degradation. This evaluation led to the down selection of one resin system as it 

gave the best overall performance and was later used in the work on vascular curing 

(Chapter 7). To facilitate modelling of vascular curing, in Chapter 7, characterisation of 

the resins conductivity and specific heat capacity was required. All measured properties 

were benchmarked against an amine-cured epoxy resin industrially used for WTBs. 

Resin cure kinetics (Chapter 5): 

The resin cure kinetics for the anhydride-cured epoxies were assessed by adopting 

Kissinger and Ozawa kinetics models. Structure-property relationships were determined 

for the anhydride networks. However, these models assume first-order kinetics, and may 

not be most appropriate for further process modelling. To allow for more accurate 

modelling of the development of cure, using isothermal DSC methods an appropriate 

autocatalytic cure kinetics model was selected. 

Laminate performance (Chapter 6): 

The interfacial adhesion of the resin to the fibre is critical to the overall composite 

laminate performance. This was assessed from both macromechanical (short beam shear 

interlaminar shear strength) and micromechanical (microbond) testing. Development of 

an in-house microbond procedure formed a large part of this work. The wind industry is 

moving toward carbon fibre systems due to demand for larger blades, therefore 

evaluating the effect of sizing of carbon fibre on the interfacial adhesion was to be 

evaluated to inform HCCLs choice of carbon fibre. However, the microbond setup in its 

current state, although suitable for glass fibre, was limited for its evaluation of carbon 

fibre, therefore only preliminary assessment of the anhydride-cured resin on carbon fibre 

was conducted.  
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Optimisation of cure at thick composite sections – vascular curing (Chapter 7): 

In this chapter, the novel manufacturing method of vascular curing was evaluated. Finite 

element analysis was used to model the reduction in exotherm and cure variation for the 

cure of thick composite sections with and without a central vascule. A laboratory scale 

proof-of-concept experimental setup was developed which enabled oil to be circulated 

at a controlled temperature through a central vascule within a glass fibre reinforced 

polymer (GFRP) laminate (50 mm thick). The results from the model are validated using 

the experimental setup and understanding of the effect of the vascule of cure uniformity 

was determined.  

Conclusions and suggestions for further work (Chapter 8): 

The overall findings of the project are concluded in this chapter. This chapter also 

discusses future work which would be undertaken to further this research, mainly 

focusing on the vascular cure manufacturing process which could be developed further 

to take it to the next technology readiness level (TRL). 
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

Wind power has been exploited for thousands of years, for many tasks from grinding 

grain to pumping water [9]. James Blythe, a Scottish engineer, is widely credited with 

the development of the modern wind turbine as it was the first which facilitated the 

generation of electricity. In 1887, at his home in Scotland, Blythe built a vertical axis 

wind turbine (VAWT), constructed with four sails attached to arms at right angles to 

each other, supported by a wooden tripod (Figure 1). To generate electricity Blythe 

utilised technologies that also came about during the industrial revolution, such as the 

Robinson anemometer, dynamo generator, and Faure accumulator, the design was 

patented in 1891. At the time, Blythe’s invention was met with significant scepticism as 

wind turbines were seen to be large and inefficient, therefore fossil fuels led the way for 

large scale energy generation [10].   

 

Figure 1: Photograph of the wind turbine developed by James Blythe. Taken from [10]. 

In the later 20th century understanding of aerodynamics and advanced materials, 

including the development of composite materials, led to wind turbines being re-

examined as a viable means of sustainable large-scale energy generation; especially as 
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there is now a pressing concern to look for alternative energy resources due to climate 

change and limited supplies of fossil fuels [11, 12]. 

2.1. Types of wind turbines  

There are two classes of wind turbine blades, identified by the direction of the shaft and 

rotational axis, examples of each are shown in Figure 2: 

• Horizontal axis wind turbine (HAWT) - shaft mounted horizontal to the ground. 

• Vertical axis wind turbine (VAWT) - shaft normal to the ground. 

a) b) 

  

Figure 2: Examples of two classes of wind turbine blades a) HAWT and b) VAWT. 

VAWTs demonstrate multiple advantages over HAWTs. They do not require any 

additional mechanism to face the wind, and heavy generator equipment can be mounted 

on the ground instead of being at the top of the tower.  However, VAWTs rely on a drag 

mechanism, which limits its efficiency as they have a tip speed ratio which cannot 

exceed one; limiting its maximum efficiency which is far exceeded by the three-bladed 

HAWTs more widely available. Thus, VAWTs have not been developed for mass 

market at present. With continued development, they should not be disregarded for 

future wind farms, as they could be packed much more closely and thus could be used 

in more residential and industrial areas where space is limited [13, 14, 15]. 

Within VAWTs there is much greater variety of designs seen, a very interesting example 

is presented by Jayaram et al. [15], who investigated a biologically inspired blade shape 

based on a maple/triplaris seed. Several blade geometries inspired by these seeds were 

modelled using finite element analysis (FEA) and subjected to static loading conditions. 

These initial studies showed very promising results as the maple seed design was shown 
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to deflect less compared to a standard blade and could withstand high wind speeds of  

55 m s-1. The study also investigated tubercles, inspired by those found on the leading 

edge of humpback whale flippers, as seen in Figure 3, which have been shown to 

increase the mammal’s ability to manoeuvre through the water, due to the increase in 

lift and decrease in drag afforded to it from these growths. In the study by Jayaram et al. 

[15], the addition of tubercles to the blade designs further reduced the deflections 

observed, thus were highlighted as points of interest for further work.  

 

Figure 3: a) Image of humpback whale flipper, b) Maple turbine setup used in study by 

Jayaram et al. [15], c) stress analysis of one blade from the maple seed inspired blade 

design with addition of tubercles. Image reconstructed from [15]. 

HAWTs however, dominate todays large scale market for wind turbine blades, due to 

their increased rotor control through pitch (rotation of blades to control amount of lift) 

and yaw control (keeping the rotor facing wind direction) [9]. Hence the focus of this 

work is directed towards HAWT blades, and therefore further mention of wind turbine 

blades (WTBs) will refer to HAWTs.   

2.2.  How do HAWT wind turbines generate power? 

Wind turbines harness a fraction of the power available in order to turn a generator, thus 

converting kinetic energy into useful electrical power [16, 17]. The total power available 

to the turbine, PW, is given by Equation 1.   

PW = Pc  .  
1

2
 .  ρ 𝐴𝑠 V3 

                       (1) 

where, As is the swept area of the turbine blades (As = πr2, where r is half the rotor 

diameter), ρ is the density of the air, V is the wind speed through the turbine and, Pc is 

the power coefficient [18, 19, 20]. The power coefficient is defined as 0.593, based upon 

Betz’s law, which showed regardless of wind turbine blade design the maximum amount 

of kinetic energy which can be extracted from the wind into mechanical energy turning 
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a rotor is 59.3%.  In practice typical HAWTs achieve efficiencies of 70-80% of the Betz 

power coefficient due to energy losses (i.e. drag) [9]. To improve the efficiency and 

increase the power output there has been extensive development within the industry 

including: aerodynamics, blade shape and geometry, and configuration [9]. 

2.3.  Materials for wind turbines 

Historically, wind turbines were made from wood or aluminium, but from the 1970s, 

with the advancement of composite materials this moved to glass fibre composites [3]. 

Now, carbon fibre systems are also commonly used and becoming of increasing 

importance due to the industrial demand for larger more efficient wind turbine blades 

and this will be discussed in Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2. Polyester resins were previously 

widely employed within the wind turbine industry as they demonstrated good 

mechanical properties, thermal stability, and environmental resistance, while being 

easily processable without requiring a post cure step. However, in recent years, epoxy 

resins have superseded polyesters and have become the industry standard as they exhibit 

superior mechanical properties and offer better fatigue resistance, resulting in much 

more durable composite laminates [20]. Since epoxies were first used commercially in 

1947, they have been utilised in many sectors from coatings, electronics, adhesives and 

in structural applications in both construction and composite fields [21].  

2.4.  Epoxy resins 

Traditionally, the industry has had a ‘one size fits all’ approach and, as much stimulus 

for epoxy resin development has come from the aerospace industry which has very 

different performance demands to the wind industry, this has meant that the development 

of advanced composite materials for the specific application to WTBs has yet to be fully 

exploited.  

The manufacturing challenge faced by the wind industry, as with other industries 

including aerospace and automotive, is to develop resin systems that are infusible and 

offer quick, low temperature cure cycles to increase productivity and reduce costs [22].  

During their lifetime (20-30 years), WTBs are expected to undergo 100 million load 

cycles (high cycle fatigue) whilst being exposed to harsh environments with lightning 

strikes, erosion from wind particles, impact events, and variations in operating 

temperature with icing events being common place [3].  
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For structural epoxies the most frequently used resins are oligomers based on the 

diglycidyl ether bisphenol A (DGEBA), produced from the reaction of epichlorohydrin 

and bisphenol-A in an O-alkylation reaction, given in Figure 4. DGEBA accounts for 

approximately 75% of the global epoxy consumption [21]. DGEBA exhibits several 

favourable properties including thermal resistance, toughness, rigidity, good adhesion, 

and chemical resistance; this explains its prominence in the field, and why it is used in 

this work [21]. 

 

Figure 4: DGEBA production from epichlorohydrin and bisphenol-A. Reconstructed 

from [23]. 

The versatility of epoxies and the reason why they have found use in so many industrial 

fields is that they have the ability to undergo cure with a wide variety of curing agents 

[23] including amines [24], anhydrides [25, 26] thiols [27, 28, 29], and imidazoles [30].  

The properties of the cured resin are dictated by the structure of epoxy and curing agent 

selected, the resin formulation, the addition of initiators, diluents, plasticisers, 

toughening agents, and finally the curing processes which it undergoes [31–35].  

In 2001, it was seen that amines were the largest class of curing agents (as used by 

volume) taking 50% of the US market; the second largest group was carboxylic acids 

and anhydrides, making up 36%, followed by the third class which was phenols and 
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related substances (14%) [36]. Amines have been utilised most widely as there are many 

types (aromatic, aliphatic, primary, and secondary etc) which can be reacted with 

different epoxies to produce resins with different properties. These can then be exploited 

in a vast array of applications.  

Some typical properties of epoxy resins cured with different hardener summarised from 

[34] are presented in Table 1. These properties are dependent upon the inherent 

flexibility and molecular motions of the cross-linked network, and the crosslink density 

of the network. Modifiers can also be added to the resin formulation i.e. rubbers or 

thermoplastics, these are often used to increase the fracture toughness of epoxy resins 

which are inherently brittle. There are many references which provide a good source of 

information upon effect of epoxy and cure agent structure-property relationships and the 

effect of thermoset modifiers [29, 34, 35].   

Table 1: Typical properties of epoxy resins cured with different curing agents [34]. 

Curing agent 

Cycloaliphatic 

amine – 

piperidine 

Aromatic amine- 

diphenyl sulfone 

(DDS) 

Aromatic amine- 

methylenedianiline 

(MDA) 

Cure agent 

structure    

Tg (°C) 75-110 190 144 

Tensile 

strength, psi 

(MPa) 

7,000-9,000 

(48 – 62) 
8,550 (59) 8,100 (56) 

Flexural 

strength, psi 

(MPa) 

13,500-15,500 

(93-107) 
17,500 (121) 17,900 (123) 

Compressive 

strength, psi 

(MPa) 

13,000-16,000 

(90-110) 
- 10,500 (72) 
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Anhydride-cured epoxies, although not as widely studied, have been reported in 

literature to have numerous benefits over their amine cured counterparts. The reaction 

of anhydrides and epoxies is characterised by a reduced enthalpy of reaction (lower 

exotherm) and although long cure cycles are required to reach full cure, the resulting 

resins have low shrinkage and consequently reduced residual stresses locked within the 

cured laminates [37, 38]. In addition, anhydride-cured epoxy blends yield lower mix 

viscosity without the need for diluents, making them ideal for infusion processing [38]. 

It is these properties which make them particularly appealing as resin systems for the 

wind turbine industry, and hence why an anhydride-cured epoxy was investigated in this 

work.  

Reactions between epoxies and anhydrides require an initiator in order to allow the cure 

reaction to occur at low temperatures at a quick rate, and often tertiary amines are used 

[23].  There is general agreement amongst researchers that the reaction is an anionic one, 

but the nature of the mechanism still provokes some debate. Fischer [39], suggested the 

tertiary amine first reacts with the anhydride to form a zwitterion, which then reacts with 

the epoxide ring, prior to polymerisation. In contrast, Tanaka and Kakiuchi [40], 

suggested the reaction required the presence of an additional proton donor as a co-

catalyst which can form a complex with the amines. This complex is then able to ring 

open the anhydride to form a zwitterion which can then polymerise with the epoxy. It 

was also suggested that these proton donors may not need to be added but could be 

formed in-situ during the reaction. It was suggested that the isomerisation of the epoxide 

may form a proton donor in the form of an allyl alcohol [25]. However, Antoon and 

Koenig [41] dispute this as they did not observe the formation of allyl alcohol in their 

FTIR spectroscopic investigations into the cure mechanism, but they hypothesise the 

initiation is due to the presence of a proton donor could come from the presence of 

alcohol functional groups with the resin constituents [26, 43].   

As will be discussed, in this work the amine and the anhydride are pre-mixed before the 

addition of the epoxy, and therefore the first suggested reaction mechanism (Fischer 

[39]) is presumed, and the general reaction scheme is shown in Figure 5. However, the 

fact that so many reaction mechanisms have been suggested only emphasises that the 

mechanism is not fully understood and is perhaps more complex with multiple reactions 

occurring [36].  
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Figure 5: Scheme showing mechanism of tertiary amine-initiated epoxy-anhydride 

reaction.  

2.4.1. Development of more efficient WTBs 

Owing to increased demand for wind energy and a limited number of wind farms, there 

is increased demand to build more efficient wind turbines. It is understood that the larger 

the swept area of the wind turbine blade the more energy can be generated (shown in 

Equation 1, Section 2.2), therefore the larger the turbine blades the greater the energy 

efficiency achieved. Hence, as shown in Figure 6, there is a growing trend toward larger 

more efficient turbines: from 100 kW wind turbines in the 1980s with 17 m rotor 

diameters, to 2 MW wind turbines in the late 2000s with rotor diameters of 80 m. Current 

designs for future wind turbine blades look to surpass 100 m length  [18, 43, 44].  

In 2018, General Electric announced plans to develop the largest offshore WTB. The  

Haliade-X will be a 12 MW turbine with blade length of 107 m, thus having the capacity 

to produce 45% more energy than any current offshore turbine blade [44].  

 

Figure 6: Development of wind turbine blades from 1980s to 2020 (predicted). Taken 

with permission from  [45]. 
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2.4.2. Fibre selection 

Within a composite material the fibres provide the strength and stiffness, and therefore 

the structural performance to the material/part [45]. They are held in place by the matrix 

which also helps to transfer the stresses between the fibres. Many types of fibres are 

available in the industry, which are selected depending upon performance requirements 

from natural fibres (e.g. jute, hemp, flax [46]), polymers (e.g. high modulus 

polyethylene, such as DyneemaTM [47, 48], or KevlarTM), ceramics [46], and more 

widely used carbon [49], and glass [49, 50]. The two fibres discussed herein are glass 

and carbon as they have been most widely exploited in the WTB industry.  

There are many varieties of glass fibre, the chemical composition of the fibre can be 

tailored to afford it specific properties, for further details of composition and resulting 

fibre type and properties the author refers the reader to [51]. E-glass fibres (so called due 

to their high electric resistance) have been used extensively in the wind industry due to 

their relatively low cost, offering the best cost-performance ratio for small/mid-size 

current WTBs, Table 2 gives some typical E-glass fibre properties.  

However, with the growing demand for larger WTBs, carbon fibres are being used more 

widely, as they are lighter but stiffer than glass fibres.  

With increasing size, gravitational forces and inertial loads tend to dominate over 

aerodynamic loads [52]. Moving to carbon fibre reinforced polymer (CFRP) systems 

allows for potentially thinner, stiffer and lighter blades to be designed [3] compared to if 

these requirements were met by GFRP laminates, as shown in Table 2. 

Table 2: Comparison of typical E-glass and carbon fibre properties [53, 54]. 

Fibre type Stiffness/ GPa Tensile 

strength/ MPa 

Density/      

 g cm-3 

Cost/ $ lb -1 

E-glass 072 3500 2.54 02 

Carbon 350 4000 1.77 30 

 

Carbon fibres have already been exploited by several large wind turbine manufactures 

such as Vestas and Gamesa [54]. Switching to carbon fibre is reported to have enabled 

Vestas to increase blade length by 5 m without any additional weight gain. Vestas uses 
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HexPlyTM M79 prepreg (produced by Hexcel) in the manufacture of blades which are 

approaching 100 m in length, as the use of the carbon fibre results in exceptionally strong 

and stiff laminates which are lighter than those made with glass fibre [55].  

Hybrid composites pose a very interesting alternative to either pure glass or carbon 

systems. To meet the same structural stiffness as GFRP laminate, by moving to carbon 

fibre there is a weight saving of 76%, yet the cost is 3.5 times more expensive. However, 

with hybrid composites 50:50 glass and carbon laminates, the increase in cost can be 

reduced to 2.9 times cost of the GFRP laminate but with a 58% weight saving [53]. 

Hybrid composites therefore offer a compromise between cost, mechanical properties, 

and weight.  

Currently, the longest wind turbine blade, 88.4 m, is made from carbon/glass hybrid 

composites [56]. Hybrid composites employ carbon fibre to regions where it is needed 

most and all glass fibre in other areas, therefore achieving a better cost: performance 

ratio balance. For example, adding carbon fibres to the spar flange, where they work in 

one of two ways, increase the stiffness for a given weight or reduce the weight for a 

given stiffness. Yet keeping the spar shear web with just glass fibre as the mechanical 

properties in the region are lower and can be obtained with more economical glass fibre, 

as shown Figure 7 [58, 59]. 

 

Figure 7: Wind turbine blade aerofoil cross-section, showing spar web and flange. Taken 

from [58]. 

2.4.3. Sandwich structures 

Composite WTBs are often formed as a combination of monolithic (composed of only 

fibre reinforced polymers) and sandwich structures. Sandwich structures are formed of 

two thin composite laminates with a thick lightweight core material sandwiched between 

them. These types of composites are exploited in the industry as they offer high strength, 

buckling resistance and bending stiffness, yet they are lighter than a monolithic structure. 

Main spar flange 
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These sandwich materials may be homogeneous (i.e. polymeric foams and balsa wood) 

or non-homogeneous such as honeycomb type (NomexTM) [58]. These will not be 

discussed in much detail herein as the project focused upon monolithic structures. 

However, the author points the reader to the following references [59, 60, 61].   

2.4.4. Interfacial properties 

For overall laminate performance the interface between the resin and fibre is critical, as 

poor adhesion results in poor transfer of stress between fibres. Generally, weak 

interfaces lead to low strength in the composite laminate. However, very strong 

interfaces can lead to brittle failure. In the manufacture of fibres, a thin film of sizing 

agent (emulsion/solution consisting of polymeric components) after surface treatment 

(e.g. electrolytic oxidation or plasma treatment) is applied. These processes occur to 

firstly protect the fibres from damage and improve their handleability, but also to 

increase the interfacial adhesion to the resin. Fibre sizing/surface treatments can be used 

to improve the resin/fibre interface. The stress transfer mechanism between the resins 

and fibres is determined by the interface, the main mechanisms of which are observed 

and can be exploited in thermoset composites. These are explained briefly herein. 

2.4.4.1. Chemical bonding 

Adhesion through chemical reactions (covalent or ionic) between the resins and 

functional groups on the fibre surface lead to high interfacial shear strength.   

Optimising the selection of the resin and fibre which have best compatibility is vital. 

Developing sizing/coupling agents which promote chemical bonding between the fibre 

and matrix has been widely studied.  

A simple example of this is in silane coupling agents, typically used on glass fibre 

surfaces, which have the general chemical formula R-Si-X3, where X represents a readily 

hydrolysable group. These groups are hydrolysed within the solution to which the fibre 

is exposed to form a silanol, these groups compete with water to form hydrogen bonds 

with the fibre surface. The fibres are subsequently dried and condensation reactions 

occur at the silanol/fibre junction and neighbouring silanol molecules. This forms a 

polysiloxane layer bound to the fibre which presents functional groups (R) to the matrix, 

which can subsequently allow for chemical bonding at the interface [61], shown in 

Figure 8. 
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Figure 8: Silane coupling agents on glass fibre. a) hydrolysis of the organosilane to 

silanol, b) hydrogen bonding between silanol group and those on glass surface, c) 

condensation during the drying process leads to polysiloxane bonding to fibre 

surface and d) bonding between the functional group R of the polysiloxane and the 

polymer network. Reconstructed from [61]. 

Several recent literature references focus on optimising the carbon fibre surfaces 

by exploring grafting molecules to the fibre surface which can subsequently react 

with the polymer network on cure and thereby improve the interface between resin 

and fibre. There are many examples whereby chemical modification of the fibre 

surface has led to increased interfacial adhesion [63, 64, 65].  

Henderson et al. [64] have developed a method to enable carbon fibres to be 

modified to contain desirable reactive groups. The method of modification uses 

click chemistry which allows the surface functionalisation to be customised to suit 

the chemistry of the intended resin system.  Henderson et al. showed when the fibre 

was functionalised with a reactive aryl amine (at the end of the grafted molecule) 

there was a 220% increase in the interfacial shear strength (IFSS) over an unsized 

carbon fibre. It is hypothesised that this increase is achieved by the amine 
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functionalised carbon fibre reacting and covalently bonding to the epoxy resin 

matrix. 

2.4.4.2. Mechanical interlocking 

Fibre surface roughness and irregularities (i.e. pores) can create mechanical locking 

points if good wetting of the fibre surface has been achieved [66, 67]. Work by Drzal et 

al. [67] showed that fibre surface treatments which caused surface etching, thereby 

increasing the surface roughness, accounted for a significant increase in adhesion 

between the fibre and resin. A similar improvement was obtained via laser-induced 

surface structuring [68]. There are many examples of surface treatment techniques, e.g. 

plasma and etching, have been widely reported in literature to increase surface roughness 

and thereby increase interfacial adhesion [68–70].  

It is also reported that ‘fuzzy’ fibres offer improved interfacial adhesion. ‘Fuzzy’ fibres 

are formed from growing carbon nanotubes (CNTs) on the carbon fibre surface. The 

nanotubes add to the fibre surface roughness and create mechanical interlocking points 

around which the epoxy resin becomes anchored [71]. Sager et al. [72] showed that the 

interfacial shear strength of epoxy/carbon fibre composites could be increased by 71% 

by coating randomly aligned multi-walled CNTs on to the surface of the fibre (carbon-

T650) by means of thermal chemical vapour deposition.  

2.4.4.3. Electrostatic attraction 

Electrostatic attraction between two oppositely charged ions occurs at the interface. This 

is only a minor part of the total bonding strength. The effect is achieved often in the 

surface treatment of glass fibres. The surface of the fibre presented may be anionic or 

cationic depending upon the oxide of the glass and the pH of the solution used to apply 

the coupling agents. For example, on glass fibres ionic functional silanes may be used 

as coupling agents which, if anionic, would attract cationic functional groups within the 

matrix or vice versa [61].  

The interfacial adhesion between the resin and fibre is critical to the mechanical 

performance of the composite laminate. Firstly, the effect of the anhydride structure on 

the interface with the commercial glass fibres supplied was determined. Secondly, as 

HCCL are interested in moving toward carbon fibre laminates, it was critical to assess 
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the effect of different carbon fibre sizings/surface treatments and recommend which 

would be most appropriate.  

2.5.  Wind turbine manufacture 

Composite WTBs are typically manufactured in two half shell mouldings. Adhesives 

are used to attach spar boxes or web stiffeners (if not cured within the aerofoils) and to 

attach the two halves together [73]. Once the adhesive cures, coatings and paint are 

applied to the blade. The flange and bolts are then attached to the blade root section to 

enable the blade to be securely attached to the rotor [74]. These main manufacturing 

steps are shown pictorially in Figure 9.  

In the early years of composite WTBs, wet layup was used. This manufacturing 

technique uses paint brushes and rollers to push resin into the fibres within an open 

mould. The major drawback to this method is it is highly labour intensive, and the parts 

produced are of low quality. Low quality parts are produced as low viscosity resins must 

be used in order to impregnate the fibres and the process often leads to air being 

entrapped in the part [75].  However, with the advancement of composite manufacturing 

methods, prepreg and resin infusion now lead the way.  

 

Figure 9: Pictorial representation of the major steps in the manufacture of a wind 

turbine blade (WTB). Diagram reconstructed from images from [77, 78, 79].  
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Prepreg (pre-impregnated) refers to material which is supplied with the uncured resin 

already combined with the fibre (fabric or unidirectional). This material is most widely 

used by the aerospace industry but is used by some wind turbine manufactures including 

Vestas and Gamesa for the manufacture of their WTBs [79]. Previously prepreg was 

better than infusion as it was more consistent, enabled better control of fibre orientation 

and thus resulted in better mechanical properties [79]. Although this statement was 

appropriate previously, in recent years with the advancement of infusion methods and 

infusible resin systems, parts of comparable mechanical properties can be produced with 

resin infusion [75]. However, prepreg technology could allow for higher levels of 

automation, for example they can be used with automated tape placement equipment. 

Prepreg materials are much more costly and pre-impregnated material has a shelf-life 

(of several months) and specific storage conditions (e.g. -18 °C) [79].  

However, vacuum assisted resin infusion (VARI) is the process most widely employed 

in the industry as it is often cheaper compared to the prepreg process [79]. VARI is used 

by HCCL and will therefore be the technique used throughout this work and will be the 

focus of the following discussion.  

The VARI process is conducted with the dry fabric preforms, prefabricated parts, other 

components and auxiliary materials being laid up on a female mould. Prefabricated parts 

can include blade roots and spar caps which are difficult to infuse. Other components 

may include sandwich structure cores or lightning protection copper meshing. Auxiliary 

materials are those required for the infusion process, such as resin distribution mesh and 

vacuum bagging materials. The rigid tooling lies on the side of the laminate which will 

be the outer surface of the blade with the flexible tooling on the inside (Figure 10 [22]) 

and uncured resin, which has been degassed, is then drawn through the part using a 

vacuum. Once the fabric has been fully impregnated the inlets are sealed and the whole 

part is cured, at the temperature and duration specified for the resin used [82, 83, 84].  
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Figure 10: a) Image of infusion of wind turbine blade [81], b) Schematic of infusion 

manufacturing process for WTBs [22]. 

The speed of infusion and the nature of the cure cycle are important cost drivers with 

this manufacturing process. The infusion time is affected by several factors such as: the 

distribution mesh selected; fabric permeability, resin system used, and infusion strategy 

employed i.e. number and location of resin inlets [83, 85]. For effective infusion the 

resin viscosity should be below 0.5 Pa.s at the processing temperature [86, 87], and 

understanding the resin cure kinetics is key to ensure that the resin does not gel within 

the time scale of the infusion processes at the processing temperature. The number of 

resin inlets can be varied based on the understanding of the infusion process and the flow 

path distance, which is shorter for faster curing resins and hence requires more inlets. 

By fully appreciating all the steps of the process the fibre impregnation and fibre volume 

fraction can be maximised ensuring optimum laminate performance.  

There are many variations of VARI methods from Seemann composite resin infusion 

process (SCRIMP), controlled atmospheric pressure resin infusion (CAPRI) and 

vacuum assisted process (VAP), to name but three, the reader can refer to [88, 89] for 

greater details on these methods. SCRIMP may be one of the more common variations 

used for WTB manufacture [90, 91], in this variation consumable distribution media and 

flow channels are strategically used to enable the resin to flow across the part surface 

and speed up the infusion processes [85].  

Future developments in VARI manufacture may incorporate more automated layup 

techniques for fibre placement in order to speed up the manufacturing process, increase 

reliability and reduce fibre misalignment [89]. Zhu et al. [90], have developed an 

automated setup for laying up of non-crimp fabric (NCF) for application to wind turbine 

blade manufacture for preform as used in VARI manufacturing. The setup described has 
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shown that the viability of the method to laydown fabric with good accuracy and reduce 

fabric misalignment even when laid up over 3D-mould. With further work to increase 

the deposition rate to enable it to exceed the current manual layup times, it will also look 

to scale up to enable deposition of larger fabric panel widths. 

2.5.1. Optimised curing of WTBs 

As discussed, there is increased demand to increase production rates of WTBs. WTBs 

are large parts, in excess of 80 m in length, with complex geometries of variable 

thicknesses from root (50-80 mm) to tip (20 mm) [91]. Therefore, obtaining uniform 

temperature profiles during cure to minimise process induced stresses is critical to 

manufacturing.  

Thermal gradients form due to two issues: (i) the external heating, be that from oven or 

autoclave, does not reach all internal points simultaneously, thus creating thermal 

gradients for the heat to be transferred to the middle of the section; (ii) in thick sections 

the heat generated due to the exothermic reaction of curing fails to dissipate through the 

part, often creating spikes in the internal temperature. If not controlled, thermal spiking 

can lead to run-away reactions (exotherms) which could be detrimental to the 

component. Even if this happens to a lesser extent, this could result in localised thermal 

degradation of the resin.   

The thermal gradients cause a build-up of residual stresses in the laminate. The thermal 

gradients lead to variations in degree of cure which results in spatially varying thermal 

expansions. The spatial varying thermal expansions result in non-uniform chemical 

shrinkage, locking in residual stresses in the composite part. Ultimately, if these stresses 

are sufficiently large then defects such as transverse cracks and delamination are 

initiated, thus reducing the mechanical performance of the manufactured part [85, 95, 

96]. Figure 11, shows catastrophic failure of a wind turbine blade, this failure was 

attributed to the presence of manufacturing defects. 
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Figure 11: Catastrophic failure of wind turbine blade due to manufacturing induced 

defects. Taken from [94]. 

Bogetti and Gillespie [95] examined the development of residual stresses in thick 

composite sections by studying the effects of the processing history (cure cycle), 

laminate thickness, resin cure shrinkage, and laminate stacking sequence on the incurred 

residual stresses. The results of this study showed that overall, the residual stresses 

increased with laminate thickness, cure cycle temperature ramp and resin shrinkage, thus 

showing the strong dependence upon the processing history.  

To prevent large thermal gradients and to ensure uniform curing throughout thick 

composite parts, it is necessary to minimise possible exotherms and reduce residual 

stresses. Consequently, WTB manufacturers opt to use long, low temperature cure 

cycles, but inevitably this leads to increased manufacturing costs and a slow production 

rate [1, 2, 3]. As discussed, the industry is currently looking toward developing novel 

manufacturing methods or resin systems to move toward faster production of blades and 

overall reduction in the manufacturing costs.  

Developing new manufacturing techniques, which enable optimised production of thick 

composite sections, is an area of research in which there is a lot of activity [102, 103]. 

Over the last decade many novel processes have been brought to light. These methods 

can be broadly split into two groups depending on the location of the heat/energy source: 

external or internal. The following section will review these methods and present 

vascular curing as a new method which will be developed within this work.  
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2.5.1.1. External energy source 

• Apparatus 

As blades continue to increase in size, they will soon exceed the current size limitations 

of both ovens and autoclaves. By directly heating the mould the thermal losses are 

reduced compared with oven curing which heats the surrounding environment. On 

mould heating utilises hot oil or hot steam to control the temperature of the mould, the 

hot oil/steam is circulated through channels in the mould. This method has numerous 

advantages including that it over comes current oven capacity limitations, saves energy 

and can have greater temperature control than in oven as thermocouples/infrared sensors 

can be used for feedback control [104, 105].  

Abdalrahman et al. [102], looked to optimise the design of integrally-heated composite 

tooling, in particular assessing the effect of the heating channels shape and the layout of 

the elements within the tool. These channels are circulated with oil to heat the mould 

during the cure. They found that circular cross-sectional shaped elements laid out with 

a parallel arrangement resulted in better temperature uniformity over the tool surface 

when compared to zigzag and helical layouts or square or rectangular element cross-

sections.  

In the on mould heated tool reported by Marsh [101], the heating elements are positioned 

between two aluminium foil sheets. The foil allows the heat from the heater elements to 

be evenly distributed across the tool surface. The design can also allow for zonal heating, 

with different heating profiles being used in different areas of the tool surface. It is 

suggested that on-mould heating may be more desirable to in-tooling heating as on-

moulding heating lies closer to the part and therefore minimises thermal losses and 

enables easier maintenance. It is also more flexible and could conform easily to the 

contours of the part geometry. 

QuickstepTM processing has been reported as an out-of-autoclave manufacturing 

technique for wind turbine blades, in which glycol-based heat transfer liquid (higher heat 

capacity and thermal conductivity to air) is circulated in a flexible bladder that surround 

the part in a pressure chamber. This system showed an improvement in cure cycle times, 

as the part heated up at a quicker rate, exothermic heat could be taken out and cool down 

was much more rapid [103]. 
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• Staged curing  

Staged curing works by adding plies sequentially until the desired thickness is reached. 

After each additional partial cure occurs, the laminate is exposed to temperature which 

allows the material to gel and consolidate, and for some of the exothermic reaction 

energy to be expended. Once the desired thickness is reached, a second cure is 

conducted, and in this stage the remaining exothermic reaction energy is released and 

the part is fully cured [104].  

The main benefit of this technology is that it can be used with the current generation of 

materials and equipment without the need for greater investment by a company. It also 

mitigates two major issues with curing of thick composite sections: consolidation, and 

dissipation of heat generated during the exothermic reaction. Furthermore, the partial 

cure of the laminate after each addition means that there is little chance of thermal 

spiking as the exothermic reaction is controlled.  

The successful use of staged curing was demonstrated by White et al. [104] in the layup 

of carbon fibre/epoxy prepreg laminates which were composed of 24 plies. The staged 

curing was conducted in two stages, with layup of 12 plies initially. These plies were 

partially cured with a 1-hour dwell at 116 °C and once cooled to room temperature the 

remaining 12 plies were laid up. The laminate was then subjected to either cure cycle a) 

177 °C for 2 hours or b) 116 °C for 1 hour then further 2 hours at 177 °C. The staged 

curing was tested to see the impact of this upon interlaminar shear strength (ILSS) and 

void content compared to a 24-ply laminate cured with standard cure cycle (b). In the 

laminates which were staged cured there was reduction in void content from 3.6% (non-

staged) to less than 1%, with no variation between different staging cure cycles. The 

reduction in void size was attributed to the staged curing allowing the resin to cool after 

the consolidation step which allows the voids, which developed under pressure and 

increasing temperature, to collapse. This in turn lead to the increase in ILSS 

(approximately 20%), which as a test is known to be very sensitive to void content [104].  

Skordos and Kratz in 2018 [105], also studied staged curing by examining the effect of 

the degree of cure on the sub-laminate on the resulting laminate properties. In this 

feasibility study 40 mm laminates (30 plies) were made through sequential addition of 

sub-laminates (5 plies), which were partially/fully cured in a hot press, shown in  

Figure 12. In this work both simulation and experimental results were obtained, and both 

showed a 75% reduction in temperature overshoot in the same manufacturing time, for 
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the laminate composed of glass fibre/epoxy (HexPly913, Hexcel). From experimental 

testing to assess ILSS and mode-I fracture toughness (double cantilever beam), it was 

shown that, compared to conventional techniques, using this stage curing approach did 

not affect the mechanical performance of the laminate if pre-cure kept at 60% or less. If 

the resin was cured to greater extent during the staging process, the resin became too 

highly crosslinked to effectively bond with the subsequent sub-laminate and thus the 

mechanical performance was reduced. This method offers exciting possibilities, further 

work identified the possibility that this technology could be used in conjunction with a 

robotic placement head to allow for the manufacture of complex parts.  

 

Figure 12: Schematic of Layer by Layer (LbL) process setup. Reconstructed from 

[105]. 

This method has been developed for prepreg material, where sequential layers can be 

easily added and consolidated on to the partially cured layers and could therefore be 

considered as one way to produce WTBs that are manufactured from prepreg material. 

However as discussed, this project is focused upon VARI manufacturing methods. The 

application of staged curing to this manufacturing technique does not seem to be 

applicable.  

• Radiation curing 

Radiation curing uses a radiation source such as gamma-rays [100, 106], X-rays [99], 

ultra-violet (UV) light [107–109] microwaves or electron beams (EB) [110–114] in 

order to activate the resin to react and cure [115]. Methods such as gamma rays and X-

rays have been shown to be used to cure thick composites with thicknesses  

20-30 mm, yet have the drawback of posing significant health risks and therefore cure 

has to be conducted with a lead shield [113, 115]. This may be more difficult and 

expensive for curing of larger parts like that of a wind turbine blade. UV curing on the 

other hand has been more widely adopted especially for 3-D printed parts [107] and for 
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dental composite fillings [116], yet owing to the limited penetration depth (20 mm) at 

these wavelengths [99], it cannot be considered in this application. These methods (EB, 

X-rays and UV) require cationic initiated cure mechanisms and therefore conventional 

thermosetting resins currently used by the industry may not be suitable. Thus, resin 

development for resins which are initiated in this manner may be required in order to 

use resin systems which offer the same performance as traditional resins [99].  

Microwave curing has gained significant traction as a radiation method that could be 

used to cure thick composite laminates [117, 118]. It works as high-energy 

electromagnetic waves (microwaves) interact with the resin, which is a dielectric 

material, causing the dipoles (molecular/atomic) to orientate. It is the motion of the 

dipoles which generates electromagnetic energy in the form of heat, and subsequently 

cures the resin. Unlike conventional heating, this energy is transmitted through the 

volume of the laminate, reducing the thermal gradients which traditionally develop and 

instead allows for a process which cures the resin from the inside-out [117].  

Li et al. [110] studied indirect microwave curing for thermoset CFRP laminates of  

20 mm thickness and found that the peak exotherm temperature, residual stresses, and 

cure times were greatly reduced. The observed interlaminar performance of the cured 

laminate over a conventional thermal cured part was attributed to the improved internal 

quality brought about by the uniform cure associated with microwave curing.  

Although microwave curing has been shown to use 80% less energy compared to 

autoclave curing and reduce cure cycle time [118]. There are some challenges for it to 

be readily adopted by industry. Microwave ovens can be a substantial capital investment 

particularly to enable cuing of large structures. Tooling currently used is not suitable for 

microwave curing - metal tooling is a microwave reflector; borosilicate glass however 

is suitable and must be used. Other process materials must also be microwave compatible 

i.e. infusion consumables [118].  

2.5.1.2. Internal energy source 

• Resistive/inductive heating  

Resistive heating offers another approach to conventional curing methods, where 

conductive elements are embedded within the laminates. An electrical current can then 

be passed through these conductive elements and it can provide resistive heating on the 
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inside of the laminate, either in synergy with external heating or as an out-of-autoclave 

technique which removes this need. The main outcomes from the studies conducted 

show that this approach does enable the cure cycle time to be reduced and mechanical 

performance to be increased mainly as the conductive fibres add additional 

reinforcement to the laminate [117].  

Lu et al. [119] demonstrated the use of CNT films embedded at the surface of GFRP 

laminates (6 plies) as a method of out-of-oven curing, when connected to an electrical 

power supply.  The study showed laminates cured by the carbon nanotube film had 

comparable mechanical properties, in terms of tensile strength and modulus, to 

conventional oven cured laminates. This process was also shown to be more efficient 

than traditional oven curing by saving both time and energy (energy consumption saving 

of 86% compared to oven process). The CNT film can also be used post-cure as a means 

of de-icing the composite whilst in service. However, it was reported that although this 

method was effective for thin laminates, on moving to thicker (16-ply) laminates the 

temperature difference across the laminate was too great (15 °C) and did not enable the 

laminate to be cured. To enable this method to be used to cure thick composite sections 

it will be critical to examine the ability to embed the film within the laminate and to 

assess its effects on mechanical performance.  

A commercial example of an inductive curing method is the Lantor PowerSHEAT. 

These nonwoven veils made with a polyester material with carbon additives have been 

showcased at the JEC Europe composites show and conference in 2015 [120, 121] These 

mats, in contrast to the films developed by Li et al. [119], are reported to be easily 

embedded within epoxy and polyester resin composite systems becoming an integrated 

part of the structure. Once connected to an external electrical power source the veils can 

be heated to 160 °C, thus are viable as an internal heating source to be used during cure 

[122, 123]. Although this has been released to market, there is little research data 

available on this in terms of its effectiveness compared to conventional curing and 

impact upon mechanical performance of the laminate. Overall, little research has been 

reported on conductive films for effective curing of thick composite laminates.  

In carbon fibre composites, direct application of an electrical current to the fibres has 

enabled in-situ curing, without the need to embed conductive films into the laminate,  

using the fibres themselves as heating elements [124, 125, 126]. Hayes et al. [124] 
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examined the uniformity of heating achieved with different contact techniques (between 

the laminate and power supply) and evaluated the resulting degree of cure and 

mechanical properties (flexural strength) of the cured laminates compared to 

conventional oven or autoclave cured laminates. The carbon fibre/epoxy composite 

laminates were manufactured from prepreg material, with various thickness from 2 to 8 

plies. It was observed for the 4-ply laminate that the degree of cure achieved with 

electrical heating (97.2%) was greater than that achieved through oven curing (94.4%). 

The flexural modulus was found to be very comparable matching that of oven cured 

laminate properties (approximately 48 GPa).  Its effectiveness for thick composite 

laminates and the ability of this to optimise the cure cycle and reduce manufacture time 

and energy costs is yet to be fully examined as a viable out-of-autoclave manufacturing 

method for cure of large complex parts such as WTBs.  

An interesting variation of inductive curing is the use of an external magnetic field to 

induce inductive heating [127, 128]. Ariu et al. [127], worked on fast cure resin systems 

as a potential patch repair technology. The epoxy resins used were functionalised with 

cobalt functionalised CNTs. These CNTs could enable the formation of through 

thickness networks within the resin, which increase the through-thickness thermal and 

electrical conductivity. As the conductive networks are part of the matrix in this way, 

they can accelerate the heat supply to the laminate. Formation of these conductive 

networks occurs in the application of external magnetic fields, which aligns the CNTs. 

The magnetic field in alternating current fields enables inductive heating. However, the 

ability for these types of systems to be used in composite laminates, especially infused 

systems, would be difficult. Epoxy resins containing CNTs are difficult to infuse as the 

loadings required to enable the formation of an effective network often create very 

viscous resins which cannot permeate through preforms to fully impregnate the 

laminate, and the CNTs can be filtered out by the fabric [128, 129]. This would have to 

be explored for the resin systems developed by Ariu, to assess if the networks required 

for effective curing could be established within infused composite parts. 

• Vascular curing  

Vascular networks are inspired by nature, as vascular networks within the body act to 

transport blood around the entire system, allow healing (blood clots), and enable thermal 

regulation. They have been exploited in composites to build functionality into cured 
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parts from self-healing [130–133], in-service thermal management tools as 

active/passive cooling pathways through the laminates [134] and de-icing [135, 136].  

In 2016, O’Donnell et al. [137] modelled the use of vascules to provide a secondary 

heating mechanism during the cure of composite materials. In the work a finite element 

analysis (FEA) model was developed, using an additional Fortran subroutine 

(HETVAL) to calculate the heat generated and degree of cure with time. Within this 

work two prismatic cross-sectional geometries were modelled; rectangular and tapered 

(shown in Figure 13), all vascules had a radius of 5 mm. 

The model utilised a gradient approach to minimise the variation from the mean cure 

over the cross-sectional area as a function of time, to optimise the position and 

temperature profile of the vascules. The results showed that for the rectangular section 

with one vascule in an optimised (central) location the cure homogeneity improved 28% 

and for tapered section with multiple vascules with optimised temperature profile the 

improvement would be 72%. 

 

Figure 13: Prismatic section geometries used by O'Donnell et al. [137], a) rectangular 

section, b) tapered section, (figure not to scale). 

This research showed the potential to improve cure homogeneity and how vascular 

curing could offer great advantages to the manufacture of thick composite sections. 

Vascular curing has not been widely studied, yet offers the unique ability to act as a 

secondary heating mechanism for curing thick composites and, as the vascule would 

remain embedded within the laminate, could be exploited post-cure for multi-

functionality for applications such as those noted earlier including self-healing or de-

icing. Another interesting point is that O’Donnell et al. demonstrated that the optimised 

vascule temperature profile often changed during the cure cycle with points where the 

temperature plateaued or increased at different rates in order to control the heat in the 

part, see Figure 14. Figure 14, presents some of the results from O’ Donnell et al. [137], 
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showing  a snapshot of the cure evolution in the FEA model for each section and the 

thermal profiles for both sections for the external heating and vascules. This shows how 

the cure can be optimised for both prismatic and wedge cross sections. Unlike other cure 

optimisation methods described, vascular curing could be used with currently used 

materials and manufacturing methods.   

 

Figure 14: Vascular cure FEA modelling results from [137] a) state of cure for 

rectangular section mid-cycle for optimised vascule, b) temperature profile for 

autoclave (external) and optimised vascule for rectangular section c) state of cure for 

tapered section mid-cycle for optimised vascule, d) temperature profile for autoclave 

(external) and optimised vascule for tapered section. 

However, O’Donnell et al. did not demonstrate the ability to embed vascules and to 

obtain these improvements experimentally. Within the scope of this project, an 

experimental setup has been developed, and a feasibility study was conducted on 

vascular curing as a suitable method to cure thick composite samples, such as those 

found at the root sections of wind turbine blades. 

a) b) 

c) d) 
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2.6.  Concluding remarks 

As has been shown in the literature, there is growing demands in the wind turbine 

industry to develop material which offer enhanced performance (i.e. moving toward 

carbon fibre systems) whilst addressing the manufacturing challenges of curing such 

large structures, which have large thickness variability from root to tip.  

Anhydride-cured epoxies are not as well characterised in the literature, yet these resins 

have reportedly lower reaction enthalpies and reduced residual stresses locked into the 

resin after cure, therefore making them very attractive to be utilised in wind turbine 

blades. Understanding the effect of anhydride structure on the resin properties and the 

interfacial adhesion to glass and carbon fibres to demonstrate if these resins systems 

offer the increased composite performance is desired by the industry 

There are major manufacturing challenges for wind turbine blades. The literature shows 

that there is extensive research into novel manufacturing methods to improve cure 

homogeneity and thereby improve the quality of the manufactured part in thick 

composite structures is an area of intensive research. Vascular curing has been identified 

as one such method, which has been showed through numerical simulation to improve 

cure homogeneity and having these embedded vascular networks offer potential for 

multifunctionality post-cure. The vascular curing novel manufacturing method has 

however this had not previously been experimentally verified, within the scope of this 

project a proof-of-concept experimental setup was developed. 
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3 METHODOLOGY 

This chapter will firstly provide details of the resin blend formulations used throughout 

this work and present the system to which these resins will be referred to as in subsequent 

chapters. The chapter will go onto to outline the underlying principles of several 

techniques which have been widely employed in this work: from resin characterisation, 

methods such as differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and rheology, to the composite 

laminate fabrication technique of vacuum assisted resin infusion. The reader may refer 

to this chapter for underlying principles of these methods. Each subsequent technical 

chapter will include its own experimental section where the setup conditions employed 

to obtain the required measurements are given.  

3.1. Resin formulations 

3.1.1. Anhydride-cured epoxy resins 

The diglycidyl ether of bisphenol A (DGEBA, A, approximate Epoxy Equivalent 

Weight (EEW) = 184 g mol-1), anhydrides (mixture of 3- and 4-methyl-1,2,3,6-

tetrahydrophthalic anhydride (C); mixture of 3- and 4-methyl-hexahydrophthalic 

anhydride (D); or methyl-3,6-endomethylene-1,2,3,6-tetrahydrophthalic anhydride (E)) 

and tertiary amine (Ancamine K54, (B)) were all supplied by HCCL. All monomer 

materials (Table 3) were used as received without further purification.   

The blends were prepared by weighing the tertiary amine B with one of the 

aforementioned anhydrides C, D, or E into a 100 ml reaction vessel (without the lid, 

coated three times with mould release agent) in the desired ratio (5:85 by weight 

respectively) and stirring by hand at room temperature until homogenised. To this blend, 

the epoxy, A (100 by weight ratio) was added and the blend was stirred until 

homogenised. The formulations were prepared with an excess of epoxy, 1 mol DGEBA 

was reacted with 1.8 mol anhydride. The mixture was then poured into the desired mould, 

in which it was degassed for 15 minutes at room temperature in a vacuum chamber until 

no further outgassing was observed. Resin was cured in a convection oven using the 
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prescribed cure cycle: ramp to 75 °C at 2 °C min-1 and then dwell for 12 hours. The 

resulting blends will be referred to as 1, 2, and 3 as denoted in Table 4. 

Table 3: The chemical structures of the component monomers used in the anhydride-

cured epoxy formulations. 

A  

(n=0-1) 

bisphenol A diglycidyl ether (DGEBA) 

B  

Ancamine K54. Mixture of i) tris-2,4,6-(dimethylamino-methyl) 

phenol (90-95 wt%), ii) bis(dimethylamino-methyl) phenol (5-10 

wt%)  

C 
 

3- or 4-methyl-1,2,3,6 tetrahydro-phthalic anhydride (HN2200) 

D 
 

3- or 4-methylhexahydro-phthalic anhydride (HN5500) 

E  

methyl-3,6endomethylene-1,2,3,6-tetrahydro-phthalic anhydride 

(MHAC-P) 

 

i) ii) 
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Table 4: The assignment of blend numbers indicted by the blend conistuents. 

Blend constituents Blend number 

A, B, C 1 

A, B, D 2 

A, B, E 3 

3.1.2. Industry benchmark 

EpikoteTM resin MGS RIMR035 epoxy resin was mixed with EpikureTM curing agent 

MGS RIMH037 (amine curing agent) in a mixing ratio of epoxy (100): amine (28) by 

weight. The mixture was then degassed at room temperature until no more outgassing 

was observed. The cure cycle for the resin: ramp to 70 °C at 2 °C min-1 and then dwell 

for 6 hours.  

3.2.  Fibres  

3.2.1. Glass fibre NCF fabric 

The fabric supplied was a 0°/90° Non-Crimp Fabric (NCF), LTx1240, which was biased 

in the 0° direction, the specification for the fabric LTx1240 is given in Table 5 [138]. 

H-glass was developed by Owens Cornings for applications where long fatigue life and 

high modulus are required, this fibre has been shown to be 20% stronger, have a 15% 

higher modulus, and 10 times longer fatigue life when compared to more conventional 

E-glass fabric, yet being substantially cheaper than carbon fibre [139]. Advantex was 

developed by Owens Corning, to have same mechanical properties to E-glass but 

minimises environmental pollutants associated with the manufacture of E-glass, hence 

this glass formulation is without boron or added fluorine, thus reducing polluting 

emissions during manufacture [140].  

For the vascular cure composite laminates however, an E-glass ±45° NCF fabric was 

used as larger quantities of this material was available for use. This fabric, manufactured 

by Saertex, had a fibre areal weight (including the polyester thread stitching) of  

440 gm-2.  
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Table 5: LTx1240 Fabric Specification as provided by Owens Cornings [138]. 

Layer Name 1 2 3 

Fibre orientation 0° 90° 

Stitch yarn (Stitch 

type: promat, Stitch 

CM 4 mm/c) 

Areal weight 

calculated / g m-2 
1200 ± 3% 40 ± 5% 11 ± 3% 

Thread count per 

cm2 
4.98 3.94 2.76 

Thread weight 2400 100 11 

Material 
WindStrand®H 

(H-glass) 

WindStrand® 

2000 Roving 

(Advantex) 

Polyester 

Manufacturer OC_MX OC_RC ZE_03 

Filament 

diameter / µm 
17 13 36 

Sizing 

compatibility 
Epoxy Epoxy sizing free 

Sizing type WS3000 WS2000  

 

3.2.2. Carbon fibre fabric 

An NCF carbon fibre fabric, C24k, 440, -45/+45, PB (Formax code: FCIM 359-PB), 

supplied by Formax (acquired by Hexcel in 2016) was used for the manufacture of 

carbon fibre composite laminates in this work. The fabric details here explain that the 

tow count was 24,000 (24k) and the fabric had a fibre areal weight of 400 gm-2 (including 

the polyester thread stitchbond).  
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3.3.  Vacuum assisted resin infusion (VARI) processing 

VARI processing has been widely used for the manufacture of wind turbine blades due 

to the cost-effectiveness of the technique considering the size and complex geometry of 

the part [141]. 

The fabric was cut and laid up, the details of this is presented in each chapter, as the 

layup (ply orientations), size and number of plies (thickness) varied depending on the 

test for which the laminate was being prepared for.  

The double bagging method was used throughout this work. The fibre preforms were 

laid upon an aluminium tool plate as shown in Figure 15. The preform was placed 

between two layers of peel ply (PP230 aero-grade nylon-66 peel ply), peel ply prevents 

the infusion mesh from adhering to the laminate. Infusion mesh (FM100 infusion mesh) 

was used to promote resin flow over the laminate, this was placed on both the top and 

the bottom surface of the laminate. The mesh was cut so it its length was 3 cm short of 

the resin outlet, this was done to allow adequate time for the resin to infuse through the 

part and ensure wet out before reaching the infusion outlet tubing. At the ends of the 

preform (inlet and outlet) spiral tubing was placed along the width of the laminate (resin 

infusion spiral medium flow- outer diameter (OD) 4.5 mm). At the inlet the spiral 

allowed the resin to be evenly distributed across the whole width of the laminate [142].  

The inner bag was then covered with breather fabric (BR180 breather layer), which was 

used to ensure complete evacuation of the air within the vacuum bag [142]. Two vacuum 

valves were placed diagonally across from one another to ensure the vacuum was evenly 

applied across the laminate. This was then covered with a standard vacuum bag and 

sealed with tacky tape- forming the outer bag. Before infusion the leak rate of the 

vacuum bag was checked, it was vital that the bag achieved 28 inHg and the leak rate 

was slower than 1 inHg per minute once the vacuum was no longer applied and the 

inlet/outlet tubing was clamped. All the infusion consumables were purchased from 

EasyComposites.   

Finally, the resin inlet and outlet tubes were connected to the fluid pot and a vacuum 

pump, respectively. The vacuum was first applied to remove air and consolidate the 

fibres to the mould surface, with inlet clamped. The resin was then infused, and once 

fully saturated, the inlet and outlet tubes were sealed using clamps and the vacuum was 
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maintained on the outer bag.  The laminate was cured following the prescribed cure 

cycle given for the resin, given in Section 3. 

 

Figure 15: Schematic of VARI manufacturing process for thin laminates (<5 mm), a) 

side view b) top view. 

However, for the infusion of thick laminates (50 mm) as manufactured for work in 

Chapter 7, a different infusion strategy was employed. It was found through 

experimental trial and error that having the inlet located at the bottom of the preform 

stack on one side and at the opposite end having the outlet at the top of the preform 

stack, as shown in Figure 16, worked best and enabled the resin to fully wet out the 

laminate without the formation of large dry spots. This was assessed by visual inspection 

the thick composite blocks once sectioned to allow the centre of the laminate to be 

observed.  

Further details of VARI manufacturing process can be found in the following References 

[141–143]  
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Figure 16: Schematic of VARI strategy for thick (50 mm) laminates, side view, (note 

outer bag also has two vacuum valves as shown in Figure 15 b).  

 

3.4. Characterisation techniques 

3.4.1. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) 

In the DSC instrument the heat capacity of a material is recorded as it is heated or cooled 

with reference to an empty pan, with changes in the heat capacity recorded as changes 

in heat flow and thus transitions such as melts and cure reactions can be observed.  

In this work heat flux DSC instruments were used, in this setup both the reference and 

sample pans are heated in the same cell, shown in Figure 17. The temperature differences 

between the two pans are recorded and converted to a power difference, from which the 

change in heat flow can be determined, as given in Equation 2. The difference in 

temperature between the reference and sample pans arises when the sample undergoes 

thermal processes which absorb or evolve heat, depending upon if the process is 

exothermic or endothermic [144]. 

∆P =
∆Q

dt
 

                    (2) 

where ΔP is the difference in power, Q is the heat flow and dt is the time step. 
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Figure 17: Schematic showing cross section of a heat-flux DSC instrument. Taken 

with permission from [145]. 

Analysing a DSC thermogram enables the materials thermal characteristics to be 

studied, and in the case of epoxy resins there are three key process to look for: melt, 

cure, and glass transition temperature (Tg). Melts can be observed as an endothermic 

peak in the trace as energy is taken by the samples to overcome attractive forces and 

allow the molecules to slip over each other. In this work no melts were observed as the 

resin was liquid at room temperature (temperature from which all traces were 

conducted). In contrast, cure is an exothermic process as energy is released by the sample 

as bonds form as the 3D network develops. The enthalpy of the reaction/ residual cure 

can be obtained by integration of the peak area.  For cured/partially cured resin samples 

the phase transition which occurs as the sample is heated as the polymer transitions from 

a brittle glass to more flexible rubbery state is known as the glass transition temperature, 

is observed as a step change. 

Modulated DSC (MDSC) was also used in this work to enable the separation of multiple 

thermal effects and thus allow for better interpretation of the results. MDSC works by 

applying a sinusoidal heating rate alongside the linear heating rate of the standard DSC 

[146, 147]. This was used for the analysis of partially cured resin samples as the residual 

exotherm peak masked the Tg, thus using MDSC allowed these processes to be separated 

into its reversing and non-reversing components prior to analysis.  

In this work DSC has also been exploited to investigate the resin cure kinetics (i.e. the 

speed at which the polymerisation reaction progresses), using techniques commonly 

employed in literature and industry. Analysis of both dynamic and isothermal DSC 

thermograms enabled the kinetic parameters, rate of reaction and the extent of cure 
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(determined using the fractional area of the peak over the known total energy required 

to reach full cure plotted against time) to be obtained. 

A DSC instrument was also used to determine the heat capacity of the resins, used to 

calculate the thermal conductivity. This was required to model the thermal properties of 

the resin for the vascular cure work, discussed in Chapter 7. The heat capacity was 

determined using the ratios method. This technique requires three experiments to be 

conducted over the same temperature range with the same heating rate: a. empty crucible 

(baseline), b. crucible + calibration (sapphire, reference) and c. crucible + sample. Figure 

18, shows an example of the thermograms from each of these experiments. The specific 

heat capacity of the resin sample was calculated using Equation 3 [148]. 

 

Figure 18: Representative thermogram of the three experiment setups required to 

determine the specific heat capacity of the sample. a) empty pan, b) sample and c) 

reference. Reconstructed from [148]. 

Cp(sample) =
Z

𝑧
×

mr

ms
× Cp(reference) 

                    (3) 

where Cp is the specific heat capacity of sample or reference, ms and mr are the masses of 

the sample and reference respectively. Z is the difference in heat flow between the sample 

and empty pan and z is the difference in heat flow between the mass of the reference 

(calibration sample) and an empty pan, as shown in Figure 18 [148].  

This is a very sensitive technique and hence in each experiment the same pan was used 

for experiments a-c, to reduce any small effect of variation between crucibles [151, 152].  

Z z 
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3.4.2. Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) 

A Mettler Toledo DMA/STDA 1+ instrument was used. In this work the setup clamped 

the samples in tension. The cured resin sample was cut to approximate dimensions  

10.5 mm x 3.3 mm x 1 mm (l x b x h) using a diamond saw. In this work, the materials 

response to this applied stress was characterised as a function of temperature. The extent 

to which the material undergoes deformation is related to its stiffness and damping, this 

is shown schematically in Figure 19. Resins are typically viscoelastic materials meaning 

that they exhibit both recoverable elastic deformation and time dependent viscous 

deformation when strained.  

As the stress is applied sinusoidally the corresponding strain will be produced. Unless 

the material is perfectly elastic, the measured strain will lag the applied stress by a phase 

difference (δ). For a perfectly viscous material this phase difference is 90°. For 

viscoelastic materials, such as thermosets, this phase angle is expected to be somewhere 

between the two depending up temperature, time and frequency, shown schematically 

in Figure 19. The ratio of the peak stress to peak strain gives the complex modulus (E*) 

which is composed of two components: in-phase/storage modulus (Eꞌ) and the 90° out-

of-phase/loss modulus (Eꞌꞌ). The ratio of the loss and storage modulus gives the tan 

delta/phase angle (also referred to as damping), which is a measure of the materials 

ability to dissipate energy [151, 152].  

In this work the DMA is used with the setup in tensile clamping mode. The method was 

exploited to determine the modulus of the material at its working temperature (below 

Tg) and as another method to assess the Tg (in this work reported as the peak in tan δ, but 

this could also be reported as onset in decrease in the storage modulus or peak in the loss 

modulus). 
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Figure 19: Material DMA responses a) elastic material, b) viscous material and c) 

viscoelastic material i.e. thermosets. Reconstructed from [152]. 

3.4.3. Rheology 

This technique allows for the study of the viscoelastic properties of the resin. In this 

work a TA instruments Discovery Hybrid Rheometer HR30 fitted with 25 mm 

disposable parallel plates used in the oscillatory mode was utilised to monitor the 

rheological behaviour of the resins in isothermal conditions. The sample was subjected 

to shear whilst sandwiched between the two parallel plates (test gap set to 0.3 mm), with 

the top plate rotating whilst the lower plate is fixed, shown in Figure 20. The sample 

was strained as the top plate moved and the sample response determined how much 

torque was transmitted to the transducer (attached to the fixed plate).  

To assess how the development of the 3D-network during cure affects the moduli and 

the complex viscosity of the resin the rheology experiments were conducted under 

isothermal temperature conditions at the resins prescribed cure temperature.  

σ - applied stress 

ε - measured strain 

 

  

 

δ 
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Figure 20: Diagram of rheometer setup. Reconstructed from [153]. 

It was vital that the strain applied to the resin was within its linear viscoelastic regime 

(LVR), the range of strain rates where the properties of the polymer are time-

independent, thus stress and strain are proportional. This was determined by conducting 

a strain sweep at room temperature from 0.01% strain to 100% strain on resin blend 1, 

shown in Figure 21. It was clear that the resin was in its linear regime between 1-100%, 

1.5% was used in all subsequent isothermal rheology experiments (for all resins) as this 

seemed to be best experimentally, when higher strain rates were used when the resin was 

in a more cured state, and equipment became too overloaded and stopped running.  

 

Figure 21: Results from the strain rate sweep used to assess the linear viscoelastic 

regime (LVR) of resin blend 1. 
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From the small amplitude of deformation applied to the polymer in its linear viscoelastic 

regime leads to stresses which change following the given relationship in Equation 4.  

σ = γ0[Gꞌ 𝑠𝑖𝑛(ωt) + Gꞌꞌ𝑐𝑜𝑠 (ωt)]                       (4) 

where, σ is the stress, γ0 is the amplitude of the harmonic oscillation of deformations, Gꞌ 

is the dynamic storage modulus, Gꞌꞌ is the loss modulus, ω is the oscillation frequency 

and t is time [154–156].  

Gꞌ  and Gꞌꞌ can be calculated form the phase lag, δ between the applied stress, σ0 and 

torque, γ0 due to the viscoelastic nature of the resin. This in turn is related to respective 

viscosity, η' and η'', Equations 5 and 6 [154–156].  

Gꞌ = (
σ0

γ0
) 𝑐𝑜𝑠 δ =  ηꞌꞌω 

                    (5) 

Gꞌꞌ = (
σ0

γ0
) 𝑠𝑖𝑛 δ =  ηꞌω 

                    (6) 

The complex viscosity, η*, is given by Equation 7. Complex viscosity is the frequency 

dependent viscosity which is observed by subjecting a viscoeleastic material to oscillatory 

shear stress.  

|η∗| = √(ηꞌ)2 + (ηꞌꞌ)2                    (7) 

The manner in which the complex viscosity develops, and the changes in  moduli give 

great insight into the cure process and therefore rheology has been employed in this work 

to assess the processing of the resin in terms of the available processing window with 

which to infuse the part [154–157]. 

3.4.4. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) 

Thermogravimetry (TG) is used to assess the degradation of the resin at elevated 

temperatures. A Netzsch simultaneous thermal analysis (STA) 449F3 instrument was 

used. In the instrument two crucibles (one containing the sample; the other an empty 

reference) are weighed during the experiment, and the mass loss as a function of 

temperature was recorded as the sample is subjected to a controlled temperature 

programme: equilibrium at 30 °C, ramp to 600 °C at 10 °C min-1, dwell at 600 °C for 40 

minutes. Mass loss was observed if a process occurred whereby a volatile component 

was released, e.g. thermal degradation [158]. This was used in Chapter 4 to assess the 

degradation of the four resin blends (resin blends 1-3 and industry benchmark), assessing 
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the resin degradation and determination of the char yield (i.e. the residual mass 

remaining after thermal degradation in an inert atmosphere at 800 °C).  

TGA was also used determine the fibre volume fraction (υf) of the carbon fibre 

composite laminates, Section 6.2.4.1. Carbon fibres can be oxidised when burn off is 

conducted in a furnace in air, which can affect the reliability of the results, using the 

TGA instrument allowed the burn off to be conducted under an inert nitrogen 

atmosphere thus preventing oxidation of the carbon surface. However, this technique is 

limited as small sample sizes (~10 mg) were analysed, so there may be larger variation 

in the local fibre fraction between samples cut from the laminate [159].  

3.4.5. Thermal conductivity 

Thermal conductivity can be measured using several techniques but can be grouped into 

two types: steady-state or transient. Steady-state methods measure the thermal properties 

of the sample by establishing a temperature difference that does not change with time, 

between the two surfaces from where heat is applied to the heat sink, e.g. absolute 

technique, Figure 22 

In contrast, transient techniques such as pulsed-power technique, hot-wire method or 

laser flash analysis (LFA), measures time-dependent energy dissipation through the 

sample [160, 161]. LFA was used in this work.  

LFA is a non-contact, non-destructive technique and thus offers an advantage over other 

methods which experience thermal resistance at the contact between the heat source and 

sample. The LFA method worked by using a laser to heat one side of the sample and a 

detector at opposite face measuring the time-dependent temperature rise. Schematic of 

LFA setup is shown in Figure 22.  Equations 8 and 9 show the theory behind the 

technique, as given in both [161] and the ASTM standard E1461 [162].  

∝D=
0.13879ℎ2

t1
2⁄

 
                    (8) 

where αD is the thermal diffusivity; t1/2 is the time taken for the sample to heat to one 

half of the maximum temperature on the rear surface; and h is the sample thickness.  

The thermal conductivity, κ, was calculated using Equation 9.  

κ =∝D ρ Cp                     (9) 
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where p is the density and Cp is the specific heat capacity of the sample.  

 

Figure 22: Schematic of two methods for testing thermal conductivity a) steady state 

absolute method b) transient LFA method. Reconstructed with permission from [160]. 

The main benefit associated with this method was that it was a fast test and used on small 

samples of cured resin. However, as density and specific heat capacity were calculated 

in separate experiments it may impart larger errors in the overall test [160].  

3.4.6. Short beam shear (SBS) testing  

To assess the interlaminar shear strength (ILSS) of both the GFRP and CFRP laminates 

manufactured in this work, short beam shear testing was conducted in accordance with 

ASTM standard D2344 [163].  

The samples were loaded in three-point bending. To load the specimens a Shimadzu 

Autograph AGS-X test machine with 10 kN load cell was used, fitted with a three-point 

bend test fixture. The fixture had a 6 mm diameter loading nose and 3 mm diameter 

supports.  The specimens were cut oversized using a diamond saw and polished to exact 

dimensions to meet the two following requirements: 

• Specimen length = specimen thickness x 6.0 

• Specimen width = thickness x 2.0 

The test fixture span (distance between supports on three-point bend test fixture) was 

adjusted so that the span to measured thickness ratio was 4. Note that for the SBS testing 

of GFRP laminates the fixture used had a fixed span length of 26 mm. Therefore, the 

length was cut so there would enable the overhang over the supports of at least  

2 mm. For CFRP laminate testing another fixture was sourced which enabled the span 

length to be adjusted.    
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The samples were positioned on the test fixture to be centrally loaded, with longitudinal 

axis perpendicular to the loading nose and supports. The machine was zeroed (both load 

and crosshead displacement) with the loading nose almost touching the sample. On the 

start of the test the crosshead was displaced at rate of 1 mm min-1. The sample was 

loaded until at load drop of 30% was measured. The load versus crosshead displacement 

was recorded during the testing. The failure mode was also noted, in all tests interlaminar 

shear failure was observed.  

3.4.7. Interfacial shear stress evaluation- microbond testing 

This section will discuss the methods which can be used to assess the interfacial bonding 

between resins and fibre and explain the reasoning of why in this work microbond testing 

was selected for use. The test setup used in this work will be presented in Section 6.1.2, 

outlining how the test procedure was established during the project.   

3.4.7.1. Methods to evaluate IFSS 

To quantify the interfacial adhesion (interfacial shear strength, IFSS) between the resin 

and fibre, several methods have been discussed in literature, yet no standard currently 

exists. These methods include: fibre push-out [164, 165], single fibre fragmentation 

(SFF) [165, 166], fibre pull-out [167] and microbond [168–171].  These methods will 

be briefly outlined and critically reviewed. As the microbond test was used in this work, 

greater detail will be given of this method.  

• Fibre push-out/push-in 

A schematic of the debonding process by means of fibre push-out test is given in  

Figure 23. The push-out test works as an individual fibre on a thin composite laminate 

is loaded until the fibre/matrix interface fails and the fibre is pushed out. In contrast, in 

the push-in test, the fibre is loaded until interface fracture occurs, therefore there is no 

limit to sample thickness [164]. These tests are conducted using atomic force 

microscopy (AFM) fitted with a flat indenter, during the test the applied load and 

indenter tip displacement are monitored [165]. The methods were shown by Medina et 

al.  [164] to display comparable results between both tests, indicating that choice of test 

method will depend on ease of sample preparation as the preparation of thin composite 

sheet required for push-out testing may be much more difficult.  
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Figure 23: Micro-indentation process. Reconstructed from  [165]. 

The one major advantage this method has over the other techniques that will be 

discussed, is that the IFSS is measured from an actual composite sample and not from a 

sample specifically prepared for the technique.  Therefore the sample has representative 

local fibre volume fraction, thermal residual stresses and polymer crosslink density that 

would be seen in the final laminate, variations in these properties can affect the 

interfacial properties observed [164]. However, there are disadvantages of this test 

including: crushing of fibres which is commonly observed during testing, and the 

polishing of the sample surface prior to testing can induce defects [172], both of which 

affect the observed IFSS value.  

• Single fibre fragmentation test 

The single fibre fragmentation (SFF) test was developed by Kelly and Tyson [172]. In 

this method a single fibre is embedded in a dog-bone cured resin specimen. The 

specimen is loaded under tension, gradually the fibre breaks into increasingly smaller 

fragments at locations where the fibre strength is reached.  When the fibre breaks the 

tensile stress reduces to zero. At higher axial strain, the number of fragments will 

increase until the fragment length becomes too short to transfer enough stress to the fibre 

to cause any further fibre breakage [173]. This process is shown in Figure 24. To observe 

the fragmentation process, the tensile test is conducted under an optical microscope with 

polarised light. This method assumes the fibre diameter and shear stress along the 

interface is constant. The IFSS (τ) is determined from Equation 10.  

 

Fibre 

Resin

Indenter
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τ =
σf

2
(

df

lc
) 

               (10) 

 

where df is fibre diameter, σf is the fibre strength at critical length and lc is the critical 

fragment length of the fibre (calculated as four thirds of the average fragment length 

[166]). 

 

Figure 24: Single fibre fragmentation process. Taken with permission from [166]. 

Despite the fact this method has been used by many researchers to determine IFSS of 

composite systems, its main disadvantage is the difficulty of specimen preparation. The 

fibre must be held pre-strained within the moulds holding the fibre at the centre of the 

dog-bond specimen. The resin must be added in a manner that prevents the fibre being 

disturbed and to account for resin shrinkage further resin should be added post gelation. 

The specimens should be polished post-cure so that the resin is transparent, and the fibre 

is visible [173].  It is also vital that the matrix has a strain to failure three times higher 

than the fibre and it is sufficiently tough to resist fibre-fracture induced failure, this can 

be make using inherently brittle epoxy resins challenging to use [172]. The method 

assumes complete debonding occurs at the fibre/matrix interface and it is not possible to 

distinguish between the frictional shear strength and the interfacial bond strength [173]. 

Due to the complexity of sample preparation this method was not selected.   

• Fibre pull-out test 

Single fibre pull-out testing measures the force required to extract a single fibre from a 

thin resin disk, as shown in the schematic in Figure 25. 
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For this test to be successful the pull-out force must be lower than the fibre tensile 

strength. In practise this has led to difficulty in testing fine fibres (diameters <10 μm) as 

for the pull-out force to be smaller than tensile strength of fibre the embedment length 

must be very small (40-50 μm), which can be difficult to achieve.  

To overcome this, Miller et al. [168] developed a modified fibre pull-out test known as 

the microbond test discussed in the following section.  

 

Figure 25: Schematic of pull out test. 

• Microbond test 

The microbond test method works by pulling a fibre with a cured resin droplet through 

a microvise gap. As the gap is too small to pull the droplet through, the interface de-

bonds as the fibre is pulled through. The force required to pull the fibre through the 

microvise gap is recorded during the testing. A schematic of the microbond test 

procedure is shown in Figure 26. 

 

Figure 26: Schematic of microbond test procedure. Taken with permission from [174].  

The droplet of the resin on the fibre is applied to the fibre and cured, on curing the 

droplets form concentrically around the fibre in an ellipsoid shape [169], as shown in 

Figure 27. The parameters are given as: df is the fibre diameter, θ is the contact angle of 

the meniscus to the fibre surface, le is the embedment length of the droplet along the 
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fibre, and dm is the maximum droplet diameter, and are measured via optical microscopy 

prior to testing.  

 

Figure 27: Schematic indicating the droplet parameters. Taken with permission from 

[174]. 

The IFSS (τ) is determined using the relationship described by Equation 11.  

τ =
F

πdfle
 

               (11) 

where, τ is the IFSS (MPa), F is the maximum force observed during the microbond test 

(debonding force) (N), df is the fibre diameter (mm) and le is the embedded length of the 

fibre (mm).The microbond test assumes that the shear stress distribution is uniform 

along the interface of the fibre and resin, which has been shown not to be true by finite 

element analysis [175] and Raman experiments [176, 177].  

Microbond testing suffers from large data scatter [175], this is explained as the test setup 

has many setup parameters from droplet size, microvise gap, fibre diameter and test 

environment.  As there are so many experimental parameters it is well known that inter-

laboratory scatter is a problem and a round robin programme [178] suggested the need 

for standard procedures to be developed in order to reduce this variation which currently 

prevents quantitative results being directly compared between those obtained and 

literature values. It was shown that intra-laboratory scatter was minimal as testing 

configurations are kept constant and there was no notable difference between operators 

[178].  

Many studies have evaluated that to obtain consistent reliable IFSS results in-house, test 

parameters should be kept constant. Miao et al. [179] conducted a series of finite element 

simulations and microbond tests, to assess how test parameters affect the IFSS, the tests 

showed that using thinner fibre, shorted embedment length and greater distance between 
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the fibre and microvise edge can increase the observed IFSS. Fukuda et al. [171] showed 

that the microvise gap and shape affect the IFSS, as both these conditions affect the 

stress distribution at the resin/fibre interface. The results from Fukuda’s experiments 

suggests that a blunt-type microvise is better than sharp-type, as it does not create a stress 

concentration on the microdroplet which can cause a reduction in measured IFSS, shown 

in Figure 28. 

 

Figure 28: Schematic showing the effect of microvise edge shape on the microbond 

test.  

Nishikawa et al. [180], studied the effect of the microvise gap on the interfacial 

debonding. It is shown that depending upon the location of the microvise with respect 

to the fibre surface different failure mechanisms can be observed. When the microvise 

edge lies close to the fibre surface the crack reached the fibre/matrix interface. However, 

if it was further from the fibre surface (twice the fibre diameter) then the interfacial crack 

occurred in the meniscus region, as shown in Figure 29.  Miller et al. [168] identified 

that at the meniscus the resin coating is thinner and therefore can fail prior to debonding, 

leaving a cone of resin on the fibre surface, cohesive failure observed prior to interfacial 

debonding. This does not invalidate the result but does mean the true embedded length 

should be measured after testing. Miller et al. [181] suggests that the microvise should 

be placed close to the fibre surface, this is further iterated by Wu and Claypool [182], 

they also studied the effect of the microvise gap. Wu and Claypool [182], suggested that 

the microvise should lie as close to fibre diameter as possible. From Raman analysis of 

the microbond test performed by Day and Rodrigez [176], it showed that the microbond 

tests analysed conventionally showed lower average IFSS compared to the maximum 

shear stresses observed via Raman spectroscopy. This highlighted that the microvise gap 

is critical to the observed IFSS, if using conventional analysis then consistency of the 
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test parameters is more important to enable the value of IFSS determined to be used for 

comparative analysis.  

 

Figure 29: Effect of microvise distance from fibre surface effect on debonding 

mechanism: a) microvise gap only just wider than fibre diameter, b) microvise gap 

larger and therefore edges sit further away from fibre surface. Reconstructed with 

permission from [180]. 

The microbond test has been successfully used by many researchers to assess the many 

fibre-matrix combinations due to its simplicity and versatility [183], from assessing the 

IFSS of epoxy resins on natural flax fibres [184] to silkworm fibre (an especially thin 

and fragile fibre) [185]. Microbond techniques has been used extensively for evaluating 

IFSS of epoxy resins on glass [186] and carbon [187] fibre systems which will be 

explored in this work.  

• Validity of micromechanical testing 

In literature it is well documented that all these micromechanical tests have setbacks and 

although IFSS is measured by all, the values cannot be compared between tests. Zhou et 

al. [165] conducted SFF and fibre push-out tests on the same fibre/matrix system (E-

glass/ epoxy resin), it was found that the although the absolute IFSS value determined 

in each case was substantially different (30 MPa SFF and 43 MPa for push-out testing, 

for unsized E-glass fibres), however the relative improvement between unsized and 

sized fibres (150%) was the same in both test methods.  

As highlighted the methods suffer from large data scatter as there are so many variables 

not only in the testing but also in the fibre surface, therefore large sample sets are 

required. Round robin experiments using the same test and sample have shown that the 

same experiment conducted in different laboratories result in different IFSS values being 

obtained due to very slight difference in setup or operator use [178]. The IFSS of each 
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fibre/matrix system of interest should be examined using the same experimental setup 

and understanding of what is being measured and the limitations of the test selected 

should always be accounted for when drawing conclusions.  

In this work the microbond technique was used selected as there was equipment within 

the department with this capability, and it was determined that the sample preparation 

could be done with relative ease. It was used in this study to rank order the IFSS 

performance of four resin blends on both glass and carbon fibre. The main objective was 

to establish if the anhydride-cured resins had a significant increase in the observed IFSS 

over the amine-cured industry benchmark and if so, was this translated to carbon fibre 

systems.  

3.5. Microscopy 

In this work all optical micrographs were obtained using a Zeiss Axio upright light 

microscope, the images were captured with a camera (AxioCam). Scaling and 

measurements were attained using the AxioVision software. The optical microscope had 

several different magnification lenses, x5, x10 and x20, which were varied depending 

on the sample being observed.  

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was also utilised in this work to visualise the 

microbond droplets after testing. Throughout the work a tabletop Hitachi SEM 

microscope TM3030 plus was used. This instrument enabled accelerating voltage of 

either 5, 10 or 15 kV to be used and either secondary or back scattered electrons to be 

used (or mix of both). The settings were varied during imaging to improve clarity of the 

image obtained.  The photographic magnification achievable with this equipment was 

between x10 to approximately x100,000.  

3.6. Summary 

This Chapter has outlined some of the underlying principles to methods used extensively 

in this work from resin characterization techniques to VARI used in laminate 

manufacturing, from ILSS and IFSS testing methods to the details of microscopes used. 

This chapter will be referred to in the experimental section of all subsequent chapters 

when used.  
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4 RESIN CHARACTERISATION 

In this chapter the anhydride-cured epoxy resins will be evaluated against the amine-

cured industry benchmark. Evaluating their suitability to WTB applications by assessing 

how well these resins perform in terms of their thermal, mechanical, and rheological 

properties. A preliminary study on the susceptibility of the anhydride-cured epoxies to 

moisture ingress is also presented, over the course of a WTBs lifetime it is exposed to 

harsh conditions and this study highlights that there is further work required to ensure 

the resin is protected to prevent moisture ingress which would affect the mechanical 

performance of the laminate.  

Further to this as discussed in Chapter 2, there is some discussion around the mechanism 

of the cure reaction of anhydride-cured epoxies which are initiated by a tertiary amine. 

To probe this in this study, infrared spectroscopy was used to assess the chemical bonds 

present during the cure.   

For the work to be presented in Chapter 7, some further material characterisation of resin 

blend 1 was required for the material inputs for the finite element model to predict the 

heat evolution during the cure. These properties included: density, thermal conductivity, 

and specific heat capacity.   

The material presented herein has contributed to a journal submission published in 

Reactive and Functional Polymer Journal in 2019 [188].  

4.1. Experimental 

The following section outlines the experimental procedures followed in this chapter to 

enable characterisation of the resin blends 1, 2, 3 and the industry benchmark, the 

formulations were presented in Section 3.1. The characterisation techniques are varied; 

allowing properties from viscosity (using rheology) to degradation (using 

thermogravimetric analysis) to be determined. Depending on the property being assessed 

either uncured or cured resin samples were used. The underlying principles behind some 

of these techniques are given in Chapter 3.  
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4.1.1. Characterisation techniques 

4.1.1.1. Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) 

DSC experiments were performed using a TA DSC Q2000. Hermetically sealed Tzero 

aluminium pans were used, samples (both cured and uncured) of masses between  

6-10 mg. Sealing was required to prevent evaporation or sublimation from the pan.   

For dynamic DSC scans of uncured resins, samples were equilibrated at 30 °C and then 

heated to 250 °C at a heating rate of 10 °C min-1, unless otherwise stated, with the sample 

cell kept under a constant nitrogen flow of 50 cm3 min-1.  

Residual curing exotherms and Tg’s for partially/fully cured resins were identified by 

modulated DSC (MDSC) thermograms. The temperature was swept from 25-250 °C 

with a ramp rate of 3 °C min-1. The modulation period selected was 60 s with a 

modulation temperature amplitude of +/- 1 °C.  

To measure specific heat capacity a Netzsch DSC 404 FI was used. The resins samples 

(8-10 mg) were weighed into aluminium crucibles and loaded into the DSC. The 

temperature was held isothermally at 40 °C for 20 minutes before ramping to 90 °C with 

ramp rate of 5 °C min-1. The sample cell was kept under a constant nitrogen flow of  

50 cm3 min-1 throughout the experiment.  

4.1.1.2. Rheology 

A Discovery HR30 hybrid rheometer (TA Instruments) equipped with a parallel plate 

fixture was used to assess the uncured resins rheological behaviour. Disposable 

aluminium plates (25 mm in diameter with a gap of 0.3 mm) were used. To assess the 

time to gelation and the viscosity changes over the cure cycle, isothermal experiments 

were conducted at 75 °C. The chamber was equilibrated at 75 °C before the sample was 

loaded on to the plates. The strain frequency used was 1 Hz and an oscillation amplitude 

of 1.5% was selected as this fell well within the linear viscoelastic regime, which was 

determined from conducting a strain sweep test on the uncured resin system as shown 

in Section 3.4.3.  

4.1.1.3. Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA) 

DMA experiments were performed in tensile mode with a Mettler Toledo DMA/STDA 

1+. Cured resin samples of cuboidal geometry: thickness 0.76 (+/- 0.1) mm; width  
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3.3 (+/- 0.1) mm; and gauge length 10.5 mm were machined. Samples were equilibrated 

at -50 °C before ramping at 5 °C min-1 to 170 °C. The displacement amplitude was 5 µm 

and frequency 1 Hz, with force 1 N and static (pre-tension) force of 1.5 N. 

4.1.1.4. Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) 

A Netzsch simultaneous thermal analyser (STA) 449 F5 was used to obtain the TGA 

data for the cured resins samples. Samples (~18 mg) were weighed into aluminium 

crucibles, using an autosampler, the crucibles were loaded into the furnace and exposed 

to the following temperature profile: equilibrated for 10 minutes at 25 °C, ramped at  

10 °C min-1 to 800 °C, before cooling to room temperature. All experiments were 

conducted under a constant flow of nitrogen (50 cm
3 

min-1).   

4.1.1.5. Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) Spectroscopy  

FTIR spectra were obtained over the wavenumbers 4000-600 cm-1 using a Perkin Elmer 

Spectrum 100 with universal attenuated total reflection (UATR) detector, with a 

resolution of 4 cm-1 and a scanning accumulation of 4 scans. This was done for both 

uncured and cured resins. As the contact of the crystal with the sample is much poorer 

for cured resin, the amplitude of the peaks cannot be accurately used to determine the 

degree of cure. The wavenumbers, however, can still be used to infer the bonds present 

in the sample and thus can be used to gain information regarding the reaction 

mechanism. Spectrum software was used for the collection and analysis of IR spectra. 

A Specac heated Golden Gate ATR accessory was utilised to conduct an FTIR study 

during cure. The uncured resin sample was heated from 50 °C to 200 °C at 10 °C min-1, 

every 20 °C the ramp was paused and the temperature maintained for 2 minutes to allow 

for the FTIR spectrum to be obtained in the same manner as described above. This 

enabled the cure mechanism to be probed as the chemical bonds present at stages as the 

resin cured were assessed.  

4.1.1.6. Water uptake  

Cured resin samples (2 mm x 10 mm x 35 mm) of both resin blend 1 and industry 

benchmark, were condition under vacuum at 40 °C for 48 hours to ensure they were 

completely dry.  The samples were then individually submerged in distilled water  

(100 cm3) in round bottom flasks housed in a reaction carousel heated mantle. The 
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temperature of the water was maintained at 50 °C during the experiment using the heated 

mantle. The samples were weighed at the start of the experiment and then periodically 

throughout the 42 days for which they were submerged. To do this the sample was 

removed from the round bottom flask using tweezers, the surface of the sample was 

wiped using a paper towel and the weight was recorded in grams to four decimal points. 

For each resin blend, six samples were tested. This test was conducted following the 

procedure outlined in the ASTM standard D570-water absorption of plastics (immersion 

at 50 °C) [189]. 

4.1.1.7. Cured resin density 

The density, ρ, of the cured resin samples was determined using the immersion method 

(ASTM D792-13) and Mettler Toldeo density kit. This method utilised Archimedes’ 

principle by weighing the sample in air and again when immersed in deionised water, 

the density is calculated using Equation 12. 

ρ23C =
a

(a − b)
 × 0.995 

                           (12) 

where, a is the apparent mass of the sample in air; b is the apparent mass of sample 

completely submerged; ρ23C is the density of the sample at 23 °C (deionised water 

temperature is monitored to ensure it is 23 °C); and the density of deionised water is 

0.995 g cm-3.  

4.1.1.8. Rod dilatometry 

A Netzsch 402 Dilatometer was used. Adhering to ASTM standard E228-11 [190], the 

linear thermal expansion of the cured resin sample was measured using a push-rod 

dilatometer. Samples (2.3 mm x 10 mm x 10 mm (+/- 0.1 mm)) were loaded into the 

instrument with the rod touching the sample. The sample cell was subsequently purged 

with nitrogen and then heated from 20 °C to 90 °C at 5 °C min-1. The thermal expansion 

of the cured resin sample caused the rod to be displaced as it was heated, this 

displacement was recorded during the experiment.  

4.1.1.9. Laser Flash Analysis (LFA) 

A Netzsch NFA 427 instrument fitted with an indium antimony (InSb) detector and high 

temperature furnace was used to conduct the experiments. Cured resin samples  

(2.3 mm x 10 mm x 10 mm (+/- 0.1 mm)) were coated with a thin graphite layer. An 
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aerosol spray, Graphit 33, was used to deposit this thin graphite layer, this ensured that 

the samples were opaque and therefore only heat transfer was measured. The laser 

voltage was set to 450 V and pulse width to 0.5 ms. The three flashes were administered 

at three temperatures (50 °C, 75 °C, and 90 °C) for each sample. The sample cell was 

purged and kept under a nitrogen atmosphere with flow rate of 100 cm3 min-1. 

4.2.  Results and discussion 

4.2.1. Visual appearance of anhydride-cured epoxy blends 

The preparation of the three anhydride-cured epoxy resins blends resulted in obvious 

differences in the appearance of the blends observed both in their cured and uncured 

state. The most vibrantly coloured of these was blend 1, in its uncured state it was bright 

pink, due to the charge transfer state formed from the mixing of the tertiary amine 

(Ancamine K54) and anhydride C (Table 3). On curing, a yellowish transparent plaque 

was formed. The three blends in their cured and uncured states can be observed in  

Table 6.  

Table 6: Photographs of the anhydride-cured epoxy resin blends 1, 2, and 3 in their 

uncured and cured states. Images not to scale.  

Blend Uncured Cured 
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This was compared to the industry benchmark resin, which when uncured was blue 

(from the colour of the curing agent) and following cure, the plaque retained a blueish 

hue. It should be noted that the industry benchmark and resin blend 1 are much easier to 

infuse compared to resin blends 2 and 3 as the colour stands out and therefore the 

progress of the resin through the preform and bagging material can be observed. Patents 

show that some coloured resins (even those coloured by use of doping agents) not only 

allow for the flow front to be observed during the infusion processing, but also enable 

use of colorimetry which can be used as an analytical techniques to monitor the mix 

composition and evolution of cure [191, 192], thus allowing for better process control 

and potential to optimise the cure cycle. 

4.2.2. Examining the processability of the blends 

The intended application of these resins is in the production of wind turbine blades. And 

so, as discussed in Chapter 2, the principal manufacturing route used is vacuum assisted 

resin infusion (VARI). This process draws uncured resin though a preform of dry fabric. 

The infusion process is affected by several factors including: the resin viscosity (ideally 

below 500 cps (0.5 Pa.s)) [83], fabric permeability, and the infusion strategy chosen 

(number and location of resin inlets). Thus, understanding the relationship between the 

resin viscosity, gelation time, and polymerisation kinetics is necessary. 

The evolution of the complex viscosity for each of the three anhydride-cured epoxies 

and for the industry benchmark was measured, and is shown in Figure 30. The resins’ 

viscosity impacts the ability of the resin to infuse and fully wet out the fibre preform. 

Key data from these plots are given in Table 7.  All resin blends assessed displayed 

similar initial viscosities (at isothermal cure temperature) prior to onset of cure. The time 

taken for the complex viscosity of each blend to exceed 1 Pa.s (and thus become no 

longer processable using infusion) was similar for the anhydride-cured resins, regardless 

of the anhydride structure. In contrast the amine-cured industry benchmark exceeded  

1 Pa.s in a slightly shorter time frame (Table 7). 
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Figure 30: Complex viscosity data for each of the three anhydride-cured resin blends, 

1, 2, and 3 at 75 °C and the complex viscosity data for the industry benchmark resin 

at 70 °C. These temperatures correspond to the respective cure temperature of the 

resins.  

Table 7: Gelation behaviour measured at the cure temperature for each of the anhydride-

cured epoxies (1-3) compared to the industry benchmark. 

Resin blend 
Initial complex 

viscosities (mPa.s) 

Time at which the 

complex viscosity 

reaches 1 Pa.s 

(min) 

Time to gelation 

(min) 

1 44 27 56 

2 36 26 63 

3 58 26 73 

Industry 

benchmark 
50 21 51 

 

The data shown in Figure 30 and Table 7 demonstrate that the anhydride structure does 

influence the rheological behaviour of the resin in the later stages of the reaction. Blends 

1 and 2, containing the more structurally similar anhydrides (varying only in the degree 
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of unsaturation), display very similar profiles of complex viscosity throughout the 

reaction. In contrast the influence of methyl-3,6-endomethylene-1,2,3,6-

tetrahydrophthalic (MHAC-P, resin blend 3) anhydride was more profound. This is 

highlighted in the difference in gel times, which was determined from the cross over in 

storage and loss moduli. The time to gelation is much longer for resin 3 taking some 73 

minutes to gel, compared with 56 minutes for the blend 1 (containing 3- or 4-methyl-

1,2,3,6-tetrahydrophthalic anhydride). This is hypothesised to be due to the MHAC-P 

anhydride having a more sterically hindered structure than the other anhydrides, leading 

to a delay in the reaction propagation, and therefore slowing the development of 

crosslinked network, thus reaching gelation later.   

Comparing the anhydride-cured epoxies (resin blends 1 and 2) to the industry benchmark 

there is little apparent difference between the resins. It should be noted that the industry 

benchmark resin has a different prescribed cure cycle, thus the rheological properties 

were measured at 70 °C and not 75 °C as had been used for studying the anhydride-

cured epoxies. There is a slight increase in time to gelation of  resin blend 1 compared 

to the industry benchmark, indicating it would have a marginally longer pot life and 

remain infusible (< 1 Pa.s) for a slightly longer time (c.a. 5 minutes), but this difference 

is marginal and not extremely significant. The key characteristic is that initial viscosity 

is lower. As infusion is conducted at lower temperature than cure (room temperature) 

this lower viscosity would enable the resin to percolate through the fibre much more 

easily and thus may result in better wet out of the preform.   

4.2.3. Examining the thermal polymerisation of the blends 

It was essential to characterise the thermal properties of the resin. DSC was used to 

determine the onset of reaction, exothermic peak (the temperature at which the 

exothermic rate is maximal) and the enthalpy of reaction for each anhydride-cured epoxy 

and the industry benchmark resin. This also assessed the effect of the anhydride structure 

upon these properties.  

Figure 31 shows the DSC thermograms for each of the three blends, which were obtained 

from dynamic experiments conducted at 10 °C min-1, with the hatched line representing 

one repeat run, to show the repeatability of the data.  
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Figure 31: Thermal analysis of the uncured blends 1, 2, and 3 using DSC. Broken lines 

denote repeat analyses. 

Table 8, shows the key data obtained for both uncured resin (Figure 31) and the cured 

resin (rescan of sample cured from dynamic DSC scan).  Resin blends 1 and 2 yielded 

very similar temperatures for the onset of polymerisation and exothermic peak maxima, 

with the less reactive blend 3 showing a more delayed thermal event in a higher 

temperature regime (e.g. peak maximum some 10 °C higher) and lower reaction 

enthalpy, due to the resin have a more sterically hindered anhydride structure. 

Table 8: DSC data for the uncured and cured (rescan of DSC sample) resin blends 1, 2, 

and 3. 

Resin blend To (°C) Tmax (°C) 

ΔHc  

Tg(ult) (°C) 

 
(J g-1) (kJ mol-1) 

1 115 137 327 105 100 

2 113 134 301 97 107 

3 124 147 242 78 117 

Key: To = Temperature of onset of polymerization, Tmax = Peak exotherm temperature, 

ΔHc = Reaction enthalpy. Tg(ult) = Glass transition temperature determined from rescan 

DSC thermogram (fully cured). 
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Modulated DSC (MDSC) was used to obtained DSC thermograms of samples cured in 

the oven or those cured in the DSC by isothermal means. As the resin is exposed to lower 

temperature than in a dynamic scan, full cure is not obtained, it is vital to characterise 

the Tg and degree of cure obtained when the resin is cured using the prescribed cure 

cycle. A MDSC thermogram from resin blend 1 is given in Figure 32, which shows how 

the residual cure masks the phase transition associated with Tg, if just heat flow was 

recorded. 

 

Figure 32: MDSC thermogram obtained for resin blend 1 cured in oven with prescribed 

cure cycle. 

Using MDSC thermograms, the degree of cure (α) was calculated for all blends, which 

had been cured using the same prescribed oven cure cycle, using Equation 13. Pertinent 

data is also presented in Table 9. 

 
α = 1 −

∆Hpc

∆Hc
 

                  (13) 

 

where ΔHc is the enthalpy of the cure reaction (see Table 88), ΔHpc is the residual cure  

(see Table 99). 

From the MDSC scans the residual cure for blends 1 and 2 are very comparable, at 89% 

and 88% respectively. Resin blend 3 has a lower degree of cure at 83%, this is again 

hypothesised to be due to the anhydride structure being more sterically hindered thus 

limiting the reaction proceeding further. There is a difference in the Tg measured from 

the rescan of the resin cured in the DSC (Tg(ult)), Table 8, which was ostensibly fully 
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cured, (since no measurable residual cure was observed) and the Tg  observed from the 

MDSC, of a resin sample cured following the prescribed oven cure cycle. The lower Tg 

was recorded from the MDSC due to the lower conversion achieved with the prescribed 

oven cure cycle.  

Table 9: MDSC data for the oven cured resin blends 1, 2, and 3. 

Blend ΔHpc (J g-1) α Tg (°C) 

1 37 0.89 102 

2 38 0.88 103 

3 48 0.83 100 

The key data for the industry benchmark resin are given in Table 10. Notably the 

exotherm occurs over a much wider temperature range with greater enthalpy of reaction 

compared to the anhydride-cured epoxies. Following MDSC analysis of an oven cured 

resin plaque, the Tg (78 °C) was observed to be lower that the Tg of the anhydride-cured 

resins (approximately 100 °C), thus showing its operational temperature would be some 

20 °C lower than that of any of the anhydride-cured resin blends. The residual cure peak 

was not discernible on the MDSC thermogram (though the changing baseline may have 

masked this) and hence the degree of cure is assumed to be 1.  

Table 10: DSC data for the industry benchmark. 

To (°C) Tmax (°C) ΔHc 

(J g-1) 

𝛥𝐻𝑝𝑐 

(J g-1) 

α Tg (ult) (°C) Tg (°C) 

40 120 377 - ~ 1 84 78 

 

4.2.4. Thermomechanical analysis 

Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) of cured resin samples was conducted. The 

storage modulus and loss factor as a function of temperature for the three resin blends 

and the industry benchmark are shown in Figure 33. It is apparent that the storage 

moduli, below Tg, are very similar for all resin blends, at 3.5 GPa (Figure 33a). Figure 

33b shows the tan delta peaks for all resin blends, it can be seen that the Tg for all three 

anhydride-cured resins are similar  (1 - 97 °C, 2 - 98 °C, and 3 - 95°C, which corresponds 
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well with DSC findings in Table 9). As expected, the Tg is much lower for the industry 

benchmark with peak in tan delta at 69 °C, which again corresponds well to findings 

from DSC analysis (Table 10).  

 

Figure 33: DMA data for cured resin blends 1, 2, and 3 and industry benchmark, (a) 

storage modulus and (b) tan delta. 

From the DMA testing the difference in the three anhydride-cured resin blends was 

apparent from the magnitude of the rubbery modulus. Figure 33(a) shows resin blend 1 

displayed the most rigid behaviour above Tg. Figure 33(b) shows that blends 2 and 3 

(more so) exhibit a secondary peak at approximately 115 °C. This behaviour is likely 

due to the resin post-curing at these higher temperatures. From DSC analysis, Table 9,  

resin blends 2 and 3 were showed to achieve lower conversions using the prescribed 

cure cycle, with resin blend 3 showing the lowest conversion due to steric effects. The 

higher temperatures to which the sample were exposed to during DMA testing could 

enable post-cure and thus may explain the presence of this secondary peak in Figure 

33(b).   

For the industry benchmark, there is an interesting response as the drop in the rubber 

modulus was not continuous but stepped (Figure 33a). This could indicate that at 

elevated temperature there is some increase in the rigidity of the polymer as it is further 

cured and therefore a plateau in the storage modulus is initially observed before the 
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polymer undergoes its glass transition to its rubbery state. On the other hand, it may 

indicate the sample has slipped from the grips as it entered its rubbery phase and 

therefore data beyond this point is invalid.  

The crosslink density of a lightly crosslinked material can be determined using Equation 

14, [193, 194] from the statistical theory of rubber elasticity. Ishida and Allen [193], and 

Hamerton et al. [194], have successfully used this equation to assess qualitatively the 

crosslink density of polybenoxazines. They showed the equation worked well for 

homologous series, and therefore the same approach was adopted herein.  

G′ = ϕνRTe                            (14) 

where, G' is the storage modulus in the rubber region (Te), ϕ is the front factor which is 

1 for ideal rubbers, R is the gas constant (8.314 J K-1 mol-1) and Te is the absolute 

temperature (Tg + 50 °C) and ν is the crosslink density of the material.  

Table 11: Crosslink densities for the anhydride-cured epoxy blends (1-3) and the industry 

benchmark resin. 

Blend Tg (K) Te (K) Gꞌ at Te 

(MPa) 

ν (x10-3 mol cm-3) 

1 370 420 11.9 3.42 

2 371 421 8.0 2.30 

3 368 418 8.2 2.37 

Industry 

benchmark 

341 391 13.0 4.00 

Key: Tg = Glass transition temperature, Te = Absolute temperature (Tg +50 °C), 

Gꞌ = Storage modulus at Te and ν = Crosslink density.   

Using Equation 14, the crosslink density of the cured epoxy resin blends was calculated, 

Table 11. Of the anhydride-cured systems, resin blend 1 presented the most highly 

crosslinked network, while resin blends 2 and 3 had comparably lower crosslink 

densities. The industry benchmark was shown to be more highly crosslinked, which 

corroborated the DSC data which showed it had a higher degree of cure. However, it 

should be noted that above the Tg the data from all samples suffers from noise which 

may be due to slippage of the samples in the DMA grips when the resin was in its rubbery 
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state. Thus, the reliability of the data is subjective, but it is good as a qualitative analysis 

to allow rank ordering of the samples.   

4.2.5. Thermal stability of the cured resin blends 

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was employed to examine the thermal stability of 

the cured resin blends, Figure 34. Table 12 , presents the measured temperature for the 

mass loss, and residual char yield for each of the three anhydride-cured epoxy blends 

and the industry benchmark. The cured resins showed distinctly different degradation 

behaviour. Resin blends 1 and 2 displayed identical char yields, 5%, despite the disparity 

in the crosslink densities, shown in Table 11. But from onset, resin blend 1 displays 

slightly poorer thermal stability, as degradation occurred slightly quicker, over the 

temperature range (350 to 425 C). 

Most notable was the behaviour of cured resin blend 3, which was observed to have a 

two-stage degradation process. The greatest mass loss had onset temperature at 372 °C, 

however a smaller mass loss was observed prior to this point with onset around 200 °C 

(Figure 34). It is proposed that at this temperature, a pericyclic retro-Diels-Alder reaction 

occurs in the norbornene moiety of anhydride D, leading to the elimination of a 

methylated cyclopentadiene species from the norbornene structure [188, 195–197] 

which would correspond to the initial mass loss, before the resin degrades in a similar 

manner to the other resin blends 1 and 2. The higher char is assumed to be due to the 

different ratios of sp3 : sp2 carbons, as it is well known in literature that high aromaticity 

and cyclic structures lead to higher char yields [198].  

 

Figure 34: Thermogravimetric analysis data for the three cured resin blends 1, 2, 3 

and the industry benchmark. 
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In contrast the industry benchmark seems to have comparable onset of degradation 

temperature with 5% mass loss at 347 °C. However, it loses mass at much greater rate 

than the anhydride resin blends, the temperature range over which it loses 40% mass is 

26 °C compared to resin blend 1 which is 70 °C.  Indicating the more complex, slower 

degradation process of the anhydride-cured epoxies may result in a more thermally 

stable resin compared to the industry benchmark.   

Table 12: Degradation of resin blends 1, 2, 3 and the industry benchmark. 

Blend Temperature (°C) at which % mass lost Yc (%) 

 
T 5% T 10% T 20% T 40% 

1 328 356 377 398 05 

2 348 372 390 408 05 

3 273 310 365 405 14 

Industry benchmark 347 354 361 373 08 

Key: Tx% = Temperature (°C) at which % mass is lost, Yc = Char yield remaining at  

800 °C. 

4.2.6. Examination of network formation using FTIR spectroscopy for anhydride-

cured epoxy resin blends.  

As discussed in Chapter 2, there is some dispute in the literature as to the reaction 

mechanism of the tertiary amine-initiated anhydride-cured epoxies [39-42].  To probe 

the reaction mechanism FTIR spectroscopy was used to determine the bonds present in 

both uncured and cured resin samples. As the reaction mechanism is the same for all 

three blends, only resin blend 1 was assessed.  

The FTIR spectra for resin blend 1 in both its uncured and cured state are given Figure 

35. For uncured resin blends the main peaks of interest observed in the spectra were 

those at 1775 cm-1 and 915 cm-1, which correspond to the bond frequencies of the 

carbonyl bond of the anhydride ring and the epoxide ring, respectively. In the cured resin 

spectra these bonds are either not present or significantly reduced and there is a new 

peak of interest at 1732 cm-1. This peak corresponds to the alkanoate ester, formed 
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following the epoxide ring opening via the reaction of the epoxy with the anion formed 

from the pre-reaction of the anhydride and the tertiary amine.  

 

Figure 35: FTIR transmission spectra for resin blend 1. 

To further assess this and to observe how the reaction proceeds during cure, an FTIR 

study was conducted whereby the sample was cured in situ on the FTIR cell. The 

uncured resin was heated with ramp rate matching that of the dynamic DSC 

 (10 °C min-1) from 25 °C to 200 °C, with spectra taken at several temperature intervals 

throughout the ramp, shown in Figure 36. From Figure 36, it is clear than the peaks at 

1775 cm-1 and 1736 cm-1 corresponding to the carbonyl of the anhydride ring and the 

alkanoate ester linkage respectively are important for monitoring the cure. Therefore this 

area of  interest from Figure 36 is expanded and shown more clearly in Figure 37. 

 

Figure 36: FTIR spectra for resin blend 1 through dynamic temperature ramp. 

Carbonyl stretching of 

anhydride ring 1775 cm-1 

 Alkanoate ester linkage 

1736 cm-1 

 

Epoxy 

stretching  

915 cm-1 

 

Uncured 

Cured 
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Figure 37: FTIR spectra at wavenumbers 1820-1700 cm-1 for resin blend 1 through a 

dynamic temperature ramp. 

From Figure 37 it is clear that during cure, the peak at 1775 cm-1 decays at the same rate 

the peak at 1732 cm-1 emerges, which is in good agreement with Figure 35, and 

corresponds to the carbonyl bond of the anhydride ring and alkanoate ester respectively. 

This confirms the anhydride ring opens and the alkanoate ester is formed upon the 

reaction of the resulting anion and the epoxy ring. Owing to the complexity of the 

spectral data, principal component analysis (PCA) was used to identify the peaks which 

are changing during the cure. Principal components (PCs) can be used to help identify 

which peaks decay or emerge (PC1), shift (PC2) and the rate of change (PC3). In this 

data set there is little information gained from PC2 and PC3 in this experiment, as there 

was no shift in peaks or differences in rate of change to be observed. However, PC1 can 

be used to clearly show the changes in the peaks as bonds break and form during cure, 

shown in Figure 38. A positive peak in PC1 shows a trend that peak intensity decays 

through the cure. In contrast, a negative peak in PC1 indicates that during the cure the 

peak intensity increases, thus these bonds form during cure.    
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Figure 38: Principal Component 1 (PC1) for FTIR data obtained during dynamic cure of 

resin blend 1.  

The peaks in PC1 agree with the key peaks identified previously in Figures 35 and 36. 

These peaks (as previously highlighted) emphasise that the anhydride ring breaks as the 

alkanoate ester forms. In the spectrum, Figure 37, for the uncured resin (initial scan at 

50 °C) there is a large peak at 1775 cm-1 and a very slight peak at 1736 cm-1, thus 

showing large concentration of anhydride ring in the blend. In the cured 

 (200 °C) spectra there is no observable peak at 1775 cm-1 but a prominent peak at  

1736 cm-1 which shows the anhydride rings have been opened and reacted with the 

epoxide rings. The epoxy peak at 910 cm-1 also decays at similar rate to 1775 cm-1, to 

form the alkanoate ester [199]. 

This FTIR study therefore agrees with the published mechanism by Fischer [39],  

whereby the reaction is initiated as the amine is pre-reacted with the anhydride, thus 

forming the anion which is then able to react with the highly-strained epoxide group, 

causing ring opening. The homopolymerisation reaction can then proceed leading to the 

development of the highly crosslinked, three-dimensional network during the cure cycle. 

The general reaction mechanism was shown in Figure 5, Section 2.4. 

 

4.2.7. Moisture uptake 

The uptake of moisture can degrade resins in several ways including plasticisation, 

crazing, hydrolysis, and swelling. In plasticisation the water molecules interact with the 

polar groups of the resin and can supress the Tg, unlike the other methods, plasticisation 

1775 cm-1- Carbonyl stretching of 

the anhydride ring 

910 cm-1- Epoxide 

ring stretching 

 

1736 cm-1- Alkanoate ester 
1229 cm-1- Alkanoate 

ester (C-O) stretching 
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is considered reversible [200–202]. Crazing leads to the formation of voids within the 

polymer network, and hydrolysis causes the scission of polymer chains. All these 

mechanisms ultimately degrade the polymer and reduce the mechanical performance of 

the composite laminate [203–207]. Epoxy polymers are hydrophilic and therefore are 

susceptible to moisture uptake. Depending on the nature of the polymer blend the 

equilibrium moisture uptake can be in the range 1-7% [208]. Wind turbine blades are 

exposed to harsh conditions from rain and humidity and they are expected to have a long 

service life of 20-30 years [209]. Therefore, minimising the potential for water ingress, 

which can lead to hydrolysis and polymer degradation is essential to maximise service 

life.  

Acid anhydrides are notoriously affected by moisture in their compound states as water 

attacks the anhydride ring to form carboxylic acids [210]. Careful storage in sealed 

containers is required to prevent the anhydride reacting with moisture in the air.  To 

assess if these anhydride-cured epoxy resins developed by HCCL are more susceptible 

to moisture ingress than an amine-cured industry benchmark a small study has been 

conducted, of the anhydride-cured epoxies only one was testes, resin blend 1, as it was 

hypothesised that the other anhydride resins (resin blends 2 and 3) would display similar 

response, if not be more susceptible due to their lower degree of conversion.  

Moisture uptake is usually studied by placing samples in temperature and humidity-

controlled chambers for extended periods of time (6 months or more). Due to time 

constraints, the method outlined in Section 4.1.1.6 was used. The percentage mass 

increase normalised by sample thickness over time for resin blend 1 and industry 

benchmark, are shown in Figure 39.  

The average percentage mass increase for resin blend 1 was 2.6% (standard deviation 

(SD) 2.4) compared to 0.9% (SD 0.08). This suggests that this anhydride-cured resin 

system was more susceptible to moisture uptake than its amine-cured counterpart.  

It should be noted that the plots of water uptake are not straight during the initial phase 

of water absorption. This suggests that Fickean behaviour was not being followed, this 

may be due to a non-uniform initial water concentration. Although drying the samples 

for 48 hours is standard it may not have been enough time to remove all the water. If 

this testing were to be repeated drying for a longer period whereby the weight was 
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monitored to ensure the sample was completely dry prior to submersion would be 

recommended.  

 

Figure 39: Percentage mass increase of resin blend 1 and industry benchmark over a 

42 day period as samples are submerged in 50 °C. 

In 1981 Wright [203] studied the effect of moisture on epoxy CFRP laminates and 

concluded, that for every 1% by weight of moisture absorbed the Tg would decrease by 

20 °C  as a rough estimate. To assess the impact of the moisture absorbed on the Tg of 

the anhydride-cured resin system, a MDSC thermogram was obtained for the resin 

sample following 42 days submerged in water, shown in Figure 40. It showed the Tg of 

the resin was 82 °C, which was 20 °C lower than had been observed for the samples 

after cure (previously shown in Table 9).  

 

Figure 40: Reversed heat flow from MDSC thermogram of resin blend 1 after 

submersion in 50 °C for 42 days. 

Although no further assessment of the reduction in mechanical performance due to 

moisture absorption was conducted, this is discussed in literature [203–207].  
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As this study shows that the anhydride-cured epoxies are more susceptible than the 

industry benchmark, methods to reduce the susceptibility of the resin to moisture ingress 

could be studied in further work. 

Hamerton et al. [211] showed that polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane (POSS) 

nanocomposites dramatically reduced water uptake in anhydride-cured epoxy resins. It 

was shown that incorporating 1 wt% POSS reduced the moisture uptake by 25% at 75% 

relative humidity and as a result the Tg only decreased by 10 °C, compared to the neat 

resin which dropped by 31 °C following the same exposure.  

Further to this, a study by Glaskova et al. [212], has shown that nanoclays could offer 

improved resistance to moisture degradation. It is hypothesised that these nanoclays act 

as barriers preventing the transport of water molecules through the matrix due to the 

nanoclays having high shape anisotropy, and having an exfoliated surface effectively 

lengthening the path of these diffusing molecules. It was shown that a 1% addition of an 

octadecylamine-modified montmorillonite based nanoclay reduced the effects of 

moisture absorption for the epoxy resin. Kini et al. [213], have also studied the effect of 

montmorillonite nanoclays as a means to mitigate the effect of hydrothermal aging on 

epoxy resins, in this work samples were soaked in cold water or boiling water for 

different periods of time. The addition of 2 wt% nanoclay helped to retain the 

mechanical performance of the resin over the unmodified resin. For example, for the 

unmodified epoxy sample the flexural strength reduced by 24% after soaking in cold 

water. The addition of 2 wt% nanoclay to the epoxy reduced the impact of moisture 

absorption as flexural strength only decreased by 14%.   

However, the addition of additives may not be desirable as this may affect the viscosity 

of the resin and may affect its processability for the intended manufacturing process. 

Methods to prevent moisture ingress more typically used by the WTB industry involve 

the use of coatings, which form a barrier to the environment. There is some work in this 

field to develop coating which are more hydrophobic than those currently used which 

offer an enhanced ability to prevent moisture ingress. For example Gou et al. [214] 

showed that POSS-g-CNF (POSS grafted onto a carbon nanofibre) formed a paper 

which could subsequently be incorporated to the laminate as the paper is laid up on the 

preform stack which is subsequently infused via resin transfer moulding (RTM). The 
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POSS-CNF nano-paper demonstrated stable hydrophobicity even after exposure to a 

high-humidity environment for several weeks.   

4.2.8. Thermal conductivity 

The thermal conductivity, thermal diffusivity, and specific heat capacity collectively 

define the ability of the material to transfer heat. The thermal conductivity was 

determined for resin blend 1 and the industry benchmark. The other two anhydride cured 

epoxies were not assessed as it was deemed that these would likely be comparable to 

resin blend 1.   

The thermal conductivity, κ, was determined using Equation 15: 

κ = ∝D  ρ Cp                            (15) 

where αD is thermal diffusivity, ρ is density, and Cp is the specific heat capacity of the 

material.  

4.2.8.1. Density 

The cured densities for resin blend 1 and the industry benchmark were determined using 

the method outlined in Section 3.4.5. For resin blend 1 and the industry benchmark this 

was calculated to be 1.214 g cm-3 and 1.14 g cm-3 respectively. The density of GFRP 

laminate infused with resin blend 1 also determined to be 2.15 g cm-3.  

4.2.8.2. Specific heat capacity 

Specific heat capacity (Cp) is the amount of heat energy required by the sample to raise 

its temperature 1°C per unit of mass. Cp was determined using DSC analysis as described 

in Section 4.1.1.1. The DSC thermogram for resin blend 1 and the industry benchmark 

is given in Figure 41 and shows the Cp for the anhydride-cured epoxy is lower than that 

of the industry benchmark and goes through less variation over the studied temperature 

range, 40-90 °C. This again is due to the lower Tg of the industry benchmark which 

results in the transition seen at 70 °C. It can be seen in the resin blend 1 trace, that the 

increase in specific heat capacity increases at 85 °C which corresponds to the onset of 

its Tg. The Cp below its Tg is constant and the values for both resin systems are 

comparable at 60 °C at 0.98 J g-1 K-1.  
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Figure 41: Specific heat capacity variation with temperature for both resin blend 1 and 

the industry benchmark. 

4.2.8.3. Linear thermal expansion 

A rod dilatometer, as described in Section 3.4.5, was used to measure the linear thermal 

expansion of the resin (CTE) and the data from both resins are given in Figure 42. It was 

observed that the industry benchmark undergoes the following transitions: 

• As the sample is heated to 40 °C a β-transition is observed (this corresponds to 

movement of localised groups within the network before the Tg is reached 

[215]).  

• Between 40 °C and 70 °C a linear response is observed. As it is heated to 85 °c 

a more rapid expansion is observed.  

• At 85 °C there is a dip in the linear expansion as the resin enters its rubbery 

phase. 

In contrast, resin blend 1 has a much more linear response, as its Tg is slightly higher 

(102 °C) and so no onset of Tg is discernible in this temperature range. Comparing the 

two resins, the anhydride-cured epoxy resin (resin blend 1) showed less expansion over 

the same temperature range as the amine-cured resin. This may be due to its inherently 

more brittle and rigid structure as shown by DMA, likely due to higher degree of cure 

and hydrogen bonding within the polymer network. The linear thermal expansion for 

resin blend 1 and the industry benchmark are 60 x 10-6 K-1 and 100 x 10-6 K-1 

respectively. This compares with a literature value of DGEBA epoxy resin cured with 
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hexahydrophthalic anhydride (HHPA) hardener which had a reported linear expansion 

coefficient of 70 x 10-6 K-1 [216].  

 

Figure 42: Linear thermal expansion for resin blend 1 and the industry benchmark as 

measured using rod dilatometry. 

4.2.8.4. Thermal diffusivity 

Thermal diffusivity of a material is a measure of the speed of heat transfer via conduction 

through the sample. In this work laser flash analysis (LFA) was used to determine this 

for the two resin systems and this method is described in Section 3.4.5 and the 

experimental setup in Section 4.1.1.9.  

The average thermal diffusivity data for the two resins at three set temperatures are given 

in Table 13. 

Table 13: Thermal diffusivity for resin blend 1 and the industry benchmark. 

Blend 

 

Thermal diffusivity (mm2 s-1) 

50 °C 75 °C 90 °C 

1 0.11 (0.01) 0.10 (0.00) 0.10 (0.01) 

Industry benchmark 0.13 (0.01) 0.11 (0.01) 0.10 (0.01) 

N.B. number in brackets = standard deviation.  
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4.2.8.5.Thermal conductivity 

The data obtained for cured resin density, Cp and CTE were used to calculate the thermal 

conductivity using Equation 9 (as described in Section 3.4.5) at each of the three 

temperatures where thermal diffusivity was measured in the LFA experiment. The 

thermal conductivity for both resin blend 1 and the industry benchmark are given in 

Table 14.   

Table 14: Thermal conductivity for resin blend 1 and the industry benchmark. 

Blend 

 

Thermal conductivity (W m-1 K-1) 

50 °C 75 °C 90 °C 

1 0.12 (0.01) 0.12 (0.00) 0.11 (0.02) 

Industry benchmark 0.14 (0.01) 0.16 (0.01) 0.14 (0.01) 

N.B. number in brackets = standard deviation. 

 

4.3. Summary  

The cure of DGEBA, a difunctional epoxy resin, has been studied in the presence of 

three carboxylic anhydrides, with different cycloaliphatic moieties. Data from 

rheological and thermal analyses confirm that all three anhydrides form suitable blends 

for infusion, each displaying low viscosity and favourable cure behaviour at moderate 

temperatures. Anhydrides with similar chemical structures (i.e. 1 and 2) yield cured 

blends with similar dynamic mechanical properties (i.e. modulus and Tg) and thermal 

stability. The inclusion of norbornene moiety in blend 3 raised the viscosity of the blend 

significantly and led to a slower reaction and a marginally lower conversion, despite 

displaying a similar activation energy and collision factor to the other blends. The 

resulting cured polymer blend for this anhydride displayed lower thermal stability 

(postulated as being due to a retro-Diels-Alder mechanism), but a higher char yield when 

compared to the other cured blends.  

The resin blends have been compared to a widely used commercial wind turbine blade 

resin. The properties of the anhydride resins compare well to the amine-cured industry 
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benchmark, showing favourable thermomechanical properties such as higher Tg, 

increased thermal stability and a lower enthalpy of reaction.  

As resin blend 1 was used to evaluate vascular curing as a manufacturing method 

(Chapter 7) therefore further characterisation of the thermal properties such as thermal 

conductivity, specific heat capacity and density was required in order to have material 

inputs for the computer simulation of cure.  

The next chapter (Chapter 5) will look to examine the cure kinetics, using Kissinger and 

Ozawa kinetics as simple methods to study differences between the four resin blends  

(1-3 and the industry benchmark), assessing the effect of anhydride structure and resin 

chemistry upon this. As resin blend 1 is used for vascular curing a more detailed analysis 

of the cure kinetics was required and this will also be presented in the following chapter.  
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5 RESIN CURE KINETICS 

DSC analysis is the most common method employed to assess the reaction kinetics, 

which can be conducted in either non-isothermal or isothermal modes.  

In this chapter, non-isothermal DSC methods will first be used to assess the effect of the 

anhydride structure upon the kinetic parameters and compare this to the parameters 

observed for the industry benchmark. Kissinger and Ozawa models are used to derive 

the activation energy and pre-exponential factor for each reaction. They have been 

shown to be effective models for both n-th order and autocatalytic reactions, and have 

been used in literature to characterise both amine-cured [217] and anhydride-cured 

epoxy resin [218].  

These models are somewhat limited as they reduce the complexity of the cure reaction 

(Chapter 4) to a single step by ignoring the reaction order therefore calculated 

parameters can only be considered approximate values [42].  

As resin blend 1 was used for assessing the vascular cure manufacturing method further 

characterisation was required, a cure kinetic model was needed to enable the extent of 

the chemical reaction to be tracked during a given cure cycle [219].  Isothermal DSC 

methods were used to determine a cure kinetic model which was most appropriate to be 

used in the vascular cure work.  

The non-isothermal cure kinetics for the anhydride-cured epoxies presented herein has 

contributed to a journal submission published in Reactive and Functional Polymer 

Journal in 2019 [188]. The cure kinetic model fitting for resin blend 1 contributed to 

work presented in the conference proceedings at Thermosetting resins conference, 2018 

[220].   
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5.1. Experimental 

5.1.1. Resin  

Resin blends 1-3 and the industry benchmark were formulated with mixing ratios and 

methods outlined in Section 3.  

5.1.2. Differential Scanning Calorimetry 

DSC experiments were performed using a TA DSC Q2000. Hermetically sealed Tzero 

aluminium pans were used, with sample masses between 6-10 mg of uncured and cured 

samples. Sealing is required to prevent evaporation or sublimation from the pan.  Sample 

cell was kept under a constant nitrogen flow of 50 cm3 min-1.  

For non-isothermal, dynamic DSC scans of uncured resins the samples were equilibrated 

at 30 °C and then heated to 250 °C at a desired heating rate; either 3, 5, 10, 15 or  

20 °C min-1.  

For isothermal DSC scans of uncured resin, the DSC was equilibrated at the desired 

temperature for 5 minutes before the sample was loaded into the furnace. The isothermal 

temperature was maintained for a set time (100 minutes). The isothermal temperatures 

used were 100, 110, 115 and 120 °C, these were selected as temperatures that are within 

the exotherm peak of the dynamic DSC conducted using 10 °C min-1 ramp rate, between 

the onset and peak temperature.  

It should be noted that in this chapter in order to calculate the kinetic parameters SI units 

were needed to be used therefore all temperatures used are used in Kelvin (K) not 

degrees Celsius (°C), as used thus far, to convert between units the Equation 16 was 

used. 

 𝑇 (𝐾) = 𝑇(°𝐶) + 273.15                  (16) 

   

5.2. Non-isothermal reaction kinetics 

Figure 43 presents the DSC thermograms for each anhydride-cured epoxy resin blends 

(resin blends 1-3) from the dynamic DSC tests conducted at several heating rates as 

described in Section 5.1.2.  

As expected, the effect of the increase in heating rate serves to shift the value of peak 

exotherm temperature (Tmax) to a higher temperature regime in all three blends.  
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Assuming first order reaction kinetics, the Kissinger and Ozawa methods [42, 221, 222] 

can be used to yield a preliminary assessment of the resin kinetics in each of the three 

blends. Using the Kissinger method, Equation 17, the activation energy (Ea), and the 

pre-exponential factor (A), were determined for each of the three blends. 

 
𝑙𝑛 (

β

Tmax
2

) =  𝑙𝑛 (
AR

Ea
) −  

Ea

RT
 

                 (17) 

where, β is the heating rate (K min-1); Tmax is the exothermic peak maximum (K); Ea is 

the activation energy (kJ mol-1), which is the energy barrier the reaction must overcome 

for the reaction to proceed; A is the pre-exponential factor (s-1), which is interpreted as 

the probability that a molecule will have energy Ea and participate in the reaction; R is 

the gas constant (8.314 J K-1 mol-1), and T is the temperature at which the reaction is 

occurring (K).  
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Figure 43: DSC thermograms of resin blends 1 (a), 2 (b), and 3 (c) at several different 

heating rates: 3, 5, 10, 15, 20 °C min-1. 

c) 

a) b) 
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The activation energy (Ea) and pre-exponential factor (A) were determined from the 

gradient and y-intercept respectively from the plot of lnβ = (Tmax)
2

 versus 1/Tmax, Figure 

44.  

A complementary method to Kissinger, was proposed by Ozawa, this considers the 

effect of heating rate and uses the inverse of the exothermic peak maximum and the 

logarithm of the heating rate, allowing the Ea to be determined using Equation 18. 

 
𝑙𝑛 β = const − 1.052

Ea/R

Tmax
 

                (18) 

Figure 44 (a-c), shows the plots of the kinetic data obtained using both the Kissinger and 

Ozawa methods, for the blends 1, 2 and 3, and by using Equations 17 and 18, the values 

of Ea were determined from the gradients of the lines. It can be seen in both cases 

(Kissinger and Ozawa) that the R2 value is greater than 0.99 suggesting a perfect fit for 

the equation of the line and that both models are valid. The Kissinger method also 

enables the pre-exponential factor (A) to be determined, and therefore the rate constant 

(k) for the reaction can be calculated, using the Arrhenius equation as given in Equation 

19.   

 
k = A e(

− Ea
RT

)
 

                  (19) 

where, k is the rate constant (s-1) and T is the temperature of the reaction (348 K or  

75 °C, selected as this was the cure temperature used throughout the study). The values 

calculated are given in Table 15.  

Table 15: Kissinger and Ozawa kinetic analysis for the three anhydride-cured resin blends 

(1-3). 

Blend Ozawa 

method, Ea 

Kissinger 

method, Ea 

Pre-exponential 

factor, A 

Rate constant, k   

(10-2) at 348 K 

 (kJ mol-1) (kJ mol-1) (s-1) (s-1) 

1 72.2 69.2 3.3 x 108 1.40 

2 78.1 75.4 2.5 x 109 1.20 

3 75.2 72.2 4.6 x 108 0.68 
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Figure 44: Kissinger and Ozawa plots for resin blends 1 (a), 2 (b) and 3 (c). 

Interestingly the reduced reactivity of blend 3 is shown by the lowest first order rate 

constant (6.8 x 10-3 s-1 at 348 K), but this is not reflected in the activation energy, which 

is found to be highest for blend 2.  Similarly, of the three blends, 1 displays the fewest 

collisions (A = 3.3 x 108 s-1), so the reason for the disparity is more complex [223].  
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The same experimental procedure was applied to the industry benchmark resin, resulting 

in the following Kissinger and Ozawa plots, (Figure 45) and associated parameters  

(Table 16). Note the rate constant was calculated at 70 °C (348 K) which was the cure 

temperature prescribed for this resin system.  

 

Figure 45: Kissinger and Ozawa plots for the industry benchmark resin. 

 Table 16: Kissinger and Ozawa kinetic analysis for the industry benchmark. 

Blend Ozawa 

method Ea 

Kissinger 

method Ea 

Pre-exponential 

factor A 

Rate constant k 

(10-2) at 348 K 

 (kJ mol-1) (kJ mol-1) (s-1) (s-1) 

Industry 

benchmark 

51.3 47.4 6.8 x 105 4.04 

 

The kinetic data shows that the benchmark amine-based system cures at faster rate than 

the anhydride resins, with lower activation energies and a faster rate constant at cure 

temperature. This furthers the understanding from thermal analysis of the resin in  

Chapter 4.2.3, where anhydrides were shown to have lower reaction enthalpies.  

Overall, this shows that anhydride-cured epoxies could be more desirable for use in wind 

turbine blades. These structures have thick composite sections, which as discussed in 

Chapter 2 have great manufacturing challenges due to thermal gradients during cure. As 
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these resins generate less exothermic heat and have slower reaction kinetics it could 

mitigate risk of uncontrolled exothermic reactions.  

5.3. Isothermal cure kinetics  

The kinetic parameters obtained from dynamic DSC experiments has enabled 

comparison to be made of the resin blends in terms of their activation energies, pre-

exponential factors, and reaction rates at cure temperature. However both Kissinger and 

Ozawa methods only enable certain cure kinetic parameters to be estimated by assuming 

first-order cure kinetics but these models do not enable the degree of cure to be estimated 

as the reaction progresses [217]. For this isothermal cure kinetics must be assessed to 

validate a cure kinetics model which most accurately captures the resin cure behaviour. 

A more comprehensive model of the cure kinetics was required to be used be for 

modelling the cure reaction as required for FEA modelling of vascular curing, and to 

convert the experimentally measured temperatures to degree of cure, used in  

Chapter 7.  

The approach taken to study the cure kinetics was to fit the reaction rate profiles, which 

are obtained from the isothermal and dynamic DSC experiments, to cure kinetic models. 

One of the most widely used models for epoxy resins (including anhydride-cured 

epoxies) in literature is an autocatalytic model, Equation 20 [224]. The cure reaction is 

autocatalytic meaning that one or more of the products of the polymerisation process act 

as a catalyst for the same reaction.  

                             α̇ = (k1 + k2αm)(1 − α)n                      (20) 

where, �̇� is the cure reaction rate; m and n are reaction orders; and k1 and k2 are reaction 

rates. In the Ryan and Dutta model [225], k1 is taken to be the initial reaction rate when 

time (t) and α = 0, hence k2 can be determined using Equation 21 [225]. 

k2 =
(2 − m)k1αp

1−m

m − 2αp
 

                     (21) 

where, αp is the degree of cure at the maximum rate of reaction.  

By using a reduced gradient non-linear optimisation method implemented in Microsoft 

Excel the optimum values of m and n are determined by minimising the sum of the 

squared differences between experimental reaction rates and predicted reaction rates, in 

a similar manner to that described by Karkanas [226]. However, this autocatalytic model 
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presented a poor fit to the experimental data beyond 60% conversion, as shown in  

Figure 46.  

 

Figure 46: Autocatalytic model fitting (dotted line) to experimental isothermal DSC 

data (solid line) at 110 ℃ in plot showing degree of cure versus time. 

There are many different cure kinetic models which can be considered, from extensive 

literature reading a modified autocatalytic cure kinetic model was identified, referred to 

as the Karkanas model, Equation 22 [226, 227] 

In this study, when the Karkanas model was compared to the experimental data it 

captured the final stages of cure more accurately than had been achieved with the 

autocatalytic model, as shown in Figures 47 and 48.   

The reaction orders: m, n1, and n2, were determined using the optimisation solver in a 

similar manner to that previously used for the autocatalytic cure kinetic model. The 

reaction orders determined for the modified autocatalytic (Karkanas) model are given in  

Table 17. 

α̇ =  k1(1 − α)n1 + k2αm(1 − α)n2                      (22) 
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Figure 47: Plot of degree of cure versus time for isothermal cure at various 

temperatures. Comparing experimental data with modified cure kinetic model (dotted 

line). 

 

Figure 48: Reaction rate versus degree of cure at 110 ℃. Comparing both autocatalytic 

model and modified (Karkanas) model to experimental data. 

As highlighted, the modified autocatalytic/ Karkanas model described herein fits the 

data well in the chemically-controlled regime, with several reactions leading to the 

formation of the polymer network. However, at higher levels of conversion (α > 0.65, 

shown in Figure 47) there appears to be deviation between the model predictions and 

the experimental data. Though it should be noted this deviation seemed to be less than 

that observed using the unmodified autocatalytic model. Beyond c.a. 65% conversion, 

the reaction is in a diffusion-controlled regime, whereby the mobility of the unreacted 

groups becomes increasing hindered as the polymer network grows thus reducing the 
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rate at which these groups can diffuse through the bulk polymer and react [228]. There 

are models which look to capture the rate of diffusion as well as the chemically-

controlled reaction rates, however these are not explored in this work [228, 229]. As the 

mean error squared between the experimental and model predictions was below  

3.5 x 10-9, it was accepted that the modified autocatalytic model was able to model to 

progression of cure to a good degree and therefore could be used in Chapter 7 to allow 

for FEA simulation of the cure reaction.  

Table 17: Kinetic parameters at different isothermal temperatures. 

Temperature k1 k2 reaction orders 

(℃) (x 10-4 s-1) (x 10-4 s-1) m n1 n2 

100 7.4 23.8 1.02 0.89 1.01 

110 12.5 53.5 0.95 1.13 1.17 

115 20.0 55.1 0.98 0.94 1.18 

120 26.3 77.0 0.90 1.14 1.23 

 

The pre-exponential factors (Ai) and activation energies (Eai) were determined from the 

rate constants k1 and k2. The rate constants, given in Table 17, increased with temperature 

following the Arrhenius relationship. From the linear least-squares fit of  

ln ki versus 1/T, Figure 49, the pre-exponential factors (Ai) and activation energies (Eai) 

were determined from the y-intercept and gradient respectively, given in Table 18.  

Table 18: Cure kinetic parameters Ea and A for resin blend 1. 

Activation energy, Ea Pre-exponential factor, A 

Ea1 (kJ mol-1) 78.5 A1 (s
-1) 7.3 x 107 

Ea2 (kJ mol-1) 69.2 A2 (s
-1) 1.2 x 107 
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Figure 49: Linear least-squares fit of ln ki versus 1/T for resin blend 1. 

Kinetics based on isothermal data can only be obtained over a narrow temperature range, 

from the onset of cure to the exothermic peak observed during a dynamic DSC 

thermogram. For resin blend 1 this range is from 75 °C (onset of cure) to 135 °C 

(exotherm peak). Figure 50, shows the Karkanas autocatalytic model fitted to the  

10 °C min-1 and 2 °C min-1 dynamic cure of the resin using the kinetic parameters 

determined from the isothermal study, given in Tables 17 and 18. For the reaction orders, 

the average of the m, n1 and n2 were used, determined to be 0.96, 1.03 and 1.15 

respectively.  

 

Figure 50: Plot of degree of cure versus temperature for dynamic thermal traces at  

10 ℃ min-1 and 2 ℃ min-1 ramp rates. N.B. The dashed line represents the cure kinetic 

model data and the solid line the experimental data from DSC analysis.  

10 ℃ min-1 

02 ℃ min-1 
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Although there is some discrepancy between the model and the experimental data, the 

mean squared error was found to be very small 0.003 between the predicted rate of 

reaction and that seen experimentally.  It was also shown from Figure 50, that the model 

does fit better with slower temperature heating rates, which may be due to the lag in heat 

transfer at faster heating rates. It was deemed that as the model fits well with the slower 

heating rate of 2 °C min-1 it is still valid, as this heating rate is comparable with that used 

in the oven cure cycle which is set ramp at to 2 °C min-1 and is likely to lag behind this 

to account for heat transfer. This model was already validated in isothermal conditions 

such as those observed during the dwell of the cure cycle and was shown to capture the 

resin cure behaviour more accurately than the more widely used autocatalytic model. 

 

5.4. Summary 

The Kissinger and Ozawa models allowed for the cure kinetic parameters Ea and A to be 

estimated for each resin blend in a quick and easy manner. Thus, allowing for 

comparisons to be made between the different anhydrides, allowing examination of the 

effect of anhydride structure on the resin cure kinetics.  

As discussed more detailed assessment of the resin cure kinetics for resin blend 1 was 

conducted to enable a cure kinetic model to be found which could be used to predict the 

cure progression. A cure kinetic model was required for the vascular cure work in 

Chapter 7. From the work outlined in this chapter, the modified autocatalytic/ Karkanas 

model was selected to be used in this work. This modified autocatalytic (Karkanas) 

model displayed the best fit to the isothermal and dynamic DSC experimental data, 

compared to the Ryan-Dutta autocatalytic model which was more widely reported in 

literature to model anhydride-cured epoxy resins.  
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6 COMPOSITE LAMINATE 

INTERFACIAL PROPERTIES 

It is well understood that the interfacial properties of composite laminates are critical to 

the overall performance, this being how well the resin and fibre adhere to each other. It 

is understood that composite laminate strength in tension and bending increases with 

greater resin and fibre adhesion, but this increase in interfacial shear strength often leads 

to reduction in impact performance [61]. In this chapter the interfacial properties of the 

anhydride-cured epoxies are studied by examining both the interlaminar and interfacial 

shear strength.  

Firstly, the interfacial properties of the anhydride-cured epoxies were assessed on the 

glass fibre supplied by HCCL, the fibre they currently use for WTB production. The 

interlaminar shear strength (ILSS) was characterised via short beam shear mechanical 

test. This is a macromechanical technique which was used to indirectly assess the 

interfacial properties of  the matrix on the fibre [163]; assessing the effect of anhydride 

structure upon ILSS and benchmarking this against the industry benchmark.  

The interfacial shear strength (IFSS) was then assessed using the microbond test 

technique. Section 3.4.7 critically reviewed the many methods available to characterise 

the IFSS and reasons why the microbond testing technique was used. 

One aim of the thesis was to assess the viability of using this resin in carbon fibre 

composite systems. As highlighted in Chapter 2, the industry is moving toward using 

carbon fibre as this enables larger blades to be produced by minimising weight, thus 

allowing greater energy efficiency. The aim was to assess the interfacial properties of 

the resin on carbon fibre with different sizing/surface treatments to advise HCCL on 

their fibre selection. As will be discussed in this chapter there was issues with the use of 
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the microbond test setup to assess carbon fibre, therefore only preliminary work is 

presented.  

6.1. Experimental  

The experimental setups and techniques used to characterise the ILSS and IFSS are 

described herein. The reasoning behind the selection of the microbond test to examine 

the IFSS was given in Section 3.4.7.  

6.1.1. Glass fibre laminates 

6.1.1.1. Laminate manufacture 

A preform of five plies (250 mm x 150 mm) of a biased 0/90° biaxial NCF fabric 

(LTx1240, supplied by Owens Corning technical fabrics, the specification of the fabric 

was given in Section 3.2.1) was laid up in a uniform direction on a tool plate for vacuum 

assisted resin infusion (VARI). The resins (resin blends 1-3 or industry benchmark) were 

prepared as outlined in Section 3. The resin was pulled through the preform using a 

vacuum, the VARI process was described in Section 3.3.  

Once infused the laminate was cured given the prescribed cure cycle in an air circulated 

oven. For resin blends 1-3 this was: ramp 2 °C min-1 to 75 °C, dwell at 75 °C for  

12 hours before cooling to room temperature. For the industry benchmark this was:  

2 °C min-1 to 70 °C, dwell at 70 °C for 6 hours before cooling to room temperature.     

6.1.1.2. Resin burn off 

Resin burn off tests were conducted following ASTM standard D2584-18 [230]. 

Ceramic crucibles (with lids) were heated in a furnace to 500 °C, these crucibles were 

then allowed to cool to room temperature in a desiccator before being weighed. A GFRP 

composite sample (weighing approximately 2.5 g) was added to the crucible and 

weighed again. The crucible (containing the sample) was returned to the furnace  

(500 °C). The weight was recorded periodically until the crucible and residue maintained 

a constant weight (within 1.0 mg). The weights were recorded after the crucible had 

cooled to room temperature.  

6.1.1.3. Short beam shear testing 

The short beam shear test procedure was conducted following the ASTM standard 

D2344 as outlined in Section 3.4.6. The GFRP laminates manufactured as described in 
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Section 6.1.1.1, the average measured laminate thickness was 4.1 mm (SD 0.13). Due 

to the laminate thickness to meet the dimension requirements as described in Section 

3.4.6, the samples were cut oversized and polished to refine the size to the desired 

geometry (33 ±1  mm x 9.5 ±1 mm). To account for biaxial nature of the reinforcement, 

specimens were cut with the dominant (0°) fibre in the sample length and loaded 

perpendicular to it. The span length of the test fixture was fixed at 24 mm. The specimens 

were loaded until failure. The load vs displacement data was recorded during testing.  

6.1.2. Microbond testing 

A procedure had to be developed which would hold the fibres taut whilst uncured resin 

was applied and allow the setup to be easily transported to the oven for curing. For this 

a silicone mould was made to allow for the fibres to be held taut as they were adhered 

to the end tabs, as shown in Figure 51. Firstly, an inverse mould was 3D printed, from 

which a silicone mould was cast. The silicone could be used to a maximum temperature 

of 250 °C and therefore would be suitable as it would withstand the cure temperatures 

for the resin systems assessed in this work.  

The fibres were laid across the silicone mould and mounted into plastic tabs using 

Dymax OP ultra-lightweight UV curable adhesive 3193 [231]. To ensure the fibre was 

taut, the fibre was secured using double sided tape, the setup is shown schematically in  

Figure 51. The adhesive was then allowed to cure under UV light for several hours 

(typically 3 hours).  

 

Figure 51: Schematic of the setup used to prepare the single fibre specimens. 

The resin was then mixed and degassed as specified in Section 3.1. A method to apply 

suitably small volumes of resin to the fibre surface had to be established. In literature, 

various methods are reported including using a fine needle [232], an alumina fibre 

secured to a drawn glass tube [185], or super fine tweezers [233]. For ease and 
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simplicity, the method found to be most reliable to form consistent droplets in the 

appropriate embedment length range (80-200 μm), was using a single glass fibre (H-

glass from LTx1240 fabric, fibre diameter 17 μm) attached to a glass pipette using tape. 

The glass fibre was dipped into a small amount of resin and then wiped on the taut fibre 

held in the silicone mould, leaving behind a single resin droplet. On each fibre 6-8 

droplets were applied.  

Microbond testing of the anhydride-cured epoxies was conducted with relative ease. 

However, curing the droplets of the industrial benchmark resin was found to be 

problematic. The industry benchmark resin when applied to droplet and cured following 

its prescribed cure cycle the droplet was unable to cure sufficiently. This was observed 

in testing as instead of debonding from the fibre, the droplet was instead smeared along 

the supporting fibre. This was observed even when longer and higher temperature cure 

cycles were used, i.e. 12 hours at 70 °C or curing at 90 °C for 6 or 12 hours. This 

phenomenon was hypothesised to occur as such small volumes of resins were being 

cured, there was not enough bulk to generate the heat to cure the resin.  

Therefore, an alternative amine-cured epoxy resin was sourced to be used as a baseline 

resin to compare the interfacial adhesion of the anhydride-cured epoxies to. The resin 

selected was PrimeTM 20LV cured with extra slow hardener. PrimeTM 20LV was 

reported to be used for infusion of wind turbine blades due to its low viscosity and long 

working time, and its ability to reach excellent mechanical properties even at moderate 

cure temperatures [234]. From assessment of the PrimeTM 20LV datasheet [234], the 

technical data provided by Hexion (previously Momentive) on the industry benchmark 

resin [235], and data obtained in Chapter 4, demonstrated these resins had similar 

properties. For example, PrimeTM 20LV had a reported mixed viscosity at 25 ºC of 220-

243 cP which can be compared to the reported value of 250-280 cP for the industry 

benchmark.  The cured Tg was also similar, the PrimeTM 20LV resin reportedly had cured 

Tg of 70 ºC as determined by DMA when cured for 16 hours at 50 ºC, compared to the 

data obtained in Chapter 4, which reported the Tg to be 70 ºC as measured by DMA.  

PrimeTM 20LV resin was prepared by mixing the epoxy and extra slow hardener in  

100: 26 weight ratio [234]. The resin was applied to the fibre to form droplets in the 

same manner as used for the anhydride-cured epoxy resins, as described in Section 6.1.2. 

The droplets were oven cured with the following cure cycle: ramp to 70 °C at  

2 °C min-1 and held isothermally for 6 hours. This resin was used in the microbond test 
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as a baseline amine-cured epoxy to which the anhydride-cured epoxies were 

benchmarked against.  

All droplets were cured on the fibres whist on the silicone mould in an air circulated fan 

oven, using the cure cycle prescribed for the given resin. It was identified that the air 

circulating ovens may cause too much movement of the fibres during the cure, which 

could lead to fibre breakage or loss of resin droplets. To prevent these issues an 

aluminium box was purchased, and holes were created at various locations to allow some 

air circulation. The silicone mould was housed within this aluminium box during the 

cure.  

Once cured, optical microscopy, was used to size the droplets, an example of the images 

taken is shown in Figure 52. The droplet embedment length and diameter were measured 

using the measurement tools the microscope AxioVision software. 

As discussed in Section 3.4.7, the microbond test works by pulling a fibre with a cured 

resin droplet through a microvise gap. As the gap is too small to pull the droplet through, 

the interface de-bonds as the fibre is pulled through. The force required to pull the fibre 

through the microvise gap was recorded during the testing. In this work a Dia-stron 

microbond tester, fitted with a 2000 gmf (20 N) load cell was used.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

However, the microvises originally purchased with the test machine came in following 

gap sizes (50 μm, 100 μm, 150 μm and 200 μm). From literature the understanding was 

that the microvise gap should be twice the size of the fibre diameter, as discussed in 

Section 3.4.7. As the H-glass fibre had a diameter of 17 μm, the 50 μm size microvise 

Figure 52: Optical micrographs of typical droplets on glass fibre supplied. 
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was selected as this closest to the required size. However, instead of interfacial 

debonding being observed, the resin droplet was itself being sheared, with matrix droplet 

breakage occurring, as shown in Figure 53. It was hypothesised that this was due to the 

gap being too large and therefore causing stress concentrations in the matrix and not at 

the interface.  

 

Figure 53: SEM micrographs of droplets sheared during the microbond tests using a 

50 μm microvise gap. 

Therefore, microvises with smaller gap sizes were machined. The microvises were cut 

from a tungsten plate of thickness 0.25 mm using an Oxford Lasers Alpha System, 

operating at 532 nm (green) with a pulse frequency of 1 kHz. The laser (300 mW power) 

moved across the tungsten at a speed of 2 mm s-1, so the pulses were 2 microns apart 

and had a width of 5 microns.  The microvises obtained had following gap sizes: 9 μm,  

20 μm and 29 μm, N.B the gap sizes were measured from SEM micrographs using 

imageJ software, taking and average of 10 measurements. These micrographs also 

showed that the type of microvises used had a sharp edge which was used to shear the 

droplet, as shown in Figure 54, refer to Section 3.4.7.1 for difference between sharp and 

blunt edge microvises.  

The Dia-stron test machine works as the tab is held in the holder and the fibre is laid so 

the droplet to be tested lies behind the microvise. The tab was moved laterally away 

from the microvise at a speed of 0.016 mm s-1. The test machine is shown in Figure 55. 

Note that the fibres were cut in half so that each end tab was loaded separately. 
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Figure 54: a) AutoInventor drawing used to specify the outer geometry of the 

microvise, units in mm; b) photograph of laser cut microvise; c) SEM micrograph of 

the microvise used to determine the microvise gap- 29 μm. 

 

Figure 55: Annotated photograph of microbond test machine, as viewed from above.  

a) 

b) c) 
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6.1.3. Carbon fibre laminates 

6.1.3.1. Laminate manufacture 

A preform of six plies of the ±45 carbon fibre NCF fabric (fabric details were given in 

Section 3.2.2) were laid up in stacking sequence [(0/90)]3s, the preform was prepared for 

infusion using the bagging procedure described in Section 3.3. The resin (resin blend 1 

or industry benchmark) was prepared and degassed as outlined in Section 3. The preform 

was infused with the resin at room temperature. Once infused the laminate was cured 

with given the prescribed cure cycle: 

• For resin blend 1: ramp 2 °C min-1 to 75 °C, dwell at 75 °C for 12 hours before 

cooling to room temperature. 

•  For the industry benchmark: 2 °C min-1 to 70 °C, dwell at 70 °C for 6 hours 

before cooling to room temperature.    

6.1.3.2. Short beam shear testing 

Samples for short beam shear testing were cut so that the fibre direction was 0/90° from 

the laminate made with ±45° fibre direction. The testing was conducted in accordance 

with ASTM D234 using the procedure outlined in Section 3.4.6. The average thickness 

of the laminates manufactured using the procedure outlined in Section 6.1.3, was  

2.7 ±0.4 mm. The specimens were cut and polished to following specimen dimensions: 

length 16.0 ±0.2 mm and width 4.6 ±0.8 mm, the span length of the test fixture was 

adjusted so that the loading noses were positioned 11 mm apart. The samples were tested 

in the same manner as described in Section 6.1.1.3.  

 

6.2. Results and discussion 

The following section presents the results from the tests undertaken to probe the 

interfacial properties of the resins on both glass and carbon fibre surfaces.  

 

6.2.1. GFRP fibre volume fraction 

The fibre volume fraction  of the laminate infused with resin blend 1 was determined 

following the resin burn off test as outlined in Section 6.1.1.2, it was assumed the same 

vf was attained for all laminates manufactured. Following the burn off test, the residue 
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corresponds to the weight of the glass fibre, wf. The average weight fraction of the glass 

fibre was 75 wt%. The fibre volume fraction was calculated using Equations 23-25. 

𝑣𝑓

𝑣𝑟
=

𝑤𝑓

1 − 𝑤𝑓
𝑋 

𝜌𝑟

𝜌𝑓
            (23) 

𝑣𝑚 =
1

1 +
𝑣𝑓

𝑣𝑟

 
           (24) 

𝑣𝑓 = 1 − 𝑣𝑚            (25) 

The density of the glass fibre, ρf, was assumed to be 2.6 g cm-3 [236]. The density of the 

resin, ρr, determined in Section  4.2.8.1 was used, 1.22 g cm-3.  vm is the matrix volume 

ratio. It was assumed that there were no voids in the laminate. The average vf was 

determined to be 57%.  

6.2.2. ILSS of the GFRP laminates 

The ILSS of the GFRP specimens was determined using Equation 26: 

ILSS =
3 𝐹

4 × 𝑏 × ℎ
 

                      (26) 

where F is the maximum load observed (N), b and h are the specimen width and 

thickness (mm) respectively. 

A typical force versus displacement plot for each resin blend recorded during the short 

beam shear experiment is shown in Figure 56.  

 

Figure 56: Force versus displacement plot for each of the four resin blends, resin 

blends 1-3 and the industry benchmark. 

For each resin system this data was recorded for five samples, the calculated values for 

each resin system are given in Table 19, standard deviation given in brackets. The 
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average thickness of the laminates was 4.1 mm (SD 0.13), note in the calculation of the 

ILSS was done using the exact dimensions of each test specimen before averaging.  

Table 19: ILSS values for each resin system GFRP laminate. 

Blend Average ILSS (MPa) 

1 65 (2.4) 

2 67 (3.2) 

3 66 (3.7) 

Industry benchmark 56 (1.4) 

This shows that within experimental error all the anhydride resin systems had same ILSS 

and show significant improvement (18%) over the amine-cured industry benchmark.  

However, from examining the failure patterns of the test specimens, Figure 56, it was 

observed that the industry benchmark displayed a much more gradual failure. In the 

anhydride-cured resin GFRP systems a sudden drop was observed soon after reaching 

the maximum load. A gradual failure in short beam shear testing is often associated with 

a more toughened system response. The industry benchmark curing agent EpikureTM 

RIMH037 is a mix of poly(propylene glycol)bis(2-aminopropyl ether) (50-75 %) and 3-

aminomethyl-3,5,5-trimethlcyclohexylamine (25-50%) [235]. The largest component in 

the industry benchmark curing agent is an aliphatic amine, Garcia et al. [237], showed 

that aliphatic amines showed increased fracture toughness over cyclic amines. The 

aliphatic chains of the industry benchmark impart greater flexibility to the molecule and 

thus the cured thermoset network. Aliphatic chains are not present in the anhydride-

cured epoxies. The increased molecular flexibility of the amine-cured industry 

benchmark could explain the more gradual failure observed. 

6.2.3. Microbond analysis of resins on H-glass fibre 

The force versus displacement for each droplet was recorded during the test. A typical 

trace of a successful microbond test is given in Figure 57. During the test, the observed 

force reaches a maximum (interfacial failure of the droplet and fibre) and then drops and 

subsequently a small (frictional) force is measured as the droplet is dragged along the 

fibre. If the fibre broke during the test then only a force drop was observed, all fibre 

break data were omitted.  
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Figure 57: Typical force versus displacement plot obtained from a successful microbond 

test. 

SEM micrographs were obtained after microbond testing, to ensure correct failure was 

achieved, before data was included in subsequent analysis. Figure 58, shows an example 

of the microbond failure as observed by SEM after testing. It showed a fraction of the 

droplet was left at the droplets initial position, Figure 58a.  Figure 58b shows the 

displaced droplet at a distance from this. The residue of the droplet left at the initial 

bonding position was relatively small, thus indicating that having a narrower microvise 

gap has not resulted in excess matrix cracking and the residue of the droplet is negligible 

compared to the fibre embedded length [170].   

The surface of the fibre where the droplet was initially bonded can also be studied to 

examine the hackle patterns on the fibre surface. An example from an anhydride-cured 

resin sample and the amine-cured industry benchmark is shown in Figure 59 [176]. It 

was observed that greater evidence of these hackle patterns was found in samples of the 

anhydride-cured resins whereas a much smoother fibre surface was observed for amine-

cured resin system. Evidence of hackle patterns alluded to that fact that the interfacial 

adhesion was much greater. Whereas smoother surface indicated that debonding of the 

interface occurred along the entire embedment length simultaneously, hence a weaker 

interface.  This was observed in the value of IFSS determined for each case.  
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Figure 58: SEM images of a microbond sample after testing. a) SEM showing 

residue of droplet left at initial bonding site. b) SEM image of the displaced droplet. 

 

Once it was identified that the failure observed in testing was due to the interfacial shear 

failure of the droplet and fibre, then the data were compiled for each resin on the glass 

fibre supplied in order to determine the interfacial shear strength (IFSS).  

 

Figure 59: a) SEM image showing hackle patterns from debonding of anhydride-cured 

resin system. b) SEM image showing lack of hackle patterns of the fibre surface with 

amine-cured resin, PrimeTM 20LV [174]. 

6.1.1.1 Determination of IFSS and statistical analysis  

From the successful tests, scatter plots of the maximum force (F) observed during the test 

versus the embedded length of the droplet, is given in Figure 60. A linear regression line 

of best fit was forced through the origin. Outliers were removed from the data set by 

removing any data points where the error squared between the experimental data and the 

predicted value from the linear regression line exceeded 0.01 (i.e. measured force was  

+/- 0.1 N from the predicted force determined from the linear regression line). From the 

gradient of this linear regression line the average IFSS for each resin blend was calculated 

by dividing the gradient by dfπ (fibre circumference, df  = 17 μm), following the 

a) 

 

 

a) 

b) 

 

 

a) 
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relationship given in Equation 11, Section 3.4.7.1. The calculated average IFSS for each 

matrix on the glass fibre is given in Table 20.  

 

Figure 60: Plot of the maximum force versus the droplet embedment length for the 

four resins (resin blends 1 – 3  and industry benchmark) assessed on H-glass fibre. 

Table 20: IFSS of each resin system (resin blend 1-3 and PrimeTM 20LV) on H-glass fibre. 

Blend Gradient (from 

Figure 60) 

IFSS (MPa) Variance of F/Le 

values 

1 1.86 35 0.12 

2 1.73 33 0.12 

3 1.44 26 0.05 

PrimeTM 20LV 1.21 21 0.30 

 

As the microbond test is prone to large data scatter, it was vital to assess if the results 

were statistically different and thus allow better evaluation of the results.  To do this 

Students T-test was used. For each successful test, the maximum observed force was 

divided by the droplet’s embedment length (“stiffness”). A two-sample test assuming 

unequal variances was conducted to compare in turn each resin to the others. This 

method assumed that the population sampling was random, and that the data was 
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normally distrusted. Due to the large sample size (>20) and evaluation of skew this was 

found to be valid. Skewness was evaluated using the adjusted Fisher-Pearson 

standardised moment coefficient Equation 27.  

𝑆 =
𝑛∑𝑖=1

𝑛 (𝑥𝑖 − �̅�)3

(𝑛 − 1)(𝑛 − 2)SD3
 

                      (27) 

where n is the number of samples, �̅� is the sample mean and SD is the standard deviation 

of the population sample. It was found that all resin samples had a resulting skewness, 

S, within the acceptable range (90%) [174].  

The two-sample T-test was conducted at the 5% significance level. Therefore, if the P-

value was greater than 0.05 the null hypothesis was accepted- the null hypothesis being 

that the two sample sets are not statistically significant.  

For the anhydride-cured resins this statistical test shows that resin blends 1 and 2 were 

not statistically different but both were statistically different to resin blend 3. This was 

interesting as it shows the two resins that are most structurally similar and similar ILSS 

values, also exhibited the same interfacial bonding strength. The anhydride structure of 

resin blend 3 was much bulkier and therefore more sterically hindered and therefore as 

predicted, this exhibited lower IFSS than the other blends. It is hypothesised that this 

bulkier substituent prevented the resins reacting with the reactive sites on the fibre 

surface. 

The amine-cured PrimeTM 20LV resin showed significantly lower IFSS compared to the 

anhydride-cured resin systems. The improved performance has been attributed to the 

presence of the carbonyl groups of the anhydride structures. These groups can react with 

the hydroxyl groups on the glass fibre surface, thus increasing number of possible 

bonding locations and hence improving the adhesion at the fibre interface. In 

comparison, the amine-cured epoxies do not have these groups and rely solely on the 

interaction of the epoxy component of the resin, overall having fewer reactive sites to 

interact with the fibre surface. Gottlieb et al. [238] also reported that anhydride-cured 

epoxies had increased interfacial adhesion with glass fibres. They had observed that in 

the resin assessed in their work, the presence of polar maleic anhydride within the blend 

resulted in increased bonding to hydrophilic silanes on glass fibre surface.    
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6.2.4. Carbon fibre laminate ILSS 

In a similar manner to had been conducted for the glass fibre laminates, short beam shear 

tests were conducted to evaluate the ILSS. A typical force versus displacement curve 

obtained from the two laminates (resin blend 1 and the industry benchmark) is shown in 

Figure 61. As had been observed in the testing of GFRP laminates in earlier studies, a 

more brittle failure was observed for the anhydride-cured resin (resin blend 1) compared 

to the industry benchmark, which seemed to have a more toughened response. As 

indicted by the gradual drop in force following initial failure.  

 

Figure 61: Force versus displacement plot for resin blend 1 and industry benchmark 

CFRP laminates obtained from short beam shear testing. 

Following the same procedure as given in Section 6.2.2, Equation 26 was used to 

calculate the ILSS of the CFRP laminates. The ILSS was calculated using the exact 

specimen dimensions, Table 21 presents the mean ILSS of the six specimens. The 

average laminate thickness was 2.7 mm for laminate infused with resin blend 1 and  

2.9 mm for the industry benchmark laminate. The data shows a 30% increase in ILSS is 

obtained from the anhydride-cured resin system over the industry benchmark.  

Table 21: Average ILSS calculated for resin blend 1 and the industry benchmark CFRP 

lamimates.  

Blend Average ILSS (MPa) Standard deviation 

1 75 2.4 

Industry benchmark 57 2.5 
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6.2.4.1. Laminate quality assurance 

To ensure these results are reliable the quality of the infused laminates was assessed by 

potting and polishing samples of these laminates for micrograph analysis to observe the 

void content. TGA analysis was also used to assess the fibre volume fraction.  

The fibre weight fraction was assessed using TGA in the same manner as described in 

Section 4.1.1.4. The following thermograms are overlaid in Figure 62: neat fabric, both 

cured resins (resin blend 1 and industry benchmark) and both CFRP laminates. This 

showed the fibre weight fraction was the same for both laminates with same weight 

percentage of residual mass corresponding to the fibre in each case (~64 %).  The small 

dip noted in the TGA thermogram of the dry fibre corresponds to the loss of mass from 

the polyester thread, used to stitch the NCF fabric together.  

 

Figure 62: TGA analysis of neat resins (resin blend 1 and industry benchmark), carbon 

fabric and CFRP laminates to assess weight percentage of fibre. 

Optical micrographs were obtained for potted samples taken from both laminates (potted 

in two-part epoxy resin, cured, and subsequently polished), shown in Figure 63. From 

the optical micrographs, no measurable voids were observed. 

As the laminate quality was comparable between both laminates the ILSS results are 

deemed to be reliable and show that the anhydride-cured resin (resin blend 1) offers 

significant improvement in interlaminar shear over the industry benchmark. The 

improvement in interfacial adhesion was to be probed further using the micromechanical 

technique of microbond testing.  
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Figure 63: Optical micrographs of CFRP laminates: resin blend 1 (top), industry 

benchmark resin (bottom).  

6.2.4.2. Microbond testing 

HCCL have not yet selected a carbon fibre fabric to use for WTBs. By evaluating the 

IFSS of the resins on carbon fibre, greater understanding of the interface could be 

obtained, and work could be undertaken to optimise the fibre sizing agents/surface 

treatments to enhance the interfacial properties for the anhydride-cured epoxy resin. 

HCCL would then be able to use this to inform selection of an appropriate carbon fibre 

fabric.  

Initial testing was conducted on unsized carbon fibres supplied by Carbon Nexus at 

Deakin University, Australia [64]. Had the microbond test worked well then carbon 

fibres with a range of different sizings/surface treatments would have been evaluated.   

However, the setup proved to be much more temperamental with carbon fibres. This was 

due to carbon fibres being much thinner and more delicate, approximately 7 µm 

compared to 17 µm (glass fibres used in Section 6.2.3). To separate one fibre from the 

tow a small piece of masking tape was attached to one end of the fibre and used to gently 

pull it from the tow. The other end was then taped, the tape was used to move the fibre 

to the silicone mould and to pull it taught across the end tabs as had been done for the 

preparation of glass fibre microbond samples. Once aligned in the mould, the fibre was 

fixed in place using the UV-cured adhesive, as described in Section 6.2.3.  

Initially droplets were applied in same manner as had been used for the preparation of 

glass fibre microbond samples, however the droplets were too large (embedment length 

approximately 300 µm) and leading to fibre breakage in early trials. From literature it is 

reported that embedment lengths 60-120 µm were desirable [239].  To achieve these 

1.25 mm 
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embedment lengths, it was found that using a single carbon fibre attached to a glass 

pipette was most reliable. In practise it was best to do this under a bright light to observe 

the droplets being applied to the fibre surface.  

In the same manner as used for glass fibre microbond testing, the droplets were cured 

using the prescribed cure cycle, for these initial tests resin blend 1 was used. Once cured 

the droplet size parameters were measured under an optical microscope. Droplets of the 

desired size were achieved (60-120 µm), as shown in Figure 64. 

 

Figure 64: Droplet sizing for microbond testing of resin blend 1 on unsized carbon 

fibre. 

Literature showed that slower displacement rates should be used when testing carbon 

fibre compared to glass fibre, due to its brittle nature [173]. Hence a displacement rate 

of 0.002 mm s-1 was used.   

Even after establishing a method to enable droplets with small embedment lengths to be 

obtained, the microbond testing still proved to be difficult using the current microbond 

test setup, hence no useable data was obtained. The smallest microvise that was able to 

be machined was 9 µm. However, as shown in Figure 65, the microvise edge was not as 
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precise as had been achieved at larger gap sizes, its burred and rough edges were 

observed with SEM.  

 

Figure 65: Photograph and SEM micrograph of the 9 µm microvise. 

It is hypothesised that this burring caused non-symmetrical loading of the droplet as it 

was pushed by the microvise, thereby causing stress concentrations which lead to fibre 

failure rather than interfacial debonding.  

Due to project time constraints, IFSS testing of the resins on carbon fibre was suspended. 

Section 8.2 outlines possible improvements to the current setup which could be made to 

enable this testing to be conducted.   

6.3. Summary 

It has been shown that for both glass and carbon fibre systems the anhydride-cured epoxy 

resin has improved interlaminar properties over the amine-cured industry benchmark, as 

determined by short beam shear testing.  

Microbond testing was used to assess the IFSS. The anhydride-cured resin blend 1 had 

a 40% increase over the amine-cured PrimeTM 20LV resin. Unfortunately, the industry 

benchmark could not be directly assessed as the resin did not cure. Further work would 

look to assess different cure cycles to allow for microbond testing or testing via different 

means i.e. single fibre fragmentation.  

Further to this, the effect of the anhydride structure of the interfacial properties was 

examined. Resin blends 1 and 2 which are very similar in chemistry display very similar 
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results in both ILSS and IFSS tests. However, the anhydride in resin blend 3 is much 

bulkier and is seen to have lower adhesion to the fibre, as this sterically bulky group may 

prevent the bonding of the resin to the fibre, yet still shows improvement over the amine-

cured industry benchmark.  

This improvement of the IFSS over the amine-cured PrimeTM 20LV by the anhydride-

cured systems was hypothesised to be due to increased polarity of the resin due to the 

presence of the carbonyl groups of the anhydride structures. These groups can react with 

the hydroxyl groups on the glass fibre surface, thus increasing number of possible 

bonding locations over the amine-cured counterpart, hence the improved interfacial 

performance.  

To assess if the improvement in interfacial properties translated to carbon fibre some 

preliminary investigations were conducted for resin blend 1 and the industry benchmark 

resins. From ILSS the anhydride-cured resin blend 1 showed a 32% increase over the 

industry benchmark. Thus, indicating that even with traditional epoxy sizings the 

anhydride-cured resins offers improved interfacial adhesion. However further probing 

of the interfacial adhesion via microbond testing was not achieved due to issues with the 

setup. This forms part of the future work and will be discussed in Chapter 8. If a method 

could be established to evaluate the IFSS then the effect of sizing agents could be 

explored to optimise the carbon fibre for the resin system further.  
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7 OPTIMISED CURING OF 

THICK COMPOSITE SECTIONS 

- VASCULAR CURING 

As discussed in Section 2.5, the curing of thick composite parts offers a manufacturing 

challenge. To overcome this, wind turbine manufactures currently opt for long low 

temperature cure cycles to mitigate exothermic reactions and to ensure cure 

homogeneity throughout the part. The author highlighted in Section 2.5.1, several 

methods have been explored in literature to mitigate this issue.  

Previous work at the University of Bristol, modelled vascular networks as a method for 

optimising the cure of thick composite sections, reducing the peak exotherm and 

decreasing the cure variance through thickness. In that work using finite element 

analysis (FEA) modelling, O’Donnell et al. [137], showed that embedding a vascule 

within a composite laminate improved cure homogeneity, as discussed in Section 

2.5.1.2. 

Interestingly, in civil engineering vascular curing is well established, known in this 

industry as pipe cooling. The construction of the Hoover Dam in 1931 utilised a network 

of pipes through which cold water was pumped during the cure of the concrete blocks. 

In this setup the vascular network enabled removal of excess heat as the concrete cured, 

thus reducing residual stresses [240]. 

In the current work, an experimental setup was developed to enable experimental 

validation of models: FEA and FDA simulations (N.B. the FDA simulation was 

conducted by Dr M. O’Donnell, University of Bristol) to assess the effectiveness of the 

vascules in curing thick composite sections. The FDA simulation due to its increased 
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computational efficiency was used to determine an optimised temperature programme 

for the vascule which was experimentally validated.  

The work presented herein has contributed to a journal submission written in 

collaboration with M. P O’Donnell et al. which is currently under review and awaiting 

publication [241].  

7.1. Development of laboratory setup 

It was imperative to develop a laboratory setup which could be used in these preliminary 

investigations.  The initial idea of the lab setup is shown Figure 66: it incorporated a 

circulator, which was used to pump silicone oil at a controlled temperature around a 

network of pipes (including the vascule/s). For early trials with polydimethylsiloxane 

(PDMS) an aluminium mould was manufactured to hold the vascules in place at the 

midplane of the silicone block.  

 

Figure 66: Schematic of the vascular cure laboratory scale setup. 

In a previous study at the University of Bristol a setup utilising a peristaltic pump was 

used [242], but the pump was found to be insufficient as it had a very small volumetric 

flow rate (variable from 0.023-0.042 mL min-1 depending on voltage) thus making the 

system thermally inefficient. 

To mitigate this issue, different alternatives were investigated and the most appropriate 

was determined to be a heating circulator (CC-202C model, Huber), which had the 

capacity to pump oil around an external system at a controlled temperature. The model 

offered temperature operation from 45-200 °C (with option to maintain lower 

temperatures of 20 °C and -30 °C with water cooling and refrigeration respectively). The 

circulator had the capacity to hold 2 L of silicone oil and had maximum delivery flow 

rate of 27 L min-1 and pressure of 0.7 bar. Furthermore, the circulator could be connected 
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to the SpyLight control system to allow the temperature profile to be monitored and data 

to be acquired. 

To connect the circulator (outlet/inlet barbs require tubing with inner diameter (ID)  

8 mm) to the vascules (pultruded carbon fibre rods – OD 4 mm, ID 3mm) a series of 

polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) tubes (maximum operating temperature 260 °C) and 

brass T-splitters and reducing couplers were used. Silicone self-fusing tape was wrapped 

around these junctions to help ensure that the system was sealed.  

To ensure the thermal losses across the system were minimised the PTFE tubing and 

connectors were wrapped in calcium-magnesium silicate thermal insulation sheet. This 

was then wrapped in aluminium foil to insulate the system further and to prevent 

exposure to the thermal insulation sheet which causes skin irritation when handled.  The 

laboratory scale setup developed is shown in Figure 67, for clarity the picture was taken 

prior to wrapping with insulating material around the PTFE tubing.  

 

Figure 67: Photograph of the laboratory-scale setup used for the silicone trials. 

 

7.1.1. Assessment for setup for temperature efficiency  

To assess the thermal efficiency of the system a thermal camera (FLIR systems Y650sc) 

was used to monitor the surface temperature of the vascules achieved with set circulator 

heating profiles. It was found that the temperature of the circulator should be set 15 °C 

above the desired temperature to mitigate thermal losses. 
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To ensure the vascule followed the following temperature cycle: 2 °C min-1 ramp to  

70 °C, dwell at 70 °C for 90 minutes, cool down to room temperature, the oil circulator 

was set to reach 85 °C. This is shown in Figure 68. 

 

Figure 68: Monitoring the thermal efficiency of the vascule setup. 

It was hypothesised the thermal losses were caused in part by the aluminium mould, in 

which the vascules were held, which acted as large heat sink. Therefore, in all further 

testing conducted on the laboratory bench in the aluminium mould (silicone trials) the 

circulator was set 15 °C higher than the desired temperature. However, for the GFRP 

trials the aluminium mould was not used. The thermal losses were hypothesised to be 

less as the experiments were conducted in conjunction with oven curing, therefore this 

compensation factor was not used.  

From Figure 68, it was observed that the cool down rate of the silicone oil in the 

circulator was limited (< 1 °C min-1), as only air circulation was used. The cooling rate 

of the fan assisted ovens was assessed to ensure the cooling rate of the circulator was 

comparable. The cooling rate achieved in an air circulated oven was monitored using a 

thermocouple placed at the centre of the oven as it cooled from 75 °C. This showed that 

a cooling rate of 0.46 °C min-1 was achieved, thus the cooling offered by the circulator 

was comparable.  
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7.2.  Silicone trials 

Curing of a 60 mm thick silicone section (150 mm x l0 mm) within the aluminium mould 

was monitored by embedding thermocouples at given locations. A series of experiments 

were conducted: curing solely with vascules, curing with vascules in conjunction with 

oven curing, and curing solely with oven (no vascule). Within the section four vascules 

were used, these were equally spaced across the width of the section.  

K-type thermocouples were used to monitor the temperature at eight locations at the 

central cross-section, the data was recorded using a Pico Technology thermocouple data 

logger and laptop with Pico Technology software. The circulator and oven were 

programmed to heat at 2 °C min-1 to 70 °C and dwell for 90 minutes before cooling to 

room temperature, accounting for thermal losses of the vascule setup as noted in Section 

7.1.1. In the following figures the line colours represent the thermocouple location as 

indicated on the graphic of the cross-section in each figure. Note that any position 

labelled with a cross-through the circle indicates where the thermocouple failed to record 

data.  

Initially the silicone rubber was cured solely using the vascules. The thermocouple data 

from this experiment are shown in Figure 69.  

 

Figure 69: Temperature profile monitoring for curing a 60 mm silicone block using 

vascular heating. The graphic is not to scale but is indicative of the relative location of 

the thermocouples within the cross-section at the midplane of the silicone block. 
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From Figure 69, it is observed that the heat from the vascule radiated uniformly as the 

thermocouples located a similar distance from a vascule had similar temperature profiles 

i.e. thermocouples (T) placed approximately 30 mm from a vascule and next to the 

aluminium tooling (T4 and T8) have similar profiles and thermocouples which are  

15 mm from a vascule also have similar heat profiles (T2, T3, and T7). As expected, the 

thermocouple placed 15 mm from two vascules (T6) showed the highest temperature 

profile and the thermocouple which was placed at the silicone surface and exposed to 

the ambient air showed the lowest temperature profile (T1).  

The maximum temperature observed was 50 °C, which is far from the desired cure 

temperature. This was because the only heating in this initial benchtop setup came from 

the vascules themselves and therefore thermal losses to the mould and ambient 

atmosphere were substantial. To compare the addition of vascules to a realistic scenario, 

it was imperative that a block of silicone was cured in the oven and in the oven with 

vascules embedded. Again, in these two scenarios, thermocouples were placed at the 

same eight locations and the temperature profile measured during the cure.  

Figure 70 shows the thermocouple data for the experiment whereby the silicone was 

cured in the oven (cure cycle: 2 °C min-1 to 70 °C, dwell 90 minutes before cooling to 

room temperature) without the addition of vascules.  

 

Figure 70: Thermocouple data for oven cured silicone block. Graphic is not to scale 

but shows relative position of the thermocouples within the silicone cross-section. The 

dashed blue line represents the programmed oven temperature cycle. 
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Figure 70, highlights that with oven cure although a higher temperature is reached 

overall (60 °C) this temperature was only reached just before cooling and therefore there 

was no dwell observed within the part. In Figure 70, the temperature readings are split 

into two groups: the thermocouples located near the outer edges have a different heating 

profile to those located at more central locations. The outer thermocouples are shown to 

have quicker heating rate than those at internal locations.  

Figure 71, shows the thermocouple data for the experiment where vascular curing was 

used in conjunction with oven curing. The thermocouple data shows that a more uniform 

cure throughout the thickness of the silicone block was obtained with this setup. The 

only outlier was the thermocouple which was attached directly to the vascule surface 

(T5). The other thermocouples showed the same heating profile, whether they were 

located at the tool surface (30 mm from the vascule) or a smaller 15 mm distance from 

the vascule.   

 

Figure 71: Thermocouple data for the silicone block cured in the oven in conjunction 

with vascular curing. Graphic shows relative position of the thermocouples within the 

cross-section of the silicone block, graphic is not to scale. The dashed blue line 

represents the programmed oven temperature profile.  

It was useful to employ silicone for these initial trials to demonstrate an initial proof of 

concept that, as a secondary heating mechanism, vascules helped to achieve uniform 

temperature profiles through a thick section, compared to conventional oven curing.  
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Silicone (PDMS), however, is a lightly crosslinked elastomer so does not display an 

exothermic curing process of comparable magnitude to thermoset resins, and therefore 

oversimplifies the issue of curing thick composite sections. During resin cure the 

exothermic heat generated leads to thermal spiking. These thermal spikes can lead to 

thermal degradation of the polymer, impacting the mechanical performance of the 

resulting part. The variation in temperature can lead to differences in the degree of cure, 

which in turn causes residual stresses to be locked within the cured resin. As highlighted 

in Section 2.5, this can cause defects such as warpage and delamination, which reduce 

the mechanical performance of the laminate.   

The next phase of the preliminary investigation assessed how the vascules perform when 

embedded within a thick composite section.  

7.3.  Curing of 50 mm thick GFRP laminates 

This section will outline how a 2D finite element analysis (FEA) model was constructed 

and the experimental setup used. The results from both, were compared to enable the 

experimental validation of the model. The effectiveness of the vascules was assessed by 

monitoring the internal temperature (and thereby degree of cure) in two configurations: 

without vascules and with a single vascule located at the centre of the laminate. These 

were both assessed for 50 mm thick composite blocks (100 mm x 100 mm).  

7.3.1. Finite element analysis (FEA)  

Two FEA models were created in ABAQUS, one with and one without a central vascule, 

these models simulated the development of cure and the heat flow generated due to 

exothermic nature of the reaction. The model used the HETVAL subroutine, coded in 

Fortran, to output the heat flux at each time frequency step.  

7.3.1.1. Methodology 

As already discussed, the polymer curing process is exothermic as energy is released as 

the crosslinked network forms. The enthalpy of reaction and cure kinetics have been 

established in earlier chapters, Chapters 4 and 5 respectively. The heat flux is the flow 

of energy per unit area per unit time. The subroutine HETVAL output the heat flux 

during cure (dh/dt) (internal heat generation) and was given by Equation 28. 

𝑑ℎ

𝑑𝑡
=

𝑑𝛼

𝑑𝑡
× 𝜌 (1 − vf) × ∆𝐻𝑐 

                           (28) 
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where dα/dt (also referred to as �̇�) is the rate of the cure reaction as determined from the 

cure kinetic model, described in Chapter 5; ρ is the uncured resin density, vf is the fibre 

volume fraction and ΔHc is the enthalpy of the cure reaction, determined in Chapter 4.  

The Fortran code of the subroutine, given in Appendix A.1, shows how the fibre volume 

fraction and cure kinetics were accounted for in the FEA model.   

The FE model was built using the GUI/CAE interface and during the solution the 

necessary variables were passed from each integration point (time step) to the subroutine 

which in turn output the heat flux at each point. A 2D cross-sectional model of a 

50 mm x 100 mm section was input. Two models were setup, one with and one without 

a 5 mm diameter central vascule.  

The required material properties were determined in Chapter 4 and are presented again 

in Table 22.  

Table 22: Material property inputs for resin blend 1 and its GFRP laminate used in the 

FEA model of vascular cure.  

Property Value 

Enthalpy of reaction 333.3 J g-1. Determined in Section 4.2.3.  

Density 

 

For GFRP laminate: 2.150 g cm-3
 and for cure resin  

1.214 g cm-3. Determined in Section 4.2.8.1.  

Specific heat 

capacity of GFRP at 

75 °C  

For the cured resin this was shown in Section 4.2.8.2 to be  

0.95 J g-1 K-1.  

E-glass has values of specific heat of 0.764 J g-1 K-1 at 20 °C and 

0.958 J g-1 K-1 at 200 °C assuming linear regression through these 

points then specific heat capacity at 75 °C can be assumed to be 

0.82 J g-1 K-1[243].  

Using the rule of mixtures this was calculated to be  

875 J kg-1 K-1
. 

Thermal 

conductivity of 

GFRP at 75 °C 

For the cured resin this was determined using laser flash analysis to 

be 0.118 W m-1 K-1, as shown in Section 4.2.8.5.  

E-glass has a known conductivity of 1 W m-1 K-1 [243]. 

Using the rule of mixtures, the conductivity of the composite was 

determined to be 0.00063 J s-1 mm-1 K-1. 
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Temperature profiles were assigned to the geometry boundary conditions. These 

temperature profiles were determined from the experimental temperatures observed at 

the laminate top and tool plate surface, obtained from thermocouple readings from the 

curing of the GFRP laminate with no vascule present, cured with the resin blend 1 cure 

cycle as prescribed in Section 3.1.1. In the FEA model with a central vascule the surface 

temperature of the vascule was assumed to match the prescribed cure cycle. Figure 72 

shows the temperature profiles used and the surface to which these were applied in the 

FEA models.  

a) b) 

 

Figure 72: Temperature profiles for the FEA model outer surfaces. a) schematic 

showing where the temperature boundary conditions were applied, b) temperature 

profiles shown graphically. N.B. Vascule only present in one model but outer 

boundary temperatures are the same in both models. 

The part was meshed using heat transfer elements with approximate global size of  

0.5 mm, with quad elements, following a structured meshing technique. To determine 

the mesh size to use a mesh-convergence study was performed by tracking the degree of 

cure at a specific time observed at the thermocouple locations as the element size was 

reduced from 2-0.1 mm. The mesh was considered to be converged when the degree of 

cure did not vary by more than 1% between the current and previous meshing iteration. 

For the model with a central vascule, to create elements with quadratic shape the part 

was sectioned, and certain edges were seeded to help improve uniformity, this sectioning 

and mesh for both models are shown in Appendix A.2. Once meshed a nodal set was 

created which matched the location of the thermocouples 1-7 used in the experiments as 

described in Section 7.3.2.2. The degree of cure and temperature profile at these nodal 

positions were exported from the FEA model to enable the results to be compared to 

experimental data.  
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7.3.2. Experimental 

7.3.2.1. Materials 

E-glass NCF ±45 fabric was cut into 100 mm x 100 mm squares and laid up to form a 

preform (140 plies for 50 mm thick sections). Resin blend 1 was the resin selected for 

these trials and was mixed in ratios given in Section 3.1.1. The preform was infused 

using the method described in Section 3.3. The infused laminate was cured with the cure 

cycle prescribed in Section 3.1.1.  

The fibre volume fraction was determined in the same manner as described in Section 

6.1.1.2 and 6.2.1. The density of E-glass fibre was assumed to be 2.6 g cm-3 [243]. The 

average vf was calculated to be 57%, using Equations 23-25. 

The vascule (if used, was positioned at the centre of the midplane) and thermocouples 

(in several positions through thickness) were affixed between plies using Evotac spray 

adhesive. The location of the thermocouples is detailed in Section 7.3.2.2.  

7.3.2.2. Thermocouple locations 

Thermocouples were placed between the following plies (numbered from the bottom of 

the laminate – nearest to the tool plate): 1-2, 25-26, 50-51, 70-71 (also location of 

vascule), 90-91, 115-116, and 139-140, as shown in Figure 73. As described in Section 

7.3.1.1, these locations were matched by the nodal elements of the FEA model 

(assuming the cured ply thickness (CPT) was 0.36 mm, 140 plies corresponded to 50 

mm thick laminate), shown in Appendix A.2.    

 

Figure 73: Schematic of the thermocouple positions used both experimentally and in 

the FEA models: a) without vascule and b) with vascule. N.B. The colour of the square 

corresponds to the key used in all subsequent plots.   
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7.3.2.3.Vascule 

Initial silicone trials utilised pultruded carbon rods, however, upon moving to 50 mm 

thick composite laminates the rods were crushed under the vacuum, thus causing oil to 

leak into the preform. This failure was due to lack of hoop strength as the material was 

unidirectional. Consequently, an alternative carbon rod was sourced, which offered 

improved hoop strength, woven finish carbon fibre tubes were selected (OD 5 mm, ID 

3 mm, purchased from EasyComposites). Prior to conducting the following experiments 

checks on thermal efficiency of system with the new vascules were conducted to ensure 

the performance matched that of the pultruded carbon rod, which was used in earlier 

silicone trails described in Section 7.2.  

The vascule was embedded at the centre of the midplane, sandwiched between plies 70 

and 71, an example of how this appeared in the cured laminate is pictured in Figure 74.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 74: Photograph of sectioned cured GFRP laminate with central vascule. 

7.3.3. Results and discussion 

Figure 75 shows the temperature plots for the FEA predictions and experimental data 

for both setups with and without a central vascule. In the experiments it was found at 

each run at least one thermocouple failed to record useable data, hence only 

thermocouples T1-5 yielded useable data in these initial experimental runs and therefore 

were used to compare results in each setup.  
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Figure 75: Plots of the temperature profiles observed for the FEA model and experiments with and without vascule. The line colour indicates the 

thermocouple position as shown in the key in top right-hand corner. The hashed black line indicates the programmed oven cure cycle.  
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Figure 76: Plots of degree of cure evolution observed in both the FEA model and experimentally for the setups with and without vascule. The line 

colour indicates the thermocouple position as shown in the key in top right-hand corner.  
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Using the Karankas cure kinetic model validated in Chapter 5, the thermocouple data 

obtained experimentally was converted to the degree of cure.  In the FEA model the 

HETVAL subroutine used this cure kinetic model to determine the degree of cure, the 

data for the nodal positions was exported. Figure 76 presents the FEA predictions and 

experimental degree of cure evolution over the cure cycle.  

Figure 75, shows that the FEA modelled predicted that the addition of the vascule would 

significantly reduce the maximum temperature observed in the cure. The model showed 

that the peak temperature would be reduced from 174 °C (configuration with no vascule) 

to 121 °C (configuration with a central vascule), at the central ply (T3) where the highest 

peak temperature was observed. A 53 °C reduction in the peak exotherm temperature 

observed.  

Such a dramatic improvement was not observed experimentally when comparing to two 

configurations. At the central location T3, the observed peak exotherm was reduced from 

131 °C to 120 °C, which showed a 11 °C reduction in the peak exotherm temperature. 

At T2, a greater reduction of 14 °C and at T4 a smaller reduction of 5 °C were noted. 

Although T2 and T4 are positioned equidistant away from the vascule, the observed 

temperatures are different, and this is hypothesised to be due to the different boundary 

conditions i.e. tool plate vs bagging material.  

The smaller reduction in exotherm at T3 compared to the FEA predicted may be due, to 

the boundary conditions used in the FEA model. The same boundary condition as the 

top surface was used for the sides. Experimentally these were not equivalent as the sides 

were surrounded by tacky tape, the thermal profile at these locations should be 

monitored in future work and used in subsequent models. Another potential reason for 

the disparity between the model and experimental results may be due to how the vascule 

was embedded within the laminate. The plies were wrapped over the vascule, which may 

have created a resin rich pocket at the location of T3 and therefore resulted in higher 

exotherm compared to the laminate with no vascule present, thus making the 

improvement of the vascule not as pronounced as would be expected if the embedment 

method was improved.  

Another limitation of the current model was that the thermal conductivity of the 

composite material was calculated from rules of mixtures using thermal conductivity of 

the glass fibre and cured resin (Table 22), therefore assuming isotropic material 
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properties. However, composite materials are inherently anisotropic due to the 

directionality of the fibres. Heat transfer is most effective along the direction of the  

fibres [244]. Therefore, within this composite laminate with fibres laid in both 0/90 ° 

orientations, the heat transfer will be much poorer through thickness. This was not 

captured within the FEA model and therefore may add to the differences observed 

between the experimental and simulation results. 

Trask et al. [245], studied different methods for the embedment of vascules from being 

laid between plies (as used in the work described thus far) to vascules being nested in 

pre-cut recesses, shown in Figure 77. However, in the study by Trask much smaller 

vascule diameters (0.5 mm) compared to the vascules used herein (5 mm). The method 

currently used will potentially have a resin pockets in the areas where the ply deforms 

around the vascule, which are likely to impact the mechanical performance of the 

laminate and therefore further work to establish the best way to embed the vascule within 

the laminate.  

 

Figure 77: Vascule embedment methods used by Trask et al. [245]: a) vascule between 

plies, b) vascule nested in pre-cut recesses within preform. Taken with permission from 

[245]. 

The data from Figures 75 and 76 showed some improvement, but it was hypothesised 

that if the vascule acted as a thermal sink during the exotherm this would be beneficial 

as it could draw excess heat away from the composite part. An optimised temperature 

profile was determined in the following section and trialled experimentally, Section 

7.3.4 

7.3.3.1.Current limitations of the FEA model 

The experimental results clearly showed that some critical parameters are not being 

captured accurately in the current model predictions and the assumptions made in the 

model must oversimplify the problem. For example, the exotherm temperature peaks are 
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much narrower and more symmetrical in the FEA model; the maximum observed 

temperatures are much higher and the vascule was predicted to have a much greater 

effect in reducing the peak exotherm. There was also a lag in the experimental data, with 

the peak exotherm being observed approximately 35 minutes later than in the FEA, this 

may indicate the system is not as thermally conductive as predicted. This may be due in 

part to the limitations described with the modelling of the boundary conditions.  

It is known that material properties such as density [246], thermal conductivity 

[247,248] and specific heat capacity [249] vary with degree of cure [250], however 

owing to time constraints and available equipment, these properties were only assessed 

for the resin in its cured state. Assessing these time and temperature variable properties 

will be critical to building a more robust and accurate model in future work.  

The FEA model was two-dimensional and therefore simplified the problem as it did not 

consider the effect of laminate length but assumed constant properties across the plate. 

This may be true at the central locations but approaching the end of the laminates this 

condition does not hold true. Future iterations of the model should look to capture the 

temperature profile of the boundary conditions more accurately. In the current FEA 

model the top and side temperatures were the same, yet experimentally this would not 

be the case. In the current setup, the sides were supported by a mould of tacky tape which 

created the inner bag for infusion, this was not modelled.  

 

7.3.4. Optimised vascular cure 

To determine an optimal vascule temperature profile, work was conducted in 

collaboration with Dr Matthew O’ Donnell at the University of Bristol. O’Donnell 

developed a non-dimensional finite difference analysis (FDA) and optimisation 

framework in Matlab to determine an optimised thermal profile. Full details of the 

numerical implementation are given in [241]. By implementing the analysis in Matlab, 

using meta-heuristic algorithms, the computational costs, associated with FDA analysis 

and post-processing could be more easily controlled than could be achieved with FEA 

modelling.  

To validate the FDA the results were compared to the FEA model, where the boundary 

conditions and material inputs are consistent, as described in Sections 7.3.1 and 7.3.2, 
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therefore the same limitations, as discussed in Section 7.3.3.1, also apply to this model. 

The results showing that the FDA and FEA are comparable are given in Appendix B.1.  

O’Donnell used the FDA simulation to generate an optimised temperature profile for the 

vascule located at the central location, which was used experimentally as the programme 

for the oil circulator. In this work the optimisation was conducted with objective to 

minimise the observed peak temperature. This was conducted as the exothermic peak 

overshoot could be directly measured within the proof-of-concept laboratory setup and 

could therefore allow for validation of the model.  

The optimised vascule temperature profile was:  

• Ramp from 24 °C to 70 °C at 14 °C min-1 

• Ramp from 70 °C to 80 °C at 0.17 °C min-1 

• Cool to 20 °C at 2.6 °C min-1 *  

• Ramp to 75 °C at 1.05 °C min-1  

• Dwell at 75 °C for 560 minutes (remainder of the cure cycle) 

• Cool to room temperature (no additional cooling) 

* As discussed in Section 7, the cooling rate of the circulator was limited. To increase 

the cooling rate a chiller unit (Huber K6 Kiss) was used to circulate water at 5 °C around 

the cooling coil in the oil circulator.  

A plot of the optimised vascule temperature from the FDA simulation and the achieved 

temperature profile of the oil circulator when programmed to match the FDA simulation, 

was given in Figure 78. Overall, the idealised temperature profile was matched by the 

oil circulator and therefore was used in subsequent vascular cure. However, during the 

cooling segment, the temperature of 20 °C was not achieved. In future experiments, 

better control may be achieved if instead of circulating water through the circulator 

cooling coil, silicone oil was used as this can be cooled to much lower temperatures 

(approaching -30 °C).  

Figure 79, showed the reduction in observed peak temperate was achieved when this 

optimised vascule temperature profile was used. The optimised vascule temperature 

profile enabled the vascule to act as a heat sink during the exotherm, drawing the excess 

heat from the part, thus improving the temperature uniformity through thickness. 

Unfortunately, in this experiment the thermocouple at the central ply (T3) failed to 

record data, however, the other internal thermocouples still recorded useable data. The 
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maximum temperature recorded was at T5 at 108 °C, thus showing a reduction in 

observed temperature at this location of 22 °C. Significant reductions in the observed 

peak exotherm were observed at all the internal thermocouples as shown in Table 23.  

 

Figure 78: Temperature profiles of the FDA optimised solution and the achieved 

temperature profile of the circulator during the experiment. 

 

Table 23: Comparison of the thermocouple data for the peak exotherm temperature for 

the experimental setup without vascule and with the optimised vascule temperature 

profile. 

Thermocouple Peak temperature observed / °C Reduction in observed 

temperature / °C 

No vascule Optimised vascule 

T1 108 91 17 

T2 125 94 31 

T4 134 105 29 

T5 130 108 22 
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Figure 79:  Optimised vascule temperature profile effect on through thickness temperature and degree of cure. The line colour represents the thermocouple 

position as indicated in the top right hand corner. The hashed black line represents the oven temperature profile and the dotted grey line represents the 

temperature profile of the vascule.  
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Figure 80, shows a plot of the rate of degree of cure as a function of cure, this shows that for 

the optimised vascule experiment there was a much more uniform and controlled rate of 

reaction over the whole process compared to the setups with (non-optimised) and without 

vascule.  

 

Figure 80: Plot of rate of cure versus degree of cure from experimental results. The line 

colour indicates the thermocouple position as shown in the key in top right-hand corner.  

 

Further to this, O’Donnell has shown that the FDA simulation can conduct optimisation with 

objective to reduce cure variance and thus improve cure homogeneity. As discussed, it is the 

uniformity of cure which is most imperative to prevent build-up of residual stresses. And 

therefore, going forward once the model is refined to accurately capture the behaviour 

observed, would be the most appropriate optimisation objective.  

The simulation showed that increasing the number of vascules can yet further enhance cure 

uniformity and reduce the peak exotherm. In the FDA model the vascule coordinates were 

selected to distribute the vascule centres evenly thorough the domain, coordinates as given in 

Table 24. The coordinate system (X, Y), with value in mm. Hence (0,0) corresponds to bottom 

left-hand corner of the laminate and (100,50) to the top right-hand corner, of the 2D modelled 

section. The model did not account for the asymmetry observed due to different boundary 

conditions (toolplate versus top surface), therefore further work could be conducted to allow 

for vascule placement to be optimised further. A single central vascule led to the prediction 
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of a reduction in cure variance of 13% yet increasing to two vascules led to further reduction 

of 61%. With the current geometry, adding more vascules gave negligible improvement in the 

cure variance [241]. 

Table 24: Showing the cure variance improving over the baseline system (no vascule) with 

increasing the number of vascules [241]. 

Vascule number Vascule position (mm) Cure variance 

improvement (%) 

0 - - 

1 (50,25) 13 

2 (33,25), (67,25) 61 

4 (33,17), (33,33), 

(67,17), (67,33) 

63 

 

7.4.  Summary 

The results of the FEA and FDA simulations and the preliminary experiments demonstrate 

that the inclusion of vascules within a GFRP laminate, in conjunction with oven curing did 

reduce the peak exotherm observed. This also showed an improvement in the cure variance 

was obtained, this is predicted to reduce further with increasing the number of vascules 

beyond one. Reducing the variation and increasing the uniformity of the cure through the 

laminate thickness is hypothesised to reduce the residual stresses locked within the laminate 

and therefore improve the quality of the resulting part.  

In conclusion, the work thus far has shown the potential for vascular curing as a method to 

allow for optimisation of the cure process, limiting peak exotherm and reducing cure variance. 

It is hoped that with further development this method will be viable for industrial applications 

to improve cure homogeneity, increase manufacturing turnover and improve the quality of the 

resulting part.  
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8 CONCLUSIONS AND 

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER 

WORK 

8.1. Thesis summary 

The objectives of the thesis, as outlined in Chapter 1, were to: 

• Characterise the anhydride-cured epoxy resins as supplied by HCCL. Assessing the 

effect of the anhydride structure on the resin properties and comparing these to a 

commercially available diamine-cured epoxy resin, widely used in the WTB industry.  

• Assess the interfacial performance of the anhydride-cured HCCL resins (1-3) on the 

glass fibre reinforcement currently used by HCCL. There is a major drive in the WTB 

to move toward carbon/hybrid composites to build larger more efficient WTBs. 

Therefore, assessing the anhydride-cured resins on carbon fibres to identify 

sizings/surface treatments HCCL should look for when selecting a carbon fibre to 

maximise the composite performance.  

• Develop a proof-of-concept experimental setup to demonstrate the technology of 

vascular curing. This method has previously been shown, through computer 

simulation, to reduce the cure variance across thick composite parts but had not yet 

been experimentally verified.  

In Chapter 4, the anhydride-cured HCCL epoxy resins were characterised and benchmarked 

against a diamine-cured resin which is widely used by the WTB industry (EpikoteTM resin 

MGS RIMR035 with EpikureTM curing agent MGS RIMH037). The effect of the anhydride 

structure upon the resin properties was assessed for the HCCL resin, a DGEBA epoxy cured 

with a tertiary amine (Ancamine K54) and one of the following anhydrides: a mixture of 3- 
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and 4-methyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydrophthalic anhydride (denoted as resin blend 1), a mixture of 3- 

and 4-methyl-hexahydrophthalic anhydride (resin blend 2); or methyl-3,6-endomethylene-

1,2,3,6-tetrahydrophthalic anhydride (resin blend 3).  

All the resins showed comparable bulk viscosities, gel times, and moduli (below Tg); yet the 

anhydride-cured epoxies displayed overall higher cured Tg values, compared to the diamine-

cured resins. The resulting retention in modulus over a wider temperature range and their 

higher char yields, lead to higher operating temperatures. The anhydride-cured epoxies also 

displayed lower enthalpies of reaction (on average 300 J g-1) versus the diamine cured industry 

benchmark (377 J g-1). Having a lower reaction enthalpy is beneficial as this would result in 

reduced exothermic reaction and thus should reduce peak exothermic temperature observed 

during cure and therefore reduce thermal gradients in the thick composite parts that are 

commonly encountered in WTBs.   

From an assessment of the structure-property relationship of the anhydrides, the main 

difference observed was that the cured resin blend 3 displayed a higher char yield (14%) 

compared to resin blends 1 and 2. This was attributed to the inclusion of the norborene moiety, 

which can undergo a thermally initiated retro-Diels Alder reaction accompanied by 

crosslinking. Although not required for applications involving WTBs, this increased thermal 

performance may make this resin an attractive possibility for other applications. 

The experimental work undertaken to characterise the interfacial adhesion of the resins was 

presented in Chapter 6. Firstly, the macromechanical testing was conducted by short beam 

shear testing of infused glass fibre laminates. This showed that resin blend 1 displayed a 18% 

improvement in ILSS over the diamine-cured industry benchmark. The interfacial adhesion 

was then probed further by examining the interface with a micromechanical (microbond) test, 

to determine the IFSS of the resins on the same glass fibre. However, owing to difficulties 

with curing of the benchmark resin in the droplet form required, another diamine-cured 

standard resin (PrimeTM 20LV) was used to benchmark the anhydride resins against. 

Compared to PrimeTM 20LV, the anhydride cured resins showed significant improvements in 

IFSS, with 66% improvement shown for resin blend 1. This improvement in interfacial 

properties is attributed to the presence of the carbonyl groups in the anhydride structures. 

These groups can also react the hydroxyl groups on the glass fibre surface, thus increasing 

number of possible bonding locations thus improving the adhesion at the fibre interface. In 

contrast the diamine-cured counterpart does not have these additional groups to interact with 

the hydroxyl groups at the fibre surface and relies solely on the reactive groups in the epoxy. 
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Resin blend 3 shows the lowest IFSS of the anhydride-cured epoxies studied and this is 

attributed to the anhydride being bulkier than the other two anhydrides and the steric 

hinderance reduces the resin’s ability to bond to the fibre surface.  

The improvement in interfacial adhesion observed in this study highlights more positive 

attributes of these resins systems which make them attractive to the WTB industry, as 

improved interfacial adhesion leads to improved mechanical performance as the resin can 

more effectively transfer stress between fibres. 

Resin blend 1 was assessed as having the best balance of resin and interfacial properties on 

glass fibre and consequently, this blend was used exclusively to assess the interfacial adhesion 

with carbon fibre and for the study on vascular curing. To have material inputs for the FEA 

model used in the vascule cure setup, further resin characterisation was conducted solely on 

resin blend 1, including a more rigorous assessment of the resin cure kinetics and 

determination of its thermal conductivity.  

The interfacial performance of both resin blend 1 and the industry benchmark on carbon fibre 

were further examined in Chapter 6. Initially macromechanical testing of the resins was 

conducted on an industry standard carbon fibre for which a standard sizing suitable for use 

with epoxy resins in used, although its actual nature is proprietary. The ILSS of resin blend 1 

was shown to be 75 MPa compared to 57 MPa for the industry benchmark, that this resin 

shows greatly enhanced interlaminar performance. Unfortunately, owing to setup issues the 

IFSS of the anhydride resin on various carbon fibres with different sizings/ surface treatments 

could not be conducted. Consequently, it was not possible to identify the most appropriate 

carbon fibre sizing to be used by HCCL in their development of carbon/hybrid WTBs. 

However, the increase in interlaminar performance does show great potential for these 

anhydride-cured epoxies in CFRPs, as with standard sizing/surface treatments used, there was 

already an improvement in interfacial adhesion. 

In Chapter 7, a vascular cure experimental setup was developed to demonstrate the method as 

a proof-of-concept curing method for thick composite parts. A series of setup trials undertaken 

to assess the oil circulator for its temperature efficiency and heating/cooling rate capabilities. 

Preliminary experiments were conducted on 50 mm thick sections, with and without a central 

vascule. In the experiments with a vascule two heating profiles were examined in combination 

with the oven curing, heat profile which matched the current cure cycle used in the oven (ramp 

2 °C min-1 to 75 °C, dwell at 75 °C for 12 hours) and an optimised heating profile as 
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determined from a FDA computer simulation (which had a heat-cool-heat cycle, whereby the 

oil circulated was cooled when the resin was undergoing the exothermic cure reaction). These 

preliminary results demonstrated the ability of the vascule to improve cure homogeneity, the 

optimise vascule profile showed that a reduced the observed peak exotherm on average by  

25 °C was achieved.  

 

8.2.  Suggestions for further work 

Although the potential for these anhydride-cured resins to offer increased interfacial adhesion 

and optimised cure with the vascular cure setup has been demonstrated. Further work can be 

undertaken to showcase the full potential of the resin and processing method. This section 

will provide the framework for some recommendations for further work.  

8.2.1. Resin development 

From the work undertaken it was clear the anhydride-cured epoxies demonstrated the ability 

to match the industry benchmark in terms of thermal and mechanical properties and even 

showed much greater interfacial adhesion and lower reaction enthalpy, confirming that it has 

favourable properties for its application to WTBs. However, during this work two further 

considerations were identified but not explored as they fell beyond the scope of the current 

project, i.e. water uptake and fracture toughness.  

It is known that anhydrides are susceptible to moisture ingress and as wind turbines are 

exposed to harsh conditions in use it is vital that this should be mitigated. This thesis reported 

a very simple test whereby cured resin samples of resin blend 1 and the industry benchmark 

were submerged in deionised water (temperature maintained at 50 °C) for a period of 42 days. 

The masses of the samples were recorded at regular intervals and the moisture absorption of 

the samples was determined. This simple test showed that per millimetre thickness, resin 

blend 1 gained 2.6 % mass increase compared to the diamine-cured industry benchmark which 

gained 0.9% weight. The impact of the moisture absorption on the Tg of resin blend 1 was 

assessed via DSC analysis and showed a drop of 20 °C.  

It is well understood that moisture ingress causes a reduction in mechanical performance. In 

the WTB manufacturing processes blades are invariably coated with e.g. polyurethane to 

prevent moisture ingress. Further work might look to assess whether these coatings offer a 

sufficiently high degree of hydrophobicity for anhydride-cured resins. If they are not 

sufficient then further work could look to optimise the hydrophobic coating used for 
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anhydride-cured epoxy composite WTBs, some of which have already been highlighted in 

literature. Additives can be added to prevent moisture ingress, and one such example are 

polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane (POSS) reagents, which have been reported to reduce 

moisture ingress in other anhydride-cured epoxies. POSS reagents may be tailored for their 

reactivity by selection of different functional groups ensuring that they become bound 

covalently to the resin. For resins produced by VARI methods, it is important that such 

additives do not increase the resins viscosity and are not filtered out during the infusion 

process. Further work could look to assess the current state-of -the-art additives or surface 

coatings which could mitigate moisture ingress or could look to develop novel additives 

perhaps where additives are bound to the fibre and thus reduce issues associated with infusion. 

Assessing the impact of moisture ingress upon the mechanical performance would also be 

critical to this work.  

From the short beam shear tests although the anhydride-cured resin demonstrates clear 

advantage in offering improved interfacial adhesion. However, it was observed that the failure 

was much more brittle than observed for the diamine-cured industry benchmark which 

showed a more progressive failure. It is thought this could indicate the anhydride-cured 

epoxies resin have lower fracture toughness. Many additives are discussed in literature which 

have been shown to improve fracture toughness such as thermoplastic particles and graphene 

nanoplatelets. The issues of increasing resin viscosity and filtering of the additives during 

infusion should still be considered when assessing use of these additives and may prevent 

their use in this application. However, hyperbranched polymers (HBPs) have been shown in 

literature to increase fracture toughness, yet they are a liquid additive that undergoes phase 

separation during cure thus does not have the issues. It would be the authors recommendation 

to assess HBPs as a means of toughening the anhydride-cured epoxies evaluated in this work. 

Resin fracture toughness can be assessed using ASTM D5045- Plane-Strain Fracture 

Toughness, to determine K1c. 

For both these resin development areas identified if additives are added to the resin or fibre it 

will be critical to assess the effect of these upon the interfacial properties between the resin 

and fibre. As discussed, the anhydride-cured epoxies studied here display greater interfacial 

adhesion makes them favourable for use more widely in the WTB industry. It would be 

imperative that the inclusion of any additive did not significantly reduce its interfacial 

performance. 
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8.2.2. Interfacial adhesion on carbon fibre 

The microbond technique used to characterise the IFSS of the anhydride-cured epoxy resins 

on glass fibre seemed to work well, but on moving to carbon fibres the current setup was not 

ideal. Instead of shearing the droplet from the fibre surface, the fibre itself broke even though 

very small resin droplet sizes (embedded lengths 60-120 µm) were achieved and the size was 

in line with those reported in literature. On examination of the microvise under SEM, rugged 

edges and surface burring were observed, this was hypothesised to have been causing an 

uneven loading on the resin droplet and thus leading to fibre failure. It would therefore be 

recommended that the setup be modified in one of two ways to eliminate this issue: 

• New manufacturing method of microvise to be used- perhaps a different technique 

could be used which does not cause high temperatures to be seen at the metal surface 

and thus prevents burring.  

• In literature many of the examples of microbond use two blades which are on a 

micrometre to control the spacing between the blade edges. Potentially moving away 

from the setup currently used could enable finer fibres to be examined. 

Microbond testing was used as the microbond tester setup was available at the University of 

Bristol and the method was identified of being simple to setup. However, one of the other 

methods for determination of IFSS such as single fibre fragmentation or single fibre pull out 

could be explored.  

If other methods were established, then this could also be used to assess the IFSS of the 

industry benchmark resin on glass fibres to for comparison to the anhydride-cured resins. In 

the current work issues with curing of droplets of the industry benchmark were observed and 

hence another diamine-cured epoxy (PrimeTM 20LV) was used.   

8.2.3. Vascular curing 

This project has led to the development of a proof-of-concept laboratory scale setup (TRL 2) 

and conducted preliminary testing demonstrating the feasibility and potential of the system. 

It was shown to reduce significantly the peak exotherm temperature observed at the centre of 

a 50 mm thick GFRP section. Figure 81, shows a testing framework which could be used to 

progress the technology through the technology readiness levels (TRLs) to TRL 9 where it 

would become used operationally in industry [251].  

However, this section will suggest work which should be examined initially in order to 

address methods to improve and optimise the vascule network required to enable a small-scale 
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prototype to be developed before it could be considered for industrial applications. There are 

clearly a great many steps required to advance this technology to TRL 9. This section will 

identify further work which could be conducted in order to enable the development of a small-

scale prototype of a wind turbine blade which has been cured with a vascule network located 

at critical locations (as determined from simulations) and demonstrates an improvement in 

cure homogeneity with optimised shorter cure cycle  with no/negligible impact on mechanical 

performance (TRL5).  

8.2.3.1. Modelling/simulation 

In Chapter 7, small differences were observed between the simulation and experimental 

results, with slight lag in peak exotherm being observed experimentally and the simulation 

predicting higher peak temperature than seen experimentally. For example, when no vascule 

is present from FEA simulation the peak exotherm at T4 is predicted to be 171 °C at 1.7 hours 

into the cure cycle. Yet experimentally the reported peak exotherm is 131 °C, at 2.1 hours into 

the cure cycle.  

This error could be caused by the oversimplification of boundary temperature conditions used 

in the simulation, with sides given the same temperature profile as the top as determined from 

experimental thermal data. However, in practise the sides would be more thermally insulated 

due to the presence of tacky tape. Future work should look to obtain the experimental thermal 

data at these boundary conditions and assess whether this addresses the small difference 

observed.  

Secondly there has been some simplification of the material properties characterised and used 

in the model. It is thought that these should be very minor and therefore not drastically alter 

the prediction, but to increase accuracy they may need to be assessed. The values used for 

density and thermal conductivity were kept constant at cured resin values. However, these 

properties do change during cure, and how these properties change during the cure could be 

modelled and incorporated into the simulation.   

In addition, the current model simplifies the problem as it models only a cross section i.e. two-

dimensional slice of the part. Development of a three-dimensional model might be better able 

to simulate the evolution of cure as the heat transfer in all directions would be captured. 

Assessing whether the increased accuracy from using a 3D model is vital if the optimum 

position can be obtained with 2D model will be critical. Using the model which offers best 
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accuracy in a reasonable computation time is a compromise and therefore the benefits of 

moving to more complex models needs to be assessed.  

8.2.3.2. Experimental setup 

Assessing the effect of embedding the vascules upon the mechanical performance of the 

composite laminate is critical. It has been reported in literature that vascules used for self-

healing applications have a negligible influence on mechanical performance, but it should be 

noted that those reports used vascules with smaller diameters than those used in this work.  

In the current work the aim was to develop a setup which showcased the potential for vascular 

curing to reduce the observed exotherm and reduce thermal gradients through thick composite 

sections, which was successfully achieved. However, optimisation of the setup and the impact 

of the vascule on the mechanical performance of the laminate was not assessed. Here are some 

considerations which could be assessed in further work: 

• Vascule material. In this work a carbon rod was used as these were readily available 

in small diameter sizes and the use of carbon enabled the impact of increasing weight 

by its addition to minimised. However, metal rods may enable quicker transfer of heat 

to and from the composite during cure. The interaction between the rod and resin and 

the interface between them may be critical to the mechanical performance and 

therefore this may need to be characterised and methods to improve the interface could 

be examined.  

• Vascule size. In the current work, vascules with OD 5 mm and ID 3 mm were used to 

minimise issues of back pressure on the oil circulator. However further work could 

look to determine the minimum diameter which does not create too much back 

pressure to impact the performance of the circulator. Assessing the optimum vascule 

diameter to minimise impact on mechanical performance, still enable efficient heat 

transfer to composite and to enable efficient circulation of oil through vascule network 

will be required.  

• Embedment technique. In the current work the central plies were wrapped around the 

vascule, but this was observed to create resin pockets at the side of the vascule. It may 

be more beneficial to cut the plies so the vascule sits in a cavity within the composite. 

This may favour square profiled vascules which could also be examined.  

Once the work has been conducted in these areas to increase robustness of the simulation 

model and to assess an optimum vascule setup in terms of embedment technique and vascule 
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size. Then the technology should have progressed to TRL 3. The next phase will look toward 

scale up with more complex geometries to optimise number and location of vascules within 

these parts. Further assessment of the impact of the vascule on the manufacture part quality 

should be assessed to determine if the reduction in observed peak exotherm does reduce the 

residual stresses locked within the laminate. From this a small-scale prototype can be 

produced which can be used to showcase the potential for industry (TRL5). 
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Figure 81: Future work plan for the development of the vascular cure technology. 

Original 

paper by 

O’Donnell 

et al.  [137] 
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8.3.  Concluding remarks 

Overall, the project demonstrated that these anhydride-cured epoxy resins do offer 

improvements in performance in terms of both material properties and manufacturing. 

The results of this work show that the anhydride-cured resins developed by HCCL show 

comparable resin properties in terms of viscosities, time to gel and storage modulus 

below Tg. The anhydride resins are shown to have higher Tg, by some 20 °C, than the 

industry benchmark when measured both by DSC and DMA. However, the main 

benefits over the industry benchmark assessed, are that the resins (1-3) all showed higher 

interfacial adhesion on the glass fibre and displayed lower reaction enthalpies therefore 

reducing risk of exotherm in thick composite sections.  

A full assessment of the resin’s interfacial adhesion on carbon fibre and identification 

of the most appropriate sizings/surface treatments to optimise the interfacial adhesion 

could not be conducted due to current limitations of the setup available. However, on an 

industry standard carbon fibre the ILSS of the anhydride-cured resin blend 1 showed a 

32% increase over diamine-cured industry benchmark. This indicated that even on 

standard industry sizing treatments that the anhydride-cured resin offers enhanced 

interfacial adhesion and suggests its potential to be used on carbon fibre/hybrid 

composite WTBs.  

The vascular curing experimental setup clearly demonstrated the ability of these internal 

networks to improve cure homogeneity and by reducing the temperature overshoot. This 

also offers the potential to optimise the cure cycle without incurring penalty of 

increasing the risk of exotherm. This offers the potential to increase part production rates 

by reducing cure cycle times and increase part quality by elimination of manufacturing 

defects caused by thermal gradients and cure variation within the part. 
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APPENDIX A: FEA MODELLING THE VASCULAR CURE 

SETUP  

A.1 Fortran code for the HETVAL subroutine 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Standard HETVAL 

format 

If degree of cure is greater than 0.89, 

the reaction is complete therefore no 

flux- do not continue  

Rate of cure – given 

by the cure kinetic 

model- Chapter 5 

Calculation of heat flux- Section 

7.3.1.1, Equation 28.  

 

Update degree of cure 

following this time step 

Final flux with 57% fibre volume in 

composite laminate (determined from 

burn off test following ASTM standard 

D2584 − 18) 
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A.2. Meshing of the FEA model 

 

The sectioning of the part imposed on the model for the mesh generated to conform to 

quad element shapes, minimising distortions.  

No vascule model 

 

Figure A2.182: Images from FEA model with no vascule: a) partitioning b) mesh. 

The partitions correspond to the through thickness location of the thermocouples and 

thus their intersection with the central vertical partition marks the position of the 

thermocouple which can easily be selected as a nodal element. Figure A2.1, shows the 

partitioning of the FEA model and the subsequent mesh.  

Vascule model 

 

Figure A2.2: Images from FEA model with central vascule: a) partitioning b) mesh.  

For the FEA model with a central vascule, partitioning was required to maintain quad 

elements over the part, as shown in Figure A2.2. These partitions are critical to prevent 

large distortions in the elements at the vascule location. So, some of these partitions are 

placed to help to minimise these/ minimise their effect over the whole part. As well as 

having partition intersections which as previously said can be used as the nodal elements 

for allowing data at the thermocouple locations to be selected.  
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APPENDIX B: FDA MODEL VALIDATED AGAINST THE 

FEA MODEL 

As the FEA model had been initially used to predict the effect of the vascule placement, 

working in collaboration with O’Donnell to develop an FDA model which could be used 

more robustly to optimise the vascule temperature profile and placement within a part 

was sort after. The initial steps looked to ensure the FEA and FDA models matched in 

the predicted values to ensure there was no errors between the two which were using the 

same data inputs.  

To do this the temperature data at each of the thermocouple locations was compared 

between the two models. This showed that they both predicted the same peak exotherms 

with matching curves, thus showing that the models were comparable and therefore the 

FDA model could be used to optimise the cure processes. This was also observed by 

looking at the temperature distribution in visual thermal mapping, as shown in Figure 

B.1, the same response was seen in both the FEA and FDA in both configurations. 

Therefore, the FDA could be used as an extension of the work conducted herein to allow 

for optimisation of the setup.  

As already highlighted the FDA currently has the same limitations as the FEA, in terms 

of its oversimplification in the boundary conditions and the material property inputs, 

these limitations may be explored in future work.   

 

 

 FEA Model   Matlab model 

Figure B.1: Plot of the temperature profiles at the thermocouple positions for both the 

FEA and FDA (matlab) simulations with no vascule.  




